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adventure. Last night we narrowly escaped the fate of the Arctic. The fog was

;

“One man there was—and many such you ‘might

very dense, and we so nearly ran intoa
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sail-ship, that many of the sailors in-
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The Morning Star.

sailors were

utterly

No lives were lost, but the
badly frightened, and called

loudly for help.

Our

own

In all
Who
Fron
Little

his life, and never changed their course;
told them o’er,each in its ’customed place
morn till night, from youth to hoary age,
above the ox which graze the field .
i

;

Although we are not at present permitted

to see many real converts, theve certainly is a

great stirring-up going on in the minds of

}

‘And yet, under the exhilarating influence of their favorite beverage, of which
both men and women imbibe freely, this
stupid performance is the national sport of
which al are passionately fond, yes more,
enamored.
The enthusiasm is less here
now than formerly. . From last evening-till

coaster,

mast and

met—who never had a dozen thoughts -

His reason rose.”

every passenger out of ‘his berth.

.| carrying away her main

Ministers
(ordained and licen
‘m
=standing in the por Baptist canansed:) are
thorized
and requested to act as Agents in obtaining
subscribers, tnd in FSliecting sud forwarding moneys,
Agents are
allowed
if Sent on
moneys col
lected and remitted by
&
oy
5

stopping of our boat

An hour after, we struck a French

edvance, Sago
Rep

The sudden

Have

injuries were

slight, being a few scratches, the loss of one

blind, and a small part of the rigging; but
thedelay of five hours was. considerable.

about noon to-day there was arecess.

The

Justnowat8, P. M., itis dyingaway.
I
have no means of computing the number
in attendance, but their name is legion.
The Sanfals gather in from 10 to 12 miles

lieve in

water-spirits,

and

all ‘such

around, though many from

Those living near’eome

and go, and also many of them

things.

¢¢ visiting friends.”

few

drink and dance, but a

high

Well,

up

amidst

take dhome

The Santals aré a

pitable people.

from the vessel,Isaw,

have

been kept away this year on account of the
storm at the start.

If L had time, I could teil you, how one day,
‘at just twelve o'clock, when the mist and fog
made it impossible to see the water but a
yards

a distance

hos-

i

all this trade
sorry

prospect

for

preaching, one would suppose,
Not altogether so.unpromising either.
Oppnrtuni:
from early twilight until midnight, and ties for urging the claims of the soul have
found that what we hear and seein the day- - been found and persistently improved. All
time is quite different from what we see and do not come to drink and dance or to trade,
hear in the night. That morning, leaning but to see and hear ; and even many, who are
over the railing, I heard pleasant sounds thus engaged, findan hour's leisure to look
which I thought were made by the water in upon the preacher's stand and catch a
against the side of the boat; but at twilight little. Our tent stood, for the sake of shade,in
I found it was the vesper bells of the sea- a semi-circle, beside two large mango trees
‘nymphs calling their sisters to evening and a grand old banyan. Under: the lat‘er
prayers,
That very afternoon I sat for we cleared away the rubbish, and: put
hours, watching what I called the spray; down our circle, made by a number of
but at midnight, I saw evea by the pale small stakes, united by withes and grass
among the clouds, a phantom ship, with sails

set, and how one night I sat upon the deck

WEDNESDAY,

MAY

Drift
Drift on, my bark!

12,

1869.

on.
The sunbeams sleep

Upon the tranquil tide, .
The lingering waters idly creep,
And nestle to my side.

The languid breeze that lightly plays
‘Its softest, sweetest air,
|
Upon the river fails to raise
The gentle ripple there;
And on my breast she is at rest—
Drift on! drift on!
Drift on, my bark!

The day is worn,

light of the stars, that it was the long hair of

cords.

the mermaids, floating

allowing our congregation all the room
they needed, on the outside. The presence
of the Mem sahebe inside the ring aided materially in securing and retaining hearers.
We were thus able to preserve some degree

the waves, as

The shadows round us close;
O'er distant hill and waving corn

N..F.

Still Among

Drift on! drift on!

The night winds chill

attend to other

Steals out a timid light;

The curfew bell chimes out afar

The day is done, we are alone!

ested

Letter from Abroad.

a steawer, but it is

cheer the hearts of our New England housesee with what

neatness

accomplished.

IHow

these great, strong, sunburnt, wind-bronzed
men seem to enjoy it. What a quantity of
water they use; first hot, steaming suds, and

then, pumping from old ocean itself, such
itmust

be

salt—

clean water, throwing it upon the pilothouse—upon the white sides of the life boat,
making it glisten in the sun—upon the entrance to the first and then the second cabin
—upon all the mysterious little house which
rises along the middle of the boat—and finally setting: the whole deck afloat, sending
what few passengers are up hurrying back
into their state rooms to escape a

wetting ;

all, save one, who has too heartily entered
into the scene to be frightened away through
fear of 4 cold bath; and who knows bu! the
realization of the’ fouc might
tive against sea-sickness?
See how the water rushes
now to that, seeking by
means an egress to the

provea preven~ -now to this side,
every possible

sda.

. singing a merfy German boat a

be

both

Santals,

one

©

comes,

an army

of men,furnished with various implements,
brushes, splint brooms, and a curious look-

ing wooden instrumen t which appears very
much like the home-made hoes used on the

southern plantations before the wa. Aunt
"Ophelia herself could not find fault wit hthe

order,

and

save

ourselves

from

while

much larger number

see

were

able to

a
and

These had lit-

heard,

their usual plea being, ¢We are great fools,

te know nothing, are in the

dark; we

can

understand nothing about - God, but only
follow the customs of our fathers.”
They

were much pressed

a | tion

to cdhsider the salva-

of their souls by their

love

of happi-

pertinent questions, and made important
admissions. Their religion was of no use.
It could do them no good.
The gospel
seemed simple, reasonable, and just what

ness.
For a mere momentary pleasure
they were willingto spend their time and
money and labor, and return home fagged
and worn out,
Surely it would be far
better for them to labor to secure permanent happiness that would be followed by

they

no bad results.

of

a

village.

For hours

all

needed,

but

then

it was

new.

Nobody knew or followed it.
They must
take time to consider it. Repeatedly these
men would start to go away and back they
would come as if spell-bound.
The Lord
guide their feet into the way of life!
" Taesday morning, we moved camp from
Baligadia to this place, which is about 9
miles west of Santipore,

the jungle.

There

stone temples

are

and

very much

in

two. very ancient

here, now crumbling to ruins

in one of which is a large stone image of
the filthly Mabhadabe..
An annual jattra,
half fair, half festival,is now

and attracts both worshipers
among

the Hindus,

dancers

on the

and
and

tapis

traders
drinkers

among the Santals.
The large number,
variety and beauty of the shade trees make
it a pleasant camping ground, and not a
bad arena

for a

grand dance,

if dancing

The Santals,like most sav-

age tribes, are falalists ; Ja-khan
takham likham;

¢ When

born,

ja-nam,

then

writ-

ten,” is an expression that is often quoted
and seems to afford a smal] pittance of comfort. As their fate was thus determined
and

written when they came into the world,

the wisest thing they can do, is to accept
it, whatever it may be, and be content.
They

are,

however, very superstitious

and

tormented by their fears of ghosts, witchery,
and hobgoblins.
Among the Hindus open opposition has
wonderfully died out. - While a semblance
of respect is still paid to the popular -idolatry, a kind of deism

seems

to

have seized

the minds of the people generally. To the
question, Whom do you worship P the common reply

now

is,

*Pararneswara,”

i.e.,

The change is truly
_| the Supreme God.
wonderful.
Should
a
few leading men rethe rain
noufice
idolatry
and
become Christians
which had been threatening all the morning, began to fall, and .for twenty-four openly, it would not be at all surprising to
The
hours there was very little cessation.
The see the people turning en masse.
parched earth became thoroughly soaked, trouble then wouldbe to maintain the purity
and so did our canvas, but we stood the of the church and prevent people from enWhat is
storm, and came out dry. Our native folks teringit from unworthy, motives,
found shelter in a number of booths that needed at present is,” a large increase of
had been erected for the occasion, but which devoted men, filled with faith and the Holy
must be.
Ere our tent had been pitched,

were yet unoccupied.

Wednesday

was

a

dark, damp, cloudy, disagreeable day, until towards evening it cleared away, the
gun came out, and the people began to drop

ina little. . Butthe auspicious day had past,

the harvest
ers!

send

forth

many

more -labor-

clear glass, bright brass, and dry White
All through where we have been of late,
floor. A Broadway belle might walk now morning had been taken advantage of only
on the deck of the Westphalia without fear by a few devout females, who, more zealous the people, being under the Native Rajas,
of soiling her white slippers or long train. than their neighbors, having petitions to are far more ignorant, and we find but litI imagine my strong-minded sisters would offer, spent the stormy night of Tuesda¥ in tle use for our tracts and gospels, as few
especially enjoy this scene, feeling that | the-dismal témple, watching, fasting and are able to read them.
KENDAKUNTA, Feb, 17. Our opportunihouse-cleaning had for once fallen into burning lamps fed with ghee, or clarified
butter.
tigs
for preaching at Sabastrani were pretty
its legitimate hands. My best wish for
Thursday morning the weather came off good on the Sabbath, but the fair entirely
them is that when they come to enjoy all the
ightsthey ask, they may beable to do their fair and, bright, and during the day both broke up that day, and on Monday general
their work as easily and as well as these bold traders and dancers poured in, the former ' desolation reigned where for a week previIn
converting boughs of trees, bushes, &c. into ous there had been such life. and stir.
tars have done theirs.
the
A.
M.
we
visited
a
Santal
village,
and
booths,"
while
the
latter
provided
enormous
Here comes our Captain—a Grant-like
man, courteous but reticent, and devotedly jars of handia, on which to stay themselves in-the P, M. removed here, five miles disAbout evening, the sarfind pitched beside the .market ground,
attached to his cigar. He walks the deck the live-long night.
like one born to command and his gold lace sound of the drum and fife began to be in the shade of a magnificent banyan. Yes
and bright buttons give him indeed a mili- heard, as deputation after deputation came erday wo visited and preached in villages ,
tary air. Itmust bea comfortable feeling upon the ground, and for full twenty-four und to-day liave had the large weekly marto command a steamer like this, which mens- hours, without any apparent cessation. On ket. Here too we cleared up the ground,
ures from stem to stern three hundred and with the dance, was at once the motto and and stuck our stakes, thus or gananzing for
sixty-one feet and whose Supine alone re- the order of things,—such a thing as a play, work, and for three consecutive hours we had
quires the services of thirty-two.men, With or a tune, with a beginning and end, would a good congregation of Santals under the
The banyan, While Dina Nath and Silas (who
head winds and no sail she makes twelve geem to be unknown to the Santals.
joined us to-day) held forth to the Hinsteady,
monotonous
beat
of
the
kettle-drum,
miles an hour. Perfect in all her arrangements, beautiful in form, and elegantin her and the equally staid, uniform shuffle of dus, at another place. Dula did * well,
adornments, she almost seems a thing of feet by the half circle of a score or two of and poor blind Adam helped on a liitle,
life, as she coquets with the waves in a women dancers as they join hands and and Ephraim, my Sental writer, who is an
way that must play sad havoo with the revolve around the circle or ring, in which intellectual believer, spake against idolatry
usicians perform, forcibly reminds and wtich-craft as I had encouragéd him
heert-strings of old Neptune,
to do.
Oar voyage has not been entirely without! one 0 Pollosk’s,

who

shall

labor as

not

approach

of hot weather.

Lot's wife was turned into a pillar of salt
for looking back with a covetous heart,
when she was going from Sodom for safety. I-thought that a -few words on this
suhject, would be both timely, and applicable to some professors of religion of the
pilgrimage

from the city of Destruction to the Celestial
city.
We are informed that, “a double-minded man is unstable in all his ways.”
“Ye cannot serve God and mammon.”
Many endeavor to temper the love of money with the love of Christ. They go on’ apparently in earnest for a season, but the
end soon makes it manifest what they were.
Methinks it would be very profitable for
us all, that are going on pilgrimage,to
read and pay affention to what Bunyan saw
in his dream of Christian and Hopeful and
others as they passed on their journey to
the Celestial city. Now .as Christian and
Hopeful had passed beyond Vanity-fair,
they overtook others, who
were
going
before them. whose names were Mr. Byand Mr. Hold-the-world,

Mr.

Save-all, and Mr. Love-gain. They all had
something to say as they met, Mr. Byends says, “You will find us fair companykeepers if you will admit us as your associates.” Christian answers: “If you will go
with us you must go against, wind and
tide? you

must

own

religion

in rags

but

to be

Then, in

the

denomnation
to do.

forthcoming, from

repose from the excessive labors jgceasion-

ed by the [necessitiesof the case and the

some-

ooghy to be Taied

clamors of hungry politicians, During the,

past week or more two or three foreign 8p-

second

plane,

pointments have been made, od there has

ciwliot our

supply the funds?

Ought

more forthe Shenandoah

we

been more or less’ gossip concerning mat--

valley

ters of general interest. Apart from these
things most of the intelligence has been of
alocal character. A slight ripple has been

than is now being done?
Home

Miss'on

Board

make

an appropriation for another missionary in | occasioned upon the calm sea by the inauguthat section and let the brethern there hunt ration of
up a man. A colored man is the one needed.
GOV. JEWELL

Lot’s
— Wife.
:

are going on

one ought

Cannot our

JP,

missionaries,

characterized by important events, The
new administration seemsto be firmly, established, and is manifestly enjoying some

one at least seems absolutely necessary. That

break up camp and go in, impelled thereto

as

If the Home Board

have not the funds, why

and anew state government in Connecticut. This took place on Wednesday last.
The message of the new governor was devoted largely to the financial and educational interests of the state. These are represented as being ina prosperous condition.
While the state debtis diminishing, the ag-

not set some agency to work which shall
raise whatis needed? Why cannot sur ministers and churches set

about raising mon-

ey for this express work ? One bundred
dollars will do more good this year than fiy e
hundred will five years hence.
. The School at Harper's Ferry is a most
important agency in

our mission

work

gregate wealth is rapidly increasing.

in

re-opening of the

the Valley. It is prospering and doing a
valuable work in training young men for
present and future work. It needs help from
abroad, however, to put the school building
in suitable shape. I believe efforts are
soon to be made for the purpose of raising

No, let us not go a step thither.”

Here see

the nature of a faithful friend. Buthow few
are there who act so faithfully!
w few
professors will bear it! What! hold a man
back from getting money!
Oh! how few
are aware that ‘‘covetousness is idolatry.”

Therefore attend to our Lord’s double caution to take heed and beware of covetousness.
By this time By-ends and” his companions
had come in sight, and at the first beck
went over to Demas.
Whether they went

down to dig or whether
ered in the damps is not
thing is sure, they never
road as pilgrims again.
Oh! reader, beware
“Remember Lot's wife.”

they were smothcertain. But one
appeared on the
of covetousness,
R.J. CowLEs.

Freedmen’s
SadekMission.
Having

attended

Harper's Ferry

the last session of the

Q. M. at Martinsburg,

and

visited several of the churches and towns
in the Shenandoah Valley, I want to say a
few plain words to our people in regard to
the work and interest out there.
In

the

first

place,

there .is a wide

and

open field for missionary labor and church
erection in the Valley. A Home Mission
Society was organized at the Q. M. and
over one hundred and twenty-five dollars
pledged to its funds. Its object i3 to sup:
ply destitute places in that section. On
inquiry, place alter place was named where
churches ought to be established at once.
Some of them seemed very urgent cases.
As many as ten or twelve places were
mentioned as being open to Free Baptist
work and church exiension. All the churches now established are prosperous with perhaps one exception, and in that town out
Lretherr were beginning to build up. Revivals
have been and are being enjoyed in most

of them.

The

membership

in

only the books of Moses;
no ground

edifice

at

Martinsburg,
and

the

commodation'

to

the

They gropbse

to build

Berryville this season,

congregation

there.

at Winchester and
At the former place

they commenced work while I was there,
The pastors of these two churches’ are com-

either

there or

Institute,

for

theoretical

come

machinists,

Scien-

and

practical

artisans, civil engineers

been favorable to the construction of such
a road, immense obstacles have had to be
overcome, in crossing the two great mountain barriers, the Rocky and Sierra Nevada-ranges of mountains. ~ One of these
had to be surmounted at an elevation of
more than eight thousand feet, and the
other at an elevation of over seven thousand feet above the sea. Most of the
country through which the road passes
was without inhabitants, and all the material and force necessary for its construc-

tion’ had to be transported over it as the
work progressed.
Yet with all these
obstacles and disadvantages the entire
line

six-tenth

The

in

been

built by

two

companies,

miles

companies

for

each

working

day.

by their enterprise’
and

their lavish expenditure of money, have
thus anticipated by six years the time
given them by Congress for the comple-

tion of this great national work; ‘and. for

scems

either

has

the Union and Central Pacific, in the incredibly short period of three and a half
years. From the 1st day of January, 1868,
to the 1st day of May, 1869, 1,550 miles
were opened, or atthe rate of three. and

this public sérvice they deserve all praise.

the

The completion of this road inaugurates
a new era not only in our commoareial and

Even
and

financial

interests,

but also in our

moral

and
religious interests.
The
changes
in the central and western portions of our
country for the next quarter of a century

must be grand and significant.

The nature

of the instructions which
:
MR, MOTLEY
isto take with him to England, if any asall,has created some discussion. ' If seems to

written, but that the things received by tra-

be the impression that hg

dition from the fathers are not to be observed.” Besides it is generally believed that
the Sadducees expected the Messiah with
great impatience, which seems to imply
their belief inthe prophecies, though they
misinterpreted their meaning.
Confining
all their hopes to this present world, enjoying its riches, and devoting themselves
to its pleasures, they might well be particularly anxious that their lot of life should
be cast in the splendid reign of this expected, temporal king, with the hope of sharing
in his conquests and glory ; but this expectation was so contrary to the lowly appearance of our Saviour, that they joined their

instructions at all except to ignore the Al-

inveterate enemies,

the

Pharisees,

abama difficulty and
‘ment make itsown

inthe case of the Northeastern
affair, when Lord Ashburton

a special envoy.
believed to be

While

Boundary

came

such

over

as

a course

for the best, it indicates

confidence reposed

is
the

in Mr. Motley by our

goverment.
The masterly speech of Senator Sumner upon,
THE ALABAMA CLAIMS,
has been published in England, and we have
received some expression of English opin-

in per-

ion tespecting it. As might have been expected, the first impression of the speech
upon the English mind is unfavorable, and
no little excitement has been créated. It is
very probable,however,that the sober second

thought of England

will lead

her to take

a diferent view of the subject, and she will

conclude

to pay

our just demands.

Aft

any rate we believe there is no odcasion for
alarm. We do not anticipate war.
CUBA.
utelligones has been received from Cuba
to the effect that a movement is in progress

~

among the revolutionists, looking to annex-

——

ation to the United States as the results of
independence from Spain, It is thought,

speak a harsh ‘word and thus
of

for a, set-

from London to Washington, and the sending over a special ambassador; as was done

Do not do it.
ake sad the heart
ently ; it is better,

let the Britsh Goverpropositions

tlement of the peints in dispute. The result
will probably be the transfer of negotiations

secuting him and his religion.
Josephus
says, that th¥ Sadducees were ableto draw
over to them the rich only, the people not
following them; and he elsewhere mentions that this sect spread chiefly among the
young.
The Sadducees were far less numerous than the Pharisees, but they were
in general persons of greater opulence and
dignity,
The courcil before whom our
Saviour and St. Paul were carried consist.
ed partly of Pharisees and partlyof Sadducees.
Selected.

not

will receive no

another.”

\ Speak

however, that the movement may be stated

to secure the sympathy and codperation of

Do not make the burben of nd heavfer, when itis in your power io’ lighten the
same.
A light heart makes nimble hands, and

our government in effscting the independ-

ence of the island.

Wien thisis effected

there will be ample time 348 Gpportuaisy
totalk of annexation,

keeps the body healthy and the mind free,

it

"
~
'

to the

instruction to young men whodesire to be-

took every opportunity of reproaching the
Sadducees, does not mention that they rejeeted any part of the Scriptures; he only
says.that ** The Pharisees have delivered to
the people many institutions as received
from the fathers which are not written in
the law of Moses.”
For this reason the
Sadducees reject these- things, asserting
that those things are binding which are

|

one at Charlestown «is affording good &

but there

opinion,

Josephus, who was himselfa Pharisee,

"Do

church

for that

Scriptures or in any anciént writer.

existing
a good

The
which

ete., ‘‘and to young women for the many
practical artsin which they become skilled.”
Special attention is called to ‘the imporSadducees.
tance
of furnishing to women such educa—
Or
tional facilities as will fit them for the indusA sect among the Jews. It is said that trial pursuits which the trie progress of the,
the principles of the Sadducees were detimes is opening to them.” The comple- |
rived from Antigobus Sochseus, president
tion of the
ofthe sanhedrin, 250 years before Christ,
PACIFIC RAILROAD,
who, rejecting the traditionary doctrines of which took place on Saturday last is also
the scribes, taught that man oughttoserve an event of more than ordinary interest.
God ous of pure love, and not from hope of The Atlantic and Pacific coasts of our counreward, or fear of punishment; and that try are now connected by a continuous
they derived their name from Sadoe, one of
line of railway.
The length of the Pacifbis followers, who, mistaking or perverting
ic Railroad proper is set down as eighteen
this doctrine, maintained that there was no
hundred miles, starting at the East from
future state of rewards and punishments. the Missouri river, and terminating West
Whatever foundation: there may be for this
at the navigable waters of San Francisco.
account of the origin of the sect, it is
cerfain While the greater part of the country has

six months.

have erected

School,

tific School at New Haven, of a Polytechnic

funds to repair oar building.
=
C. O. Lipsy.

churches has nearly doubled within the last

They

Normal

closed two years ago is recommended, with
the addition

well as in silver slippers.” Mr. By-ends | that in the time of our Saviour the Saddusays: “Tam for taking all advantage to se- cees denied the resurrection of the dead,
cure my life and estate. Iam for religion and the existence of angels and spirits, or
only so far as the times and my safety will souls of departed men ; though, as Mr. Hume
bear it. I am for religion in silver slip- observes, it isnoteasy. to comprehend how
pers, <n. the-sunshine and in applause.” they could at the same time admit the
Then I saw that Christian and Hopeful authority of the law of Moses. They carwent on their journey, and By-ends and his ied theirideas of human freedom so far as
companions fell behind.
Christian and to assert that men were absolutely masters
Hopeful came to a narrow plain’ called of their own actions, and at_ full liberty to
Ease where they met with much Content. do either good or evil; and though they beNow on the farther side of that plain was a lieved that God created and preserved the
little hill called Zuere, and in that hill was
world, they seem to have denied his para silver mine and a man by the name of ticular providence. These tenets, which reDemas, who said to Christian and Hveful : semble the Epicurean philosophy,
led, as
“Ho! turn aside hither and I will show
might be expected, to great profligacy of
youa thing.” Then said Christian, “What life ; and we find the licentious wickedness
thing is so deserving as to turn us ant of of the Sadducees frequently condemned in
the way?”
Demas said: ‘Here fisa silver the New Testament; yet they professed
mine, some are digging in it for treasure. themselves obliged to observe the Mosaic
If you will come, with a little pains you can law because of the temporal rewards and
be rich.” Then says Hopeful: “Let us go punishments annexed to such observance;
and see.”
“NotI,” said Christian, ‘I have
and hence they were always severe in their
heard of this place before now, that many
punishment of any crimes which tended to
have been slain, besides, these treasures
disturb the public {ranquility.
The Sadprove a snare to those that seek for them, ducees rejected all tradition, and some auand hindereth those that go on pilgrimage. thors have contended that they admitted

Ghost, to go forth everywhere and preach

Christ crucified,as the only and.all-sufficient
Saviour of sinful men. O may the Lord of

witness, with but little prospect of the need |

where and the money
to support him.

Money-love,

hear. Oa the part of not a few, very good
attention was paid and pertinent inquiries
were made. Both the Oriya and Santal ianguages were used. The great mass of hearhowever, were Santals.

private

vo

THE WEEK, =

was so grea! that it was really painful to like the one which preceded |it has not bon

make most frank and full confession of
their entire want of confidence in the old
systems,
To-morrow Silas returns with Dina Nath
to attend a jattra-nefir Patna among the
Oriyas and on Friday, the 19th, we are to

ends from the town of Fair-speech, and Mr.

being

stifled and overrun by the crowd,

ers,

mar-

and

Inside thisring, we took our stand,

tle to say in opposition to what they

they sat by us, heard and understood, asked

house-cleaning for- all that, and on a most
wonderful and ample plan, How it would

streams of fresh—stop,

hearers,

manjhee, or chief

I am watching the progress of a most
wonderful house-cleaning, all done by men
too. The house ‘happens to be a floating

it is

and

Among others we had two deeply inter-

drift on!

despatch

work,

Monday, via Bedhugal, attended that
‘et for the third time in succession.

A musical good night!

and

home

with our people on the Sabbath, I remain
abroad. Last Saturday we both went home
and attended our covenant meeting dnd
communion service.
Returning again on

O'er pale and solitary star

wivesif they could

of

Bi

CAMP SAHASTRANI, Feb. 13, 1869.
It is now Saturday evening and I am
alone in the tent. Mrs. P. having returned
this morningto see after our orphan boys
and

Sweep round; the bittéym-calls;
O'er waving corn and distant hill,
The gathering darkness Talls.

is called

the Santals.

Sy

And joins the breeze now rising fast,
In mournful lullaby.
But still I hear a whisper near,

palace and

their coral

Sot

- Wakes with a dreamy sigh,

Drift on!

‘in

halls.”

The dying sunset glows,
The sapphire tide, grown dark at last,

Drift on, my bark!

above the crest of

theydanced

in

A

The need o” more ministers in the Valley

ed

and

19.

Events of the hit 4.6

wards the erection of their edificies.

'bégin to think and

reason,

Namen

ing north in a few weeks to raise fonds to-

being supplied. ‘Two more men are need-

present day, who

and traffic,

.

the people. Inet |is an awakening from
the sleep of akes. Old dogmas, priesteraft
and shasters are at a discount.
People

by the call of home work, and the

To morrow we hope to see the chalk cliffs roar this afternoon has been tremendous.

of England, and feel once more that weare
a part of the habitable world.
Now, before. ¢losing this letter, I must
make a confession. These days upon the
water have wrought a great. change in my
opinions, I fear my dear Stgr will sayl
have become a heathen, for I do fully be-

12, 1869.
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* | of their fare among us?” asked Bro. Smith,

@ommunications.

prising to me.

ny
fp —

BYL, M.

«« How low folks are in their minds,” said

Bro. Smith to Bro. Brown, as the two sat by

In feeble health, with two

the stove in the vestry on a Thursday P. M.

fore

scanty furniture, and never a month’s wood
in the shed even in the dead of winter.”
“ You are making out quite a case,” interrupted Bro. Brown, *‘but I don't know

of social meetings; of

guests;

a poor,

inconvenient

house,

the communion table, and: Sabbath preach- who is to blame for this state of things.
ing! I am quite disappointed in the results When Mr. Denham came among us, Wwe
of the labors of our new minister. He seem- | subscribed certain sums for his support, and
ed when he came among us a man of ca- expect to meet our obligations like Chrispacity, with a good share of the Spirit, and tian men.
He knew about the sum we
there were indications of a revival for a would be able to, raise.
Had he deemed
time. Butall that has passed by, and church it insufficient to meet the wants of his famiand minister seem to have gone in‘a body ly, he was at liberty to say, as much, and
to ¢ Egypt.
Itis a most deplorable state seek some other field of labor.”
The lady_bowed, and glanced ‘about the
of things. I wish the brethren and sisters
might see itinthis light and betake them- vestry.
selves to prayer and heart-searchings that
“ How many came in to attend monthly
the causes of our spiritual barrenness might meeting this afternoon P” she inquired.
be ferretted out, and, through repentance,
¢ Only myself and Bro. Brown,” was
the Lord's anger appeased, so that his hand Bro. Smith's reply. ¢¢ Religion is at a low
might be stretched forth toward us in par- ebb with us. We had been deploring the
lukewarm state of our church when you
don and mercy.”
‘
Bro. Brown listenedto the speaker with entered.”
attention, and made answer in a similar
¢ What did you conclude was the cause
strain, bewailing the lowness of Zion and of it ?” asked tke lady, resting against a'slip
wishing for ¢¢ better days.”
and putting her feet to the warm stove.
¢ What can we do to bring‘ about these
¢ We think there are more causes than
“better days?” asked Bro. Smith, putting one,” Bro. Smith replied. ¢¢ I suppose some
a few more sticks of soggy wood into the of us may have neglected duties ard thus
displeased our Master.
Then we are all
stove ; — “This is very poor fuel,” he added.
*Tll warrant me Bro. Dix don’t burn any apt, more oi less, to lean on the minister,
and ours doesn’t seem to be in the place he
such in his own hou.”
‘“He sells his marketable wood at six was some months ago. Bro. Brown and I
dollars the cord,” said Bro. Brown, ¢ burns have been considerine whether or no when
‘tree limbs at home, and picks up wet stuff the year is up it will not be as well to let
him, go and try another one.”
.
. for the church.”
‘¢ Then you have become dissatisfied with
‘ That is not treating God's house with
proper respect,” said Bro. Smith;—¢ No Mr. Denham,” said the lady.
¢“ Well, we should not wish to say that
wonder Bro. Dixisin a low state of mind,
8 backslidden, lukewarm state.
He should exactly,” was the reply. ‘Perhaps the man
supply the church with as good fires as he does as well as he can, though he has not
the life and power of scme ministers.
I
has at home to say the least.”
‘He says he can’t find wood for the meet- have not been as blessed under his preaching house, and pay a money tax to the min- ing as I expected to be at the outset, and
ister, t00,+it is too heavy a drift upon him,
Bror Brown's experience corresponds with
,—30 heels his best wood to get money to my-own.”
;
meet the tax,” remarked Bro. Brown.

“This is but a subterfuge
narrowness,” said Bro. Smith.

to

hide

his

‘Bro. Dix is

able to do much more than he does for the
support of the gospel.
I wish I had the
money at interest that he has.

. But

to

re-

turn to the point from which we have wandered,—what can we do to improve our
spiritual health and vigor ?”
¢¢ T have thought upon this point consid-

to my expectations. When he first, came
among us, I thought he was going to be an
instrument in the hands of God bf accomplishing much good in our’ church and
community, but these prospects are now
quite overcast.
It looks gieomy ahead.
Mr. Denham haslost much of his spirituality, or I am no judgeof such matters.
The

erably,” said Bro. Brown, ¢‘ and have about

blessing I obtain from his ministration is
very small.”
“If you have got:a five dollar blessing,
I don’t know what more you could expect,”

He seémed to run

well for a season, but now, all is at a stand-

{1
§
? |

“ Yes,” said Bro. Brown approaching,
*¢ I confess Mr. Denham has not eome up

come to the conclusion that we shall never
accomplish much in spiritual things with

our present minister.

said the lady, in a quiet tone of voice.

Her words were electric.
The two men
still—nay, even goirg backward. Our converts of a year ago, where are they?You looked quickly at each other, and turned
can’t lay your finger on one out of three of their steps toward the door.
Bro. Smith and Bro. Brown commune
them. One of the regular prayer meetings
They were
has completely died out, the other is just with themselves that night.
The little
ready to expire, and here we two sit to rep- both worth their thousands.
resent the monthly conference.
The min- woman at the vestry was dependent on her
Yet on the
ister is not in his place, the church members own exertions for support.
are engaged in their worldly affairs.
We ministers’ subscription list her name was
needa man who shall be able to get up a down for an equal sum with Bro. Smith and
Bro. Brown, and she had found no dearth
grand awakening.”
of spirituality in Mr. Denham’s sermons.
“But who can we get?” asked Bro.
Onthe contrary, they fed her soul from
Smith. ¢¢ With our means, we can’t comSabbath to Sabbath. Shesaw the minister's
mand the first talent, you know,
Our minfamily were pinchedin every way.
The
ister is a pretty fair sort of a man if he but
very small salary was slow and irregular
had more of the Spirit, though I regret to
about coming in, and they often lacked for
say he is becoming rather cold and lifeless.
the comforts,if not for the necessaries of life.
Think of his neglecting the monthly meetThese things depressed Mr. Denham.- He
ing.
How can we expect thé members
was comparatively young, and peculiarly
will be otherwise than backward if the mipdiffident,—greatly lacking in self-assertion.
ister sets the example ?”
:
He could not go to men of wealth, years * his
¢ Inever knew him absent before,” said
senior, and ask for the pittance ‘they had
Bro. Brown, ¢* and“think he must be unexsubscribed towards his salary. But he felt
pectedly called away, or something unusual that God would withhold his blessing from
" detains him at home.”
those who treated his cause so niggardly,
¢ I should have thought he would have and prayed in his closet that the little church
sent word to the brethren then,” said Bro.
might be delivered from the thrall of covetSmith, rising and consulting his watch.— ousness. It was a hard place to work, and
«Tt is an hour past time for services to com- when, added to other difficulties, his wife
mence; so there will not
any body else’

here to-day, an&we may as well go home.”

fell sick, Mr. Denham felt

he would not

be

sorry to end his Jabors there with the closing
Bro. Brown arose, and while the two
year.
were closing the stove and preparing to
But ¢ a word spoken in season how good
leave, some light feet were heard ascendit is I” and the little woman who visited the
ing the vestry stairs, and a lady stood bevestry on monthly meeting day had spoken
fore them.
;
5
this word.
¢¢ Ob,” she said, ** you are about leaving.
“If you have got a five dollar blessing, I
1 have hurried as fast as I could to get down
don’t know what more you could expect.”
here and let the people know, if any were
What more, truly!
They were amply
gathered for monthly conference, the reaable to pay twenty-five’; such a sum would
son of the minister's absence.
His wife is
be no more for them than was five for the
sick, and he got out of dry wood yesterday.
little
vestry woman.
They had raised two
This morning he expected a load, but it

“didn’t comye, so he had to hire a team

and

hundred and fifty dollars for

their minister,

It was only a
go afterit.. Hesaid be’ should try hard to ‘—he needed five hundred.
reasonable compensation for his services
get back by half past two, but if he failed,
and support.
He did not ask it,—the
I must endeavor to leave his wife long
agreement
had
been
that he should accept
enough to let the people who might gather
at the vestry know the cause of his absence. what they could raise. Yet it was a mean
Mrs, Denham is so sick,and I have had such. thing to half support a servant of God.
a struggle to keep her room comfortable How could they, as a church, eXpect God's
with the green wood, that I have not been blessing, till they righted this wrong in their
midst!
y
able to get down here till now.”,
...
Bro.
Brown
and
Bro. Smith sent their
“J am sorry there is sickness in Mr,
Denham’s family,” said Bro. Smith, ¢‘Min- bays next day with a load of dry wood and
minister.
Then Bro.
isters are very apt to have sickly wives I kiidlings to the
Smith,
who
held
the
subscription
list, drew
believe.Y
;
* You are right, and no wonder,” returp- it forth,and placed a figure 1 atthe left hand
of the 5, which stood against his name, so
ed the lady.
,
+» *“1don’t know why you say that,” remark- now it read:
ed Bro, Smith.

“It would require

oe

an

54

unusually strong

constitution. to endure the anxiety to which

als, he was laboring ifi the midst of & pro-

tracted meeting, where crowds of anxious

small children,company at a moment's warning, and often the slenderest stock out of
which to prepare acceptable food to set be-

waiting for people to gather to the monthly
conference. ¢* How the church is falling ifito
an unseemly disregard of its ordinances;

they are neglectful

into

the church sheds for winter fires.

When Mr. Denham’s year came round,
instead of seeking out a new field with a
can get along as Mrs. Denham does is sur- | heart depressed by manifold temporal tri-

‘A Five Dollar Blessing.
i

two cords of his best marketable wood

rather sensitively.
iy
‘¢ No,—at least I never heard them complain of ‘anything, though how a woman

‘“ Alpheus Smith—$15,00.”

He thought it was an improvement,
concluded to go round

the

parish

and

and
see

how many others would be of a like opinted,”
minister's wives are ordinarily subjec
: ion. He found several, and quite a little
purse of ready money was made up for the
lady. =
said the
Bro. Smith, “What minister.
ted
repea
Bro. Smith and Bro. Brown
I"
ties
* Anxie

anxieties
have they beyond women in gen- found the sermons more spiritual at once.

The prayer-meetings put on new Tie, and
ere long there were indications of a genuine

souls flocked to-the altar seeking salvation
through J esus.#
>
Bro. Smith liked his fifteen dollar bless-

A

A

.

ws
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knowledge, and all our facilities for gain-

thorn in the flesh; but he gave him a suf-

ficiency of grace lo sustain him,
Second

‘ Fwhether a church or people can now be sponsibility is very great,—his influence
found, so well acquainted with the Holy ‘mighty. Wisdom is needed. Torrey, in

Adventism.

Scripture as “were the

Sd

darkest days

that Jesus

brought Bibles within the reach of all, and
the Papal church, the patron of ignorance

and rose again, them also

that sleep in Jesus will God
him.”

bring with

He told us that all who

had

died

graves and

take

them

How strong that once weak church now
urged us “to ‘‘take the
grew! What a power for good-it became
Lredd.”
|
‘
in the community!
What happy convits

|*

went down beneath

its

baptismal

waters!

How strong were its laymen in
spirit
and power of the truth!
What a godly
pride that pastor felt in his people!
Yes,
and even the wicked and careless said :
¢¢ There isa set of men and women who
practice as they preach; they honor their
profession ; they give without stint for the
support of their cause ;—there must be
something in a gospel for which men will
sacrifice worldly gain.”
.
Oh! professed Christian, are you starving
your soul on a Five Dollar Blessing, and
wondering-at your hunger?
‘Go ye and
do likewise.”

More

on Prophecy.
—

De

I am satisfied thatit is a difficult task to
.80 interpret certain portions of the book of
Daniel and Revelation as to dispel all mist,
and settle the question of difference which
has so long existed between Bible students;
yet, I am confident that faithful research
will eventually give to all one mind who
understand Scripture phraseology fairly;
though now there seems to be a slight difference in opinion. There is a class of
Scripture interpreters whose conversion to
the truth must depend wholly upon the order of events, yetto be fulfilled in time and
eternity.

:

Old time has already given them some
very good lessons—shown them, no less
than half a dozen times, their folly in timesetling,

for

the

second

coming

of Christ.

As time has hitherto been a faithful demonstrator of prophecies fulfilled, I am persuaded it - will still continue to be until all
things are

revealed, that are to be revealed,

in their frue light.

It must be admitted,

though, if the dead are in a state of uncon-

sciousness,

time

to them

is nothing,

nor

the events of time; therefore the dead cannot be profited.
If this be true, what a

out.”

And

Scriptures

yet he

as they

\

Then another one arose, and urged with

quoted

this

passage;

root nor branch.”

He

said that

‘this pas-

sage must be taken justas it reads.”

If a

man’s “‘root” means anything it must mean
his parents; and his branch must be his
children; hence every wicked man must
have his parents and his children all burned
up; and it makes no difference whether they

righteous or wicked, they are all to be
burned up. And yet these self-righteous
people are insisting that they alone have a
correct knowledge of the Scriptures, and
are the true church of God, and all the rest
of the world are in darkness.
;
A. DEERING.

A Father’s Letters.

No.

14.

ny

My Dear Sox:—In these letters you
may expect that I shall say something
about the management of a revival. What
are

the signs of a revival, and bow is it to

be promoted? These are questions of no
small importance.
Occasionally the first
oufward indications of the Spirit's #special
influence, may be manifested among the
impenitent,

but

I never saw

the means

of grace were

ed.

I knew

Once

it

so,

where

regularly

enjoy-

the instance,

in which

some of the unconverted went to the professors of religion, asking them to appoint
a prayer-meeting.

They did so, and

some

ten or twelve were hopefully converted.
Surely ‘* God was in the place,” and his
people knew it not. But this is not often
the way God begins his work. In connection with your own labors, you may be
permitted to see an outpouring of God's

Spirit.

But what are the signs of its com-

ing?
Do
not think, that,
feel deeply interested for

because
sinners,

you
and

and hauled

wonderful art of printing had mot then
and mother

of

abominations, was

tongues.”

swift

readers to the
peasants could
entire books of
children could
readily define and perhaps defend their doctrines, The greater part of the publications

sion; for though

may

ject to complaints, if made on
Itis not to be expected

siderable number

remembered

knowl-

edge of the truth™8nly at Calvary.

As the

of Israel

were

hear

the law, so

gathered

may our

at Sinai

Sabbath

Rev. James

In the quiet grave to rest,

With his pale hands meekly folded

schools

is as

Upon his pulseless breast.

With broken hearts we bore him
Where we, too, fain would go,
And we left him there to slumber,
Beneath the drifting snow.
He was with us fair and lovely,
When the Autumn days came on,
Though the gentle flowers before him,
Were faded. all, and gone.
But in the falling snow flukes
We heard a solema tone,
“Spirit! thy duy is finished,

the sun

shiningin strength,” still walk among the
churches?
Like the beautiful order of the
heavenly bodies will be the order of the
.church when each member stands in proper
relations to Christ the head.
—A
spurious charity will cover a multitude of popular sins while it thunders
anathemas against unpopular ones.
How much of the religious zeal of
this age is to be attributed to true love to
{ Christ and

how much

to

the

native

Letts.

We've laid him down with weeping,

to

Christ is the Shepherd and Bishop of

countenance

Itis’ :

condition of

them, and’ pray for . such causes and
classes of people as need special attention
at that time, and others at another. And
thus prayeras an agency for good may be
successfully employed.
@

souls, and tliose churches which acknowledge and follow him as such, will thereby
secure the most perfect unity and efliviency.
Does not he “ whose eyes are as a flame of
whose

at one time of prayer.

things at the special time in which we live,
and studying them, become interested in

and all other religious gatherings be at Calvary, where we may study the saving lessons of the cross.

fire, and

that all, or a con-

of these subjects will be

well to consider the particular

become

to & saving

hosts

come

reasonable

ground and in the right spirit.

as well aquainted with the maps of Palestineas heis with the floor of his sleeping
chamber, he can

may
faithconwarn

Thus, praying will be much more beneficial
than complaining, although he will not ob-

ledto Mounts Tabor,
other interesting places
said nothing of Calvary.
as an almost fatal omis-

the student

the editor, that he

the unruly ; and bring multitudes to Christ.

of the present age serves to divert atten-

that they should be
Carmel, Olivet and
in Palestine, but he
Now this I regard

Pray for

may help it to speak well; that it
speak earnestly for God: interest the
ful to act better and better their part;
firm the wavering in what, is right;

Thereis rest for thee at home,”
And with faith and trust unshaken

He meekly heard the call;
With a prayer yet lingering on his lips,
His spirit burst its thrall.
There was joy among the angels
Betore the great white throne,
That his weary toil was over, °
His crown of life wis won.

We thank the blessed Father”

relig.

That he’s free from sin and care,
" And heaven seems nearer to us now,
For we think that he is there,
And we know that he is happy
With his shining harp and crown,
But our hearts are filled with sorrow,

ious tendencies of man, is a question of importance. The history of man in his most
degraded state proves him to be a being of
strong religious tendencies. Every nation
and tribe has its religious worship, and all

When we think that he is gone.

of them can boast of zeal and sacrifices and
sufferings in the service of their gods.

Yet we'll walk with humble footsteps
And the earnest lifted eye,
For the path of sorrow leadeth

We may pour out treasures like water for
the propagation of the faith, we may build
proud churches with dazzling magnificence,
and still be actuated by our own native selfishness and be strangers to the love of
Christ ‘* without which we are nothing.”

To our Father's house on high;

protracted state of oblivion have the patri- some even appear tender, that the revival
Till by those cool, still waters,
‘
archs of old had. Methinks our modern has begun. Itis a hopeful indicator, and
In the pastures green and fair,
materialists are quite comfortable in the
_ In the snowy
robes of heaven,
should encourage you to a more faithful
thought that they are not to lay down in
We shall see our brother there, M. M.
application of gospel truth. But do not
the dusty bed for so long a sleep. Most of
suecess. The soul that seeks communion with its God
them 1 suppose believe they shall see the be too sanguine of immediate
in the retirement of the closet, and prefers
There may be many counteracting influresurrection ere they die and shall not be
that
its acts of charity be unobserved by the
ences to overcome.
housed away in the grave. Dear reader, I J
eye
of
the world, has some good reasons
Your very next meeting may be quite
cannot refrain from tears of sorrow and dull, and those who as you thought were for supposing itself to be walking in the
sadness, as I write, while I am so sensibly
Hasting to be Rich."
most deeply affected under your preach- light of God. The paper trumpets of the
impressed that the disappointment of so ing,
day
are
heard
afar,
and
the
Christian
should
may
appear entirely
indifferent.
We have already made reference to the
many, gladly expecting soon their Saviour, Sometimes a genuine revival comes sud- look well to the motivés of his piety lest he
be of those who * already have their re- timely pamphlét of Mr. Lewis Tappan, enwill prove their ruin ; and they will begin to
denly, without much notice or previous
ward.”
say, because he does not come, ‘Whereis
J. HAYDEN.
titled, *“ Is itRight to be Rich?” The exlabor. But there are some signs that usuthe premise of his coming?”
tract below ought to commend itself:
ally precede an open work of grace. And
They would return the compliment perMy own observation in mercautile life, of
Subjects of Prayer,
first, your own heart may be strangely exhaps, saying, You are as likely to be disap‘more than half a century, has convinced
:
:
pointed as we, and why not weep and fear ercised and burdened for some particular
Prayer to God in its true and full sense me:
a class of individuals, so that
1. That eagerness to amass pro
for yourselves also? - I Admit of the lia- one, or for
embraces
adoration,
thanksgivin
g, confes- usually robs a man and his family of mue
bility, and am by it encouraged for my while you pray for all, you feel special la- sion and supplication? This last is
most rational enjoyment ; tempts to doubtful and
bor
for
these.
Hour
congregation
will,
safety; and will accept in addition the
important so far as blessinggto ourselves disreputable acts ; enslaves a man to busiwithout
a
known
cause,
increase
in
nummost appropriate admonition, “Be ye also
and others are concerned. Much that pro- ness and corroding care ; injures his disposition and temper ; makes him selfish, unready for in suchan hour as ye think not bers and seriousness. -The social seasons | fesses to be prayer, is ineffectual
because of social, mean, tyrannical, a bad neighbor
of worship
become more
solemn,
and
the Son of man cometh.”
a lack of definiteness. At this time, some
and but a nominal Christian.
There can be no harm, of course, in con- prayer more’ fervent, and Christians more
of the particular subjects and classes of
2. That it destroys that calmness of
punctual
in
attendence,
and
prompt
in
duty.
sulting events and dates, as chronicled in
persons ‘for which prayer should be of- mind and that sound judgment which are
The
impenitent
begin
to
pe
prayerboth profane and sacred history. Let us
requisite to success in business; that it
fered will be given.
:
tempts men to take hazardous risks which
then review them a little. An article in a meeting, and an unusual stillness perFor
Ourselves.
We are to pray for grace ‘often involve themselves and others in
perlate number ofthe Star figures in a very in- vades the congregation. These are hope- and strength to serve God faithfully
; to re- plexity and ruin ; that it leads
to suretyships,
ful
indications.
They
denote
the
Spirteresting way on certain portions of propheit's presence, and are harbingers of good sist temptation, and to be highly useful in which produce inquietude and often result
cy; and k beg the indulgence of a few
the world. Much of this prayer for our- in bankruptey. °
thoughts, through the columns of the Star, to the congregation. But you are not sure of selves may be most advantageo
8. That it leads to neglect of domestic,
usly offered
as touching the same thing. If I under- success. Some unforseen occurrence, some in secret. Sinners, too, should pray for social and neighborly obligations ; neglect
of children, neglect of pruyer and the Seip.
stand the writer, and I presume to, he com- unwise movement, some good, but inju- themselves, using in
substance the prayer tures, and neglectof one’s health of
y
dicious brother, seeing these favorable inmences the number 1260, (1260 years) as
of the Publican, “God be merciful to me a and soul.
dications,
in
his
haste
to
gather
the
harapplied to Papacy, A.D. 550; and there4. That men of this description are selsinner.”
dom, if ever, spiritual Christians, however
fore ends it A. D. 1810. Bat I am not ful- vest before it is ripe, may dissipate the
For
our
Fellow
Christians,
*‘And
pray talkative they may be on the subject of rely persuaded of its correctness; and the seriousness and drive away the Holy Spir- one for another.”
They have
eonflicts,
ligion, or however lavish they nfay be in
it. Like a™inan with his net set for pigfew reasons why I am not I will proceed to
temptations and" trials. - They need help occasional charities; and, on the other
eons,
who
as
soon
as
a
flock
lights
upon
the
state as intelligibly, and, in as few words
from above. “They desire supplications in hand,
2
#s possible. One thing that deserves no- stand springs his net and drives all away. their behalf. Prayer for them
* 5. Men of moderate views, as it respects
will avail
I
have
seen
a
growing
interest
in
religion,
business, and diligent withal ; men of cautice is the condition of the Roman Church,
evident signs of revival, dispelled by the much.
tion, industry, economy, contentment; men
or in

Selections. -

other

words

A. D. 550 and

her

after; and

official

relations;

A.D.

1810 and

injudicious efforts of one fastidious mem-

ber of the church, who could not control
after.
Ifthe Church of Rome in 1810, and
the minister as he desired, seeking to bring
since that date, has been in the exercise of
about a change of pastors.
The attenreligious and political authority, to as great
tion of the people was diverted, the Spira degree as it was in 550, and for 200 years
it of God was grieved, and months of hard
after, I cannot see the propriety of com- labor could not regain what was lost. But
mencing the 1260 years of Papal dominion
when these signs continue, and old ani
A.D. 550, considering the official condition
mosities are forgiven, and wanderings conof popery at that date, or for 200
y&ars af- fessed, and and the spirit of prayer increaster; and

ending

it A. D.

1810,

or at any

time since the" latter date up tQ now, when

it is just as really in existence® now,.as it
was in 550 and for 200 years after.
is claimed to have

What

been taken from the Ro-

man Church by France in 1810, was not
ceded to her for the first time until A.D.
755. This was done by Pepin, king of
France,

who

wrested

the

Exarchate

of

Ravenna from the Lombards, and deeded
the same to the Pope of Rome as a dominion. Again, the possessing of the Kingdom
by the saints of the Most High, which is, according to Scripture, to immediately follow
the termination of the 1260 years, having as
yet not taken place, encourages the conclusion that the date is still in the future
that shall mark the ending of Papal dominion. I might add more, but perhaps this

is enough

for this time.

ed, then you may know that the gracious
work has begun. Then may you hope to
see the enlargement of Zion, and sinners
brought icto the fold of Christ. Then you
should bestir yourself, plan your labors,
and concentrate your efforts to this one
object.
R. N.

If the above is

not found to be conclusive, it ‘shall only
lead me to a more careful study of the word
of God.”
.
A.D. F.

Chips.
——Qur churches are sometimes troubled

with an itching for new gifts.

Neglecting

the gospel ordor of Christian life until
alarmed at their own decline, they begin to
feel that the remedy for their « backslidings

is a new gift.

For Sinners.
Samuel said to rebellions
who are faithful in all the relations of life,
Israel, “God forbid that I should sin in. as husbands, fathers and church members;

The best gift to be obtained

in such cases is that of the Holy Spirit which

Heaven will gladly bestow on all’ earnest
seekers ; and this so Tar as limited observation extends, would be a *‘ new gift.” Let

proud, self-righteous, self-willed, worldly.
minded professors break down in humility
before him whom they have dishonored, let

men who seek first and habitually the
kingdom of "heaven, and give freely and
cheerfully to good objects, ‘as tke Lord prospers them, in obedience to his commands
and in faith in his promises, are the men
who have ‘the promise of the life that
now is and of that which is to come.”

ceasing to pray for you,” Jesus prayed
not only for his disciples, but for others
who should believe on him through their
word. Tt is a means for benefiting the impenitent that all Christians can use to
great effect.
God
hears such prayer.
Christian friends, do not neglect to pray

much

for the

Christ.
“Now

conversion

:
avail and

prayers may

high prize.
Before

they

in

wo

torment:

eyes.”

Earnest Worship.

of sinners to

Sr

they gain the

shall
. lift

up

A correspondent of the Rochester Chron.
ticle, writing from St. Augustine, Florida,
describes a religious meeting of colored

their

people, as follows :

For Enemies.
‘Pray for them who despitefully use you.” Thus did the Lord on
the cross. Father, forgive tnem, they
know not what they do.” The first Chris-

tian martyr,

Stephen,

prayed

not this sin to their charge.”

al manner, until the finale. . Another hymn
was sung, followed by another prayer, and
the benediction from another, when I sup-

posed the meeting was concluded.

‘Lord, lay

et.

They who

ry, such a triumph that they wish for no re-

Sl

i

For Ministers.

;

;

“Finally, brethren, ‘pray

for us, that the word of the Lord

free course, and
apostles, divinely

may have

to the prayer
“..

of Paul,

remove

the

——With all our boasted advancementin
‘4
a

For Rulers.

e

,

shook

, Oh, yes | sing glory hallelujah”

step and motion of the body with the shake
of the hand,

‘brethrin’

bands

:

in exact,

quick

then the ‘sisterin’

together,

time, first the

all shuking

singing dual:

The

words werg repeated some
thirty times, till |
every hand.
wag. shaken, and every time
they got to the end of averse hallelujah,

*For kings and all who are

conscientiously and heartily pray for them,
rule with wisdom.

Butnot

and

Oh, how have you been, my brother dear,
Since lust we met and saw you here?
Have you taken up the cross?
Have you got the bright erown?

in authority.”
Christians mugt first support religious or moral men, then they can ‘all, together, bowed low.

that they ‘may make

came

to the circle, and another voice, and then
another, and another, till all had shaken my
hand, and I had shaken theirs; every voice
raised to the highest key, every one keeping

Could you

have

seen ine in that dark, swaying, singing
crowd, I think you would have been amused. It was a warm-hearted, religious,

good laws and bear
is

emotional novelty, and I enjoyed it much.”

e
W a

leaders

, Then he passed to another, and he to me
inthe same way
; ‘then another was added

be glorified.” If the
inspired and endowed

with special gifts, felt the need of prayer
for themselves, more may ministers now.
Pray for them. Me of God will appreciate such help, and many, among whom
prayers.

One of the

Fonds with me, and sung in a lively tune,
words like the following :

pray for enemies with a loving, forgiving
epirit, obtain such a victory as is satisfacto-

venge.

v

“ The services had progressed in the usu-

them confess and forsake their sins, and they labor, will have the benefit of such

swer

clared in monthly concert that they believed

Baltimore prison, before he died, said,
“The press speaks
with a thousand

The

‘*Andthe day that a Sabbath School Convention upon the best
methods of interesting the youth, remarked

cometh shall burn thee up, saith the Lord
of hosts, that it shall leave thee neither

felt the force of the declaration,

Bro, Smith and Bro. Brown- openly de:

superstition.

tion from the word of God and to render
much emphasis, the importance” of taking ‘us more ignorant of the only way to life.
the Scriptures ‘just as they read,” and then
——A certain lecturer, while addressing

covetousness was the great sin in their
midstat which God was angry. Bro. Dix

%;

of Papal

were in their graves, Soul, body and all;
ing so-well, that he thought he must make {that the “Lord would not bring any one, commit the Bible and its
flames, yet the Waldensian
it twenty-five the next year, so he did,—also
with him, but would bring the keys of the readily repeat from memory
Bro. Brown, and a good many ‘others
graves in which they were, and unlock the the Scriptures, and their
doubled their first subscription.

God did not take up the three Hebrews
out of the -furnace of fire; but he came they may see prosperity of the church,
down, and walked with them in it. He and obtain a gift that will be always new.
did not remove Daniel from the den of ~ ——When we appear meanest to ourlions; he sent his angel to close the selves we may appear best in the sight of
mouths of the beasts. He did not, in an- God.
;
:

revival of religion.

Waldenses in: the

We heard one of the Second Adventists try
to explain the passage: ‘For if we believe
died

For the Editor. We speak particularly
of the Editor of a religious paper. His re-

ing. religious light, we may seriously doubt

es

Jud
Judge
T)

Weeds

not another—look
ou will find enou

within

3
sin;

Fink ahd wild :

uur,

the minister. You want amare Folence’
the world so that they will come in to your
ad, and take the cross off your shoulders.
But
mind you, they will not bear that cross

after Christ ; they will trample it under foot

Many » though by ois defied

and then call you hy

ax better nature stealing;
OY
Many
a cold,
ungratefullook .
:

ers!

Go home,

I

tes and time serv-

beseech

you, and

ask

your brethren in my name, and for Christ's
sake, to pray over this matter before you

arm affection, scarce can brook;

any a harsh, unfeeling word, .
- Heart-piercing
as
a sh
d sword.
Ah! look within, thou need’st not roam,
For charity begins at home.

tercede for them in a dying hour! He is’|
notalways the best minister who draws the

largest number of hearers. Ifyou ask my
advice about a minister, I will recommend

idden by self-esteem from view,

him you have already,as one of the most

‘Seen by others-gnot bY Joti
Follies that make you blush when seen
By the light of conscience, faithful beam.
Drag the intruders forth to light,
:
- Ana judge
them by thay standard bright ;
Buanieh the beam beforg* you try

earnest and

us.

faithful men

of God

among

You may, bya change, get rid of a

little money burden and
get. another on
your shoulders far harder to be borne. It is
easier for a church to saerifice a little mon-

To force the mote from another’s eye.

Ah! look within, thou need’st not roam,
For charity begins at home.
:

ey than to drag an inconsistent minister

along

with

them.

It would

comfort to you to have

Judge not’ another—keep in mind
The golden rule for all mankind ;
When’er you're tempted to expose
Another's follies, think of those

be a small

your house fall, if

Christ was to be wounded
or his name dishonored from
your pulpit. The more people you had to

That lurk within; the wish repress
Your scorn of others to express;

hear and

see what you

did

not approve, the worse it would be for the
cause you love. Go home and think this

When’er to ridicule inclined,

all over,

Some one may be despising you.

Ab! look within, thou need’st not roam,
For charity begins at home,
A

The judgment ye to others mete

Shalt be returned to you complete;
Ceuse then all judging till you find:

@

No trace of error in your mind ;

Then you will never judge again,
For error ye shall stiil retain ;
Till all your pulses cease to beat,
With error you'll be found replete,

this‘ matter over, and write you.”
Brother A. never heard that any of his

people wanted

3
|

a change,

and

is likely to

remain” at B. for many years.—Era.
i

look within, thou need’st not roam,

The

For charity begins at home.

ly Qn

Eternal

Word.

—

A Man for the Times.

No fragment of any army ever survived so
many battles

yn

as

the Bible;

no citadel ever

withstood so many sieges; no rock was
ever battered by so many hurricanes, and
so swept by storms. And yet it stands. It
has seen the rise and downfall of Daniel's

sw. A brother from a iahufacturing district
was recently ushered into the library of a
city minister. When the first greeting was
over he opened the business which brought
him to town.
“I'm afraid our minister's going away.”
he said ; ‘‘and I stepped in to get a little advice about a new one. You know everybody.—ecan’t you recommerid a man to us?”
“Why does Brother A. leave?” asked the

four

empires.

Assyria

bequeaths a few

mutilated figures to the riches of our National Museum.
Media and Persia, like Babylon which they conquered, have been weighed in the balance and long ago found wanting. Greece faintly survives in its historic

fame.

city pastor.

¢ 'Tis living Greece no more;" and

“Well, our young folks have got tired of the iron Rome of the Caesars is held in prehim.
He's preached the same doctrines carious occupation by a feeble band. And
over and over again for ten years! Then | ¥ et the Bok that foreteils all this, still surhe don’t win folks. He's always finding vives! While nations, kings, philosophers,
fault with the young people, and has no ‘systems, institutions, have died away, the
sympathy with them. He forgets. that he Bisle engages now men’s deépest thoughts,
was once young himself, and don't make is examined by the keenest intellects, stands
revered before the highest tribunals,
is
allowance for young blood.”
The minister looked puzzled, but made more read, and sifted, and debated, more
devoutedly loved and more vehemently asno reply ; and his visitor went on.
“He's a good minister, but he's nothing sailed, more defended and more denied,
more industriously translated and freely
else but a good minister!"
“What do you want a man to do, aside given to the world, more honored and more
from preaching and performing other pas- abused, than any other book the world ever
toral duties?”

saw.

Ties

“Oh! no other work, but we want him to
be a man for the times;—a people’s man,
you know.”
:

“No, I don’t think I understand you,” re-

plied the minister.”
“Well, there's the other minister at B.;
he’s a minister but he's everything else too!
‘He's chaplain for the Odd Fellows and
Sons of Temperance; he’s head and whole
of the Lecture Committee; he taught three
Joung fellows 10 pia the flute, and what-

© ever is going
on he
hasa hand in it; you'd
be surprised
to see how the young men
cling to him; he don't hold them off at

arm's length, but is one of them.

It

survives

them.

car, and

When he

smokes and

chats with

So he gets a great hold on them,

you see.
“And his labors have been more blessed
to-the conversion of the young than your
minister's have?” .
:
.

Here the visitor looked a little surprised,

and

began

to

think.

Then .he

said, ‘He

has larger congregations in the evening
than we have. He gives out his sermons
with queer titles, and they all flock in to
hear what he'll make of such subjects.
Now, for instance, thisspring, when it was
bad
going, he exchanged with our minister ; he came up the isle with his soft hat all
crushed up. under his arm, and his pants
tucked into his boots,

which

were

covered

withmud.
He opened the meeting without ever sitting down. and when he came to
his text it was this: ‘He brought me up al80 out of a horrible pit, out of the miry clay

and set my feet upon a rock and established

my

goings.’

‘So it seems, said he,

all changes,

‘that

We have a few

such, but they are all engaged now,

“I Am

Afraid.”

anxious

about

her

soul,

impenitent.

But the line

had

been crossed as effectnally in her case, as it
was in that of the man who, when deeply
convicted of sia, rose from his knees and
passionately threw the Bible against the
wall, exclaiming,
I will not be a Christian!” From that moment all his convictions vanished; and though the moment
was ngt*sé

distinctly

marked

in

Emma's

at Work.

“Oh,

rowdy.

and so

Doctor, you musn't think we want a
peenliavi-

ties as the chief things, but merely told you
how popular the other minister is through
them, and how

he draws our young

men.

My ‘sons walk to his church two miles off,
every Sunday night.”
“How many of the young men in the

neighborhood have been converted under
his ministry P”
**Well,. he don't have revivals much-—
some ministers don't, you know; but he
draws the youngto meeting and gets their
attention,” said the visitor.

“How

many

have joined

your church

this last year”
“Not more’ than ten; and only two of
them were young men,”
“Ten immortal souls saved in one year,
under one man’s ministry, and

two of them

called in youth, having
a whole life to glori-

[pln in! Brother A. is an honored man.
ill you allow me to ask which of these,
two ministers your sons would call for it L
brought to a bed of death?”
“Well—for that matter,” replied the visitor, with some hesitancy, ‘I suppose—
they would ack for—Mr. A. He is more
solemn and more suitable. for deathbeds
and fuderals. Bat for lifetime and for filling up a meeting-house the other man ex-

tels

him.

How

spared from them,”

I didn’t mention these

And our folks—especially those

of us who have borne the burden and heat
of the aay, both in dolyg and giving—feel

that we must have a mah for the times you
know, 8 people's man, You understand
me
\
v
i

;

to be Saved.
el
§

Ina

meeting in a toWi of Dorsetshire

there were a
good many people anxious
about their souls.
Several preachers had
come there in succession, and-their simple
words about Jesus and his work had caused
a great deal of trouble.
Many who had
before been merry and thoughtless now felt
themselves

to be

lost

sinners,

and

hold of the other half of the

truth,

which

tells how God can be just, and yet justify
the ungodly.
in this state
I knew that there wére many
of mind in the meeting

I have referzed to,

and I spoke to them in this way: * Why do
When you
you not take God at his word?
are alone in your own room, and the door

ports.

and, putting

your finger on the words,

likely

to feel restrained

from

what she ought were her hands free.

times, too, where the

deébtis

not

way--with

3

much

©

©»

-

desirable for the minister

money

If not, then there is room

are

|

Christian

But it does

independence,

persons, not Christians, without

whose

the pastor would fail of support.

We have received by recént arrivals a large part
of our Spring importations, and our contracts with
American

aid

Carpetings,
LACE

world, was

‘CURTAINS

to be the
once

it all when

I die.

It

she, pointing to the Bible,
‘‘all things are
yours, and ye are Christ's, and Christ is
God’s P” And again, ‘Ask and receive, that

your joy may be full P”

&

SHADES,
of which

LANE,
BOSTON

MOLASSES.
CIENFUKGO3
MUSCOVADO
DEMARARA
BARBADOES

“
“
i

*“ Do you ever read the Bible ?”
“Yes, but Iget no benefit from it, because, to tell the truth, I feel I do not

love

God.”

the other,

‘but

This answer produced such effect upon
words,

it

was as if one had lifted him off the saddle

forsale by

me.

Home.
I

_ The only fountaiq in the wilderness of
life wherg (nan drinks of water unmixed

Wila pitternessis that which gushes up in
the calm and steady recess of domestic life.
Pleasure may heat the heart - with’ artificial
excitement, but when the excitementis gone
an aching void is left. Thatis filled in the
holy calm of domestic bliss, when,surrounded by all that tends to earthly
comfort,

man turns his thoughts to a life that extends through infinity, making his home an
index pointing across the sea of life to one.
of happiness beyond.

Varieties.
Wp

The best will is our Father’s will;

&

POCKET

KNIFE

* THE PEBBLES in our path wearyfud and
SOME one has beautifully said : **“Truth is

immortal
; the sword cannot

pierce

it, fire

Tae ScriPTURES have been translated in-

guages.

DISCOURAGEMENTS are given us to bear
and

win.

to

surmount—not

It is pluck

4

pp

HaxMLESS mirth

3

to

and

talk

about

endurance

and

that

is the best cordial

(Except one,)

is laid

eing
of larger
size, and with
a
arger ohtlay
than any otter weekly of the great Denomination
which more particular iz
represents,or than any
similar journal in New
England,

°

Co.,

BATCHELOR’S

around

remedies the ill effects of bad

and

May.

do

do

Co.

AND

A neat article, about

the

size

Price. Px

eraser.

The knife is

228

11,88

dozen,

10,66

. 1,96

12,52

dozen,

8,18

,96

9,14

single,

1,20

1,40

822
1,44

8,64

single,

Butler's Theology,
do
do

1,10

,16

,86

,08

single, 1,60
dozen, 15,36

History,

,—~
3,26

ineuch a

alis!

Coogalist;

.

at a

,98

Thereis no

tl

:

Conybeare

single,

SAINT

PAUL

,75

20

should have a copy.

We will send this Book

six

cents

1117

~

164

AT

*‘Sabbath
to secure

for

Pust-

St., Boston.

A VALUABLE GIFT,—80
pages. Dr. B. 8,
FITCH’S ‘ DOMESTIC
FAMILY
PHYSICIAN”
describes all Diseases and their Remedies, Sent by
mall, free, Address DR. 8. 8. FITCH,
om10
714 Broadway, New York.

INTEMPERANCE

CURED

1bs., which will supply a farmer for
Warranted in all ‘¢ases as above.—
particulars.

Half

price

Pastors. Address BLACK
224, Boston.

to Missio naries

and

VALLEY CHECK CoO., Box
17t10

ANTED—AGENTS—$75
to
$200
per
month, everywhere, male amd female, to in-

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED ' COM-

MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
most superior manner.
Price Lo $18.
Fully warranted for five
years.
e will
pay $1000 for any machine
t will sew a
stronger, more
beautiful, or more elastic
' ™ geam than ours,
It makes the ‘‘Elastic
Lock Stitch.” Every +econd stitch can be cut, and
still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearin,
it.

We pay Agents from $75 to

expenses,

amount

rer

or & commission from

can be

BURCH,
LOUIS,
MO.

made.

PA.,

Address

or BOSTON,

which

month

twice

SECOM

MASS.,

an

that

& CO.,

or

ST,

AUTION.—Do nof be imposed upon by other par-

ties palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under
the same name or otherwise. Ours is the only genuine and really practical cheap maehine manufac.

tured.

>

PIANOS ! ORGANS!

12ti4

branded

in a trade

Perrons

can order the Paint and re-

mark,

are being great favored by Rev. L. L.
RMON®
new method of sen
elodeons, Organs and Pi:
anos, from any firm des!
, to any part of the United
States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the leas
risk in any way.
Twenty
per cent. is saved by purchasing of Mr
HARMON.
He
gives valuable information in respect to keeping instruments in good tune,
Instruments

so

reasonably

ny

’

Instrument fails.to

And its large varieties of

BOOK

New

Style.

NEWSPAPER
~

(JOHN K.

ROGERS,

tf8

1869.

Wm. H .LYHANS

be, the celebrated

“Mrs.

Pollock’ Geranium;
In it will be found, d

for

arranEmg

garden;

di-

the

flower

Change.

A

Litrod

as

in this country

Importer of Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants, Leverett, Mass,
Twi

Shutlte, ‘Lock Stitch, Straight
Needle, 8imple, Durable,Pracs
tical, Adjustabl » ‘We have
four sizes, adapted for manu-

Mr

give satis
irre

fund the money
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments.
and he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for
ve
years.
Sond to,
t
MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cab
inet Organs. (Terms as low as the Firm allows.) Al
80, for all kinds of Pianos;
especially Chickering &
Song’, of Bostonnind Steinway & Sone’ of New York.
Yor oirculars address
Rev, L. L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N, H,
We, the undersigned,are prepared to say that Rev.
L. L. Harmon’s NEW METHOD of su RIA
Musical
Instruments in any part of the Uni
States, makes
urchasers perfectly safe; and by its advantages our
Jrethren may obtain Instruments of the best quality,
at the very lowest figures,
Bro. Harmon's long experience and familiar
ac
quaintance with all the First Class Firms,enables hun
to give valuable information to all enquirers.
Rew E. Knowlton, 80. Montville,
Me.
(0. 0. Libby, Cor. Seo. F. A Boo Dover,N, H.
‘ "L, B. Tasker, Lyndon. , Vt.
« J. Burnham Davis, Charlestown, Mass,
James A. Hown J eyville, R. 1.
i
“ L. Dewey, East troy, Pa.

S
M

E Ww
A

C

the best

and

sell them
‘

PRICES.

TEAS.

b

others

JoupANy,

/

with

TOWN and COUNTY COM
MITTEES on LAMPS and
GAS, Railroad, Gas and Fer-

Cos.,

Railroad

ouses, owners

supply

of Market

Houses, Large
Storehon ses,
Depots, Skating Rinks, Man -

variety

MACHINES. ansiueuring.

internally

PATENT STRERT LANDS.

Machines are

every

useit

MINER'S

“WORLD RENOWNED"
i

External

380 St. Paul Street, Montreal, C, E.
17 Southampton Row, London, England.

4u7

.

our expense, within thirty days, and have the money re

adapted

for Internal and

er used internally or externally, and it stands alone
unrivalled by all the great catlaogue of Family Medicines, and its sale is universal and immense. The
demand for it from India and other foreign
countries
is equal to the demand at home, and it has become
known in these far off countries by its merits.
The Pain Killer 1s sold by all the Druggists.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors.
74 High Street, Providence, R. I.

26c., 80c., 380
in

‘#9-These

$20 SHUT

virtues when SpPlied externally. - We,
therefore,
wish to say to all that it is" equally successful wheth-

satisfactory, they can be returned, at

HOWE

£

KILLER.

universal remedy

We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac

Sewing

BUCKEY

they know but little of its power in easing pain when

satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground), 80c., 8

™MR

Bam

to Male and Female

‘ taken internally, while

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and
lies who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

ELIAS

204

| great success, but are equally ignorant of its healing

DAILY,

York City.

Kaitti

Complaints.
At this period there are but few of
the human race unacquainted with the merits of the
Pain Killer ;—but while some extol it as a Liniment,

86¢., best 400. per Ib.—

SRAPost OfficeEIA)
oa.
Box 5643, New

NE

PAIN
THE

00LONG (Piack), 70c, 80¢, 900, best $1 per Ib,
oIXED, reen and Black,) 700, 80c, 90, best
r
iD.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 70c, 800, 9c,
$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per Ib.
;
\MPERIAL (Green), T0¢, 800, 90c, $1,00, $1,10,
beat 82.5 per Ib.
.
YOUNG
HYSON (Green), 70c, 80c, 900, $1,00, |
$1,10, best $1 26 per Ib.
ONCOLORED JAPAN, 90¢,81, gto, best $1,26 per
' GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1

20

MACHINE,

the market sold for less than $40. All others are in
fringements, and the seller and user are Hable to pros.
free.
Full particulars
ecution and imprisonment.
Address’W. A. HENDERSON & (o., Cleveland
13w16
;
Ohio.

Club Orders Promptly Supplied. -

funded.

:

SEWING: MACHINES,
Stitch Fe
both
or
and is the only LICENSED SHUTTLE MACHINE in

from

Ib.

ENITING

Agents to introduce the

Receive their Teas by the Cargo

. per

WANTED.

The simplest, cheapest
anT best

$20 A DAY

COMPANY

If they arg not

FAM-

STREET, BOSTON.
H. 8. WILLIAMS, Agent.

Mass., or St Louis, Mo.

Tea districts of
a and Japan,
in quantities to suit customers,

tion.

IMPROVED”

Machine ever invented. 'Will knit 20,000 stitoht pe
minute, Liberal inducements 10 Agents. Address,
AMERICAN KNILTING MACHINE

1861.

(Unroasted),

“ZTNA

1ILY MACHINE.
'
Agency for N, E. States,

AMERICAN

Price $25.

GREAT AMERICAN

GREEN

facturers’ use,besides our new

G
E

WANTED —AGENTS— To srr rae

THE

800.,

| N

AGENTS

12614

but in

1y9

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND

N
H

318 WASHINGTON

be used ome with the other.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Propri tors, 3. R..Van Duzer & Co, Wholesale Druggiate,
35 Barclay St. and 40 Park Place, New. York

OF

my
new To
CLUS TEE

0 oT

Dr. D. Rice, says: ‘Everybody should have it.”—~
For illustrated circular, containing Qeacription rece
. ommendations, &c.
Address Win, H.
LYMAN,

The Restorer and Zylobalsamum should not

ESTABLISHED

er with

to the
the PublPublic

am also in
ucin,
to,the IL F°WMAN pr

as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades is
by all mot only

to

rections for Sowing Seed, Transplanting, &c. This
work will be sent free to all my Customers, dnd to all
others on receipt of ten cents, which is not half the

preparation for the Hair ; clear and
transparent,
without sediment.
[It is very simple and often produces
wonderful results.
[ts great superiority and economy

Dest i x per the

It is splendid

of decay at the roots,

Mrs. 8. A ALLEN'S ZYLOBALBAMUM, another -

@rounp Corras, 20c.,250.,

1869.

Guide

colored from nature.

RESTORER

PRICE LIST

Floral

Is a certain indication, ..

important

CARGO

Agent,

55 Water Street, Boston.
AF The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,

will

HAIR

FALLING HAIR is immediately chefked.

‘AT

FACES.

Address orders to

varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants.

Will Hestore Gray
Hair to its
Natssral Life, Color and Beauty.

>

TYPE,

ly illustrated with about thirty elegant wood engrav
ings and two beautiful colored plates; one of which

HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
Combined in One Bottle,

TEA

JOB

And Catalogue of SEEDS and PLANTS, is
now:
published, containing descriptions of over 1,600

Nature's Crown.

A REAL
:

AND

And lately for its unrivalled

Illustrated

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,

GRAY

NOTED FOR ITS

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

Grafton

by using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which
we sell at the low price of
pound, and
warrant to

MELODEONS!

Attention is called to the fact that many i ischasers

rents

ALWAYS

None

nuine unless

and

“by a
view ofits consequences, as shown in
the new Chromo, 20x24, of the Black Valley Railrosd
coutainin,
Dr. Sewall’s diagrams. “Asan exhibition of truth
know of Rothing ‘tomparable with it,”’—J. B. GOUGH.
Price by mail $2,50.

BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRI,

9.

ineral Paint.

Europe

HOME,

Tremont

COMMENCED IN 1817,

Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
being Fire and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one

acknowledged

SABBATH

Cordial.

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing
It will promote luxuriant growth. -

FREE
to any one sending four subscribers to the
at Hume.”
Let everybody make an effort

*

last 10 or 16 years; it is of a light brown or beautiful
chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the
consumer.
It is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,
Carriage and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware
Pook. Ho Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels an

EFAIR

contains more than 1000 nages, hesides numerous illustrations. Every minister and student of the Bible

FES-

First Letter Foundry in New England.

on the Minutes by the

hiigS. S. A. ALLENS

and Howson’s Life of

Worm

dozen.
0
Pais for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton
Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the
Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well put on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil, will

manner

L.F. STANDISH, SPRINGFIELD, MASS,

PEACE

1,88
18,62

single

discount

that it is much stronger than a common pocket-knife

iE

ONAL

Address

Great Joy to the Afflicted.
SMITH’S

1,2

dozen, 120

nfer-

ink

of the same size.
:
A sample, with circular and list of prices, will be
sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of 60 cents. Liberal inducements to the trade.
Address,

NAT

Uf these we shall give full, reliable

dozen, 11,62
2,40 13,92
over all
single,
,25
|
29
accomdozen, 240
48
2,86
gingle,
,16
02
17
dozen, 144
28
17
eing pleasant and agreeable to the ta-te.
gingle,
20
1,20
IT IS A PURELY VEGETABLE OOMPOUND.
It does
but in a
ooze”
9,60 2,40
12,00 not always b'icg tue worms away whole,
mass
of
strings
and
shreds,
combined
with
mucus
]
e,
,30
08
38
zen, 2,88
60
3848 | and morbid matter. EVERY BOTTLE WARRANTED.
Prepared and put up by DR. HENRY SMITH,
gingle,
,25.
,04
29
at his Botanic Dispensary,
sign of the Good Samaritan, No. 2 Fourth street, Dover, N. H.—to whom
a upon Thought
ji
Thoughts
Tho
single, y 30
’BE .
ee, 0
do 0 = dozem, 2,10
58 2,66 al: orders should be addressed.
Dover, N. H., Oct. 1868.
The Book of Worship,
single, 1,00
20
1,20
We the undersiged, hereby
that we have
dial, and we
Storp tory-ofof JesusJeno, (Quer. B Book.)single,
i
he nie nx used Dr. Smith’s celebrated Worm
st
y. ubdn y
dozed, 4d 28 1m can cheerfully recommend itas one of the
medeienes ire nse, and are confident it will
me
Lessons for every Sunday in
plish all that he ¢'aims for it.
.
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
,20
04
24
Mrs. George Kingsbury, Nathaniel Bi)
Hirarj
do
do
doz
2
nar
A we to Consci
‘onscience,
single,
Sag
ns
oh ‘Coison, Albert 8 . Tash, I. N. Wentworth,
Ricker,
Mary
E.
Baker—Dover
N.,
H.
13t7
Pa
Me
Tes
XR
Communionist,
gingle,
,08
,02
,16

of a pencil-case, in

constructed

GREAT

JOHN
W,. OLMSTEAD & CO,
151 WASHINGTON »T., Boston, Mass.

3117

|

X

9,60

PEN.

pen holder, und

the

and readable reports.

von Mus Cultivate it
which is combined a knife, pen,

and

TIVAL in June.

do

and in-

during the
:

HALF CENTENNIAL of the Watchmw’s existence,

.

do

32mo.

Dunbar

further, of the NATIONAL ANNIVERSARIES in

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

do

Jane

its first issue having been May 19th, 1814. and in view

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

do

Mrs.

That thousands in all parts of the land mas become
acquainted with this GREAT EIGHT PAGE JOURNAL,issued at $3 a year, we propose to send it to those
who do not now receive it from May 1860,to July
1870, for $3.00; or to the close of 1869 for $1.50,
This offer is made in view first, of May’s belng the

; no ridiculous tints,

1,00

by

8 Months for $1.50,14 months for $3.

DYE.

dyes ; invigorates

single,
Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep,
dozen,
do
do
do Embossed Morocco, single,

BOG,

writer, commencing May 6th, the ch

Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, Ne, 16 Bond
York.

THE

Silents of which will be laid in the South
“late war.

leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
street, New

OF

Chaplin,.a powerfully written serial, now drawing to
a close, will be followed by another from the same

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in
_stantaneois ino
;
disappointment

NEW.SERIAL.

GEMS

the Mornite

HAIR

editorial corps, the

ablest writers of the Old World and the New, among

Box 701 Dover,N, H,

pavement

inclusive of a s

its regular gontributors and Soften hon dente:

mit the money on receipt of the goods. Address
6m3] DANIEL BID
, 264 Pearl 8t., New York,

Cay

~— Paul Gerhardt.

make us foot-sore, more than all the rocks.

A= This
Star buil

&

Zend for Circular which gives full

CALENDER

4w16
PATENT

No man

You had better leave your enemy something when you die than to live to beg of
your friends.

i

$6 per bb). of
ears to come.

HARMON.
Old Instruments of all kinds taken in.
exchange for New, He does this:
:
I. By avoiding the payment of from $30 to $160 pey
week to
Music Store.

And we may rest there calm and still,
Oh, make it hour by hour thy own,
And wish for naught but that alone
“Which pleases God.

Snow

1 & 3 COMMERCIAL ST.,
Boston.

into the skies. Itopened up to his soul at |
once the great truth that it is not how
much I love God, but how much God loves

HL. x.

IN THE WORLD;
Having,

Manuficturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)
and as a paint for any purpose is unsurpassed for
body, drrabllity, elasticity, and adhesiveness.
Price

ww»

age.

separate, one addressed the other thus:

to use his own

WINDOW

ine the magazine who will send

Some years ago two gentlemen were riding together, and as they were about to

that,

AND

HENRY

:

State, County and Town Rights for sale by

A

60 Hds. PORTO RICO MOLASSES,
‘*
¢
“
“

THE OLDEST RELIGIOUS FAMILY PIPER

FOR

Side Walks, Street Crossings,
- Shop Floors, Carriage Ways,
:
Warehouse Floors, Gutters,
dhe
i
Coal Sheds, &oc.
PATENTED SEPTEMBER 1, 1868,

ence,

Cloths, Draperies,

8t

230
160
110
150

BEST PAVEMENT

LAN

WATCHMAN

[OMPOSITION PAVEMENT,

Minutes of Gener:

CROSBY

Address

his friend,

we,

of pur-

this splendid piomiui,
A We will also send three nnmbers of the ‘Sab.
bath at Home “free to ANY PERSON wi- hing to exam-

God Loved Me.

:

complete;

attention

Neatly opposite Park Sireet Church,

asked

plain to see that he was not happy.

¢¢ Neither did I,” replied

the

116 Tremont Street,

Astor, another very rich man,
was once
asked the same question.
‘Ah Be answerjg

God loved me.”

nearly

As was ever offered in this market. All
will be oflered at our usually low prices,

this simple question.
¢‘Are you happy
‘Happy !” he answered, ‘‘when, ju-t as
you were going to dinner you have a_ letter
placedin your hand saying, if you don't
lend me five hundred pounds I will blow
your brains out!” Happy when you have.
to sleep with pistols under your pillow ! No,
indeed, I am not happy.”
leave

Oil

CHILDS,

Rothschild, who was supposed
in the

are

therefore, confidently invite
chasers to as fine a line of

Are You Happy?

richest man

manufacturers

SPECIA

Rt PATIENT

© do
Christian Baptism, Bound,
-do
ds 0
d0
do
do Paper Covers,
do
do
Life of Marks,
.
do
do
Church Member’s Book,
do
do
~ do
Treatise,

CURTAINS.

to be

placed in such conditions that the continuance of the ministry in & given place depends on the favor and good will of certain

.

hs

The worship of an-

AND

:

seem scarcely consistent—we might say,
with Christian self-respect—we prefer to
with

|’

under

Adbertisements.
CARPETINGS

There are men outsidé the church who voluntarily offer their aid. They desire to have
and to pay for sittings in the house of worship.
They would be sorry not to be counted in when a subscription is taken. Money

say,

them,

cestors is comparatively cheap. costing an
economical family only about $150 a year.

Oa this point a distinction is to be taken.

that isfoffered may be accepted.

idols]

large sunis of

spent to appease

various circumstancks.

to feel,in preach-

for improvement in our modes of sustaining
‘the ministry.

wooden

out
of the reach of poor men,

ing to the world, that the world holds him
in a state of pecuniary dependence? Will he
be likely to preach as faithfully and fearlessly to sinners who stand in that relation to
himself, as to sinners whom he knows simply in that character, or as equals before

’

3

choose acquaintances ;

in China is quite expensive. Beside the
actual expense of making
them, which
places a good private assortment of gods

and society.” H)w many churches could and
would sustain the ministry, without the need
of asking help from men of the world ? Isit

God and man?

i Bdvertisemnts,
"SNOW & DAVIS

ry

Tue worsHIP of stone and

It was a handy thing to have.
How many churches are there in the United States thatareable (pecuniarily and mor.
ally) to support their pastors? We are speaking of churches, not of ‘‘paiishes,” religious
societies,or that convenient double, ‘‘church

cometh -in

special

Ho

THERE is a mystical Arabian proverb—
“*Shut the windows, that the house may be
light.” It were excellent if you could say
as a holy, man once did: *‘Be shut, oh,
mine eyes, ve shut; for it is impossible you
should ever see such beauty and glory in
any creature, as I have now seen in God!”
—Flavel.
:

felt as a

against the consumption of the spirits.

any

:

them.

Some-

yield to.

Him that cometh—not him that

SEE

of acquaintances, friends;

attempting

claim the fulfillment of bis promise? I feel
as if 1 ‘should, if anxious about my soul,
find just what I wanted in that passage;
that I could plead with God thus: Lord,

Thou safdst,

4

of some of the clogs to church independence :
IT 18 SAID that ‘‘Home is where the heart
By church independence is commonl
meant independence ot superior ecclesiasti- is.” Itshould then be our highest aim to
cal government, A particular ¢hurch, from cultivate in the heart those virtues which
whose decisionsin the matter of admitting, we would hdve adorn our homes. °
disciplining
and excluding members there
ON EASTER ISLAND, in the Pacific, are
1s ng appeal
to an exterior authority, is said three Roman Catholic priests who saved
to be independent. But such independence theniselves from being eaten, when they
may coexist withan injarious dependence first went there, by overpowering several of
in other respects. For example, a church the cannibals with their fists.
They have
debt qualifies its independence ina very impressed on the minds of the people the
serious degree. ‘The borrower is servant idea that, if they kill and eat either one or
to the lender.” The church that owes is the other, a ship will come and destroy

fo more than three hundred different lan-

that cometh to me,I will in no wise cast out,’

8

Out oF good men

The Evaminer and Chronicle thus speaks |

Bibles at that place where Jesus says, ‘ Him

will hear me?’ and could younotopen your

o earth,

THE

—

to him, and he

with me, and I can speak

h

Ir 1s goodto have a deaf ear to ill ‘re

cannot consume it, prisons cannot incarcerate it,famine cannot starve it.”

shut, could you not think ‘God is in the room

than

heat:

Faber.

were

die;” but they do not get

thin

THE longer thou dost live without Christ,
the more
dost: thou collectto make
the mountain of thy sins higher.—ZLwuther.

~ Church Independence,

guilty ;” that ¢ the soul that

sinneth, it shall

farther

anything, and I can’t do anything, but I've
come to thee, wanting salvation, and thou
wilt not, thou canst not, tari me away, for
Farrais letting down our ‘nets into the
thou hast promised.”
on
. Dear reader, can you not take God at his untransparect deeps, at the Divine com‘word P—Herald of Mercy.
; mand, not knowing what we shall take.—

listening eagerly, even in the passages and
on the stairs, to the offer of salvation. But
the pedple often get so far as these had got,
and remain there a long time.
They see
plainly enough one-half of the truth—that
God is a holy Judge; that *‘ He will by no
means clear the

ro
SEES

i§

Cer ‘ ott is nearer

along with many of her Jowg, associdtes. | But I went once to see a poor, lame and
But there was a marked i difference between aged woman, who lived in one small room
her case and that of many others. Most of and earned a part of her scanty living by
them had praying friends, who labored for knitting ; for the rest she had to depend on
their conversion, but in poor Emma's home the kindness of others. I asked her this
circle the tide all set the other way. They same question, ‘‘Lydia, are you happy P”
opposed her, and ridiculed ber seriousness, ““Happy!” she answered, witha beanpng
until at last she gave it all up.
O how ter- face, “I am just as full as Icanbe. I do
I could hold another drop of
rible was that decision! How much it in- not believe
volved ! though she no doubt considered it joy.” ‘But why?"I asked; ‘you are sick
only equivalent to saying, ‘ Go thy way for and alone, and have almost nothing to live
upon.” ‘But have you never read,” said
this time.”
She
probably had no intention

of dying

MAY 12, 1869.

Not PHING

won't put off sickness ; it won’ buy off sorrow ; it won't put off death.”
And so it was

tr

Emma L. was

_ popular in their own spheres that they cannot be

faith,

“Lord,
I'm a poor sinner; I don't deserve

ed, “I must

i
ad bad going in Jerusalem as well as case, yet the results were the same.
Soon God sent a fatal disease which preyed
in
New England; and if any of you have
walked as far this morning as I have, Jou rapidly upon her, but her miscalled friends
are fully prepared to sympathize with
Da- would not permit the name of death to be
vid«in his deliverance.) And so he went mentioned to her. The last agony came
on. Everybody smiled, and after church at length, and they yielded to her entreatShe was althe young fellows said, ‘He’s the minister festo send for the minister.
forus! He isn't afraid of his clothes like ready sightless, andin answerto his questions she said her sins apbearedto her ‘like
Mr. A.”
“Let me see, then,” replied the minis- mountains piled on jmountains.” It wasin,
ter, ‘what the qualifications are for .a pas- vain he pointed her ‘to the Lamb of God,
tor in B. He must attend and officiate at the-Saviour of just such sinners. The eyes
the meetings of your secret societies, se- of her soul were sightless, as well as those
cure Lyceum lecturers, give lessons on the of the body. The last words she uttered,
flate or fiddle, ride to town in the smoking as some weeping friends inquired of her
car, and smoke in it, crush his hat under state, were most heart-rending to hear at
his arm and tuck his pants into his boots, such an hour.
“Iam afraid,” she gasped, as her soul
- before entering God's house; and must not
reach the same doctrines over and over stood shivering on the brink of a dark,
or ten years. Really, my dear friend, I dark coast.
am glad, for the honor of my ministering ' Reader, when youcome to stand where
brethren, to say that I do not know one of she did, will you ‘to be afraid P—Christian

this stamp you can get.

"just hith thatcomely. | Now,

earnestne

itself un-

changed ; it moves all mirids, yet is moved
by nore; it sees all things decay, itself incorruptible; it,sees myriads o other books
engulfed in the stream of time, yet it is
borne along triumphantly on the wave ; and
will be borne along, till the mystic angel
shall plant his foot upon the sea, and
swear, by Him that liveth forever, that
time shall be no, longer. “For all flesh is
as grass, and all the glory of man as the
flower of grass. The grass withereth, and
the flower thereof falleth away; but the
Word of the Lord endureth forever.”

goes to the city he always rides in the

smoking

8 TAR

and at the end of the week write
burden it serves as an excuse, and so is the
me your decision in brother A.'s case; for I reverse of ameans of grace. We have known
received a letter not an hour ago, from a of a debt which served a wealthy church as
stronger church than yours, asking if I a ready plea against liberality in giving.
thought they could call your pastor without though, all the while, not a dollar was raised
grieving you.”
Jor its liquidation. The debt stood undimin“Well, I'll go home and repeat your ad- ished for years, but was sure to be rememvice to the few brethren who have talked
bered when a contribution was asked for.

Ab. think how sensitive thy mind;

+ Perhaps that very moment, too}

Judge not another—keep in mind

MORNING

-

let go of the man 6 has blessed among you,
the man your children would call on to in-

Judge not another, for you'll find
In dark recessesof the mind,

Ah!

replied:

.

SNA

| Charity Begins at Home.
££

Yes, brother,Fin afraid1 dog

i

§

pT

1

. PS

t

|

THE
i

ARE

oe
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ufactories,

Hotels,

Restau-

rants, also Churches,

Phy-

sician’s country residences.
and all others interested

will find that this is eXuoily
what they need for an ou
door or street Lam
MINKR'S §

A)

PLUMMER & WILDER,

57 & 59 Broomfield St., Boston.

CARTER S| ™isrhaa. Sous.
TRY IT! 12111
The

Eye.

The

will
be
tur:
nished in abundance.
id
Send for Pamphlet and
Prive List,

Eye.

DR, BE. KNIGHT has discovered the new freatment for the EWE and BAM, by which he
some of the worst cases of Blindis of
Deafness ever known, without inness and
struments or
pain.
p
new sreaguont ic
CANCE ®S, Dr. nici
ses all others
n
: plaster or pain, and heale without a
ip fo
FREE, Office,31 East Cane«
soar. CONSULTATION
18w
tom ft eet, Boston,
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longer than

we have

any

idea.

As our

natural voice impinges upon the air and
sets

in motion

vibrations which will not

cease until the whole

atmosphere is stirred,

80 the silent voice of a godly life sets in operption sequences whicli are not limited by
the narrow confines of time, and—will it
cease in the ages of eternity ?
Like the sun whose influence is felt in every direction, the Christian's life has a power which is felt in, every direction around
him. - He cannot ignore it; he cannot pre-

MORNING

STAR:

designing politicians. Suppose a man ‘has
made a noise on the stamp in the last campaign, is he therefore to be appointed to
displace a sound, loyal, competent officer,
and that when he has not the first qualification for the office? And yet this very thing
is liable to be

done,

and if all stories

are
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pose, but our PT was awakened to ‘come to ou table, or. How wiany’ of |
know where he would find a topic for the membership go to theirs. Freedom

Phinney, and others of a similar life and next Sabbath, having ey much gehinmslod come to the table of the Lord should never
spirit. We are sometimes ready to ask, the gospel!
| be denied to Christians. The principle inUpon whom have their mantles fallen? In
COMMENDABLE MONARY Sermr,
| volved is worth contending for." Besides,
their day they wrought a great and- good
The interest awakened in the west on the the instance cited is a rare one. With some
work for their Magter ;have their successors subjvet of Home Missions and church ‘ex-| of our ¢hurches, scores and hundreds oom- been equally faithful to their trust ?
tension (some six new churches being re- mune annually, The brother referred to

true it has been done in some instances.
M. BREWSTER, HE J unior Editor.
Some have already been rejected by the | Tt is not enough to say that the circum- ported in the last No. of the Freeman), is doubtless expressed the exact truth when
All communications en
should
Senate on this ground, and, what seems stances are so changed that our work is most encouraging. Tt is hoped that the he said that he and others of his brethren
ve addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business
very surprising, senators have given their altogether different from theirs.
It is said whole denomination will second this for- were willing to be with the C. Baptistsin
remittances of: money, &o., should be addressed to
names to commend men against whom, af- that under God they laid the foundation, ward movement by large contributions to denominational bonds whenever. the union
the Agent.
vent it; he cannot neutralize it,’if it is ‘ter their ‘nomination, they have voted on and others are building the superstruc- the treasury of our Home
Mission enter- could be amicably effected. The same
istrue of us all. But who, Fed ask, areto
wrong.
He can reform and rectify his in- the ground. of incompetency; but has this ture. Their work was adapted to their prise.
Gather Them In.
| fluence, ceasesto do evil and learn to do safeguard against corrupt men always been time, as ours is to our time.
make the' concessions ?
They had
STATE INITIALS.
It is natural for ‘well, corPect his mistakes and redeem him- exercised to prevent their appointment ? one class of errors tq encounter, we' have
Men are gregarious.
The advice recently given by the Star to ——SoMETHING NEW.
A secular journal
them to run together. They are not made self from all imputation and live a life in A correspondent of the N. T. Independent another; they had special truths to inletter
writers
to
give
‘the
initials
of
their
in
New
York
contains
an
account of a mew
to live alone. The desire for isolation. or the future which will utter its voice for the answers the question as follows: *‘I am com- culcate, as we have now,
Admitting all
state as well as the name of their town ad- religious association now forming in Chaupelled to say that some of the appointments
this, there is danger of making too mitch of
seclusion is the exception and not the rule|rrightand lead men to Jesus.
“There isa
i
greatdeal of truth in the old were not fit to be made; and, unless more those differences, and unduly magnifying dress, is a sensible one for other reasons tauque county on the border of Lake Erie.
of human taste and enjoyment. Wherever
there is'a sufficient motive men are easily motto,—** Actions speak louder than words.” care is exercised in the selections for In- nor-essentials. The great foundation stands than those therein stited. Owing to the The association owns about sixteen hundred
* gathered. * Wheresoever' the carcass is, Its silent voice is more effective, carries ternal Revenue officers and post-master- forever the same, the gospel of Christ illegibility of the post-mark on the envelope, acres of unimproved land, which it is prothere will the eaglesbe gathered together.” more conviction with it than mere verbal ships, corruption and miscellaneous -thiev- changes not; the interests of the soul, the it must often be the only means which posed to put under cultivation ‘on esthetic
Perfect social
It speaks to the eye, to the ing will equal the worst days of Andrew conditions of salvation, the growth and edi- will enable the managers of the Dead and celestial principles.”
Any center of interest, emolument, or felici- utterances.
ty will find its attractions potent to gather heart, and becomes the unction of words Johnson's administration. It bgcomes hon- fication of believers remain as they were. Letter Office to returnto the writers uncall- equality is enjoined between all members
est Republicans to cease pouring out a Whether our toil be in the country waste || ed-for letters, which is of some importance, of this community. The temporal affairs
around it its votaries. A band of music which may accompany it.
are directed by nineteen trustees who can
2,
The
church
should
speak
viva
voce.
stream of adulation, and to fin:ist upon orin the city full, among the learned or the | | when containing money or other valuables.
commenced playing in a public square in
do nothing except by unanimous consent.
ADVANTAGE
OF
HOME
ORGANIZATION,
the city, and ina few minutes hundreds That unruly member, the tongue, should wholesome criticism.”
unlearned, the rich or the poor, the ex: alted |
Their
religious belief is too vague and
not only be restrained as with bit.and briThe corruption in the Post- Ofte depart- or the'humble, the message we bear and | The success” of the’ western Freedmen’s
were gathered around them.
shadowy for deseription. A decidedly novMission,
is
in
part
owing
to
the
organizament
alone
is
truly
alarming.
The
comdle,
but
it
should
be
trained
to
do
good
in
the terms of its reception are alike to all.
This principle lies at the foundation of
el feature in it is that they recognize Jesus
the old ‘potto: ‘“ A man is known bythe the cause of Christ, to bless the world in- plaint comes from every direction that let There will be differences of manner, though | tion of a western department for the man- Christ as the one only and trae God. They
ters
containing
money
and
checks
are
| agement of its own funds. In this matter
comparatively of little consequence.
This is so because stead of cursing it. *‘A word fitly spoken is
company he keeps.”
believe in personal revelation, and in a
Let no one for a moment indulge the || we claim some credit to ourself for having
there must be some central, attracting point like-apples of gold in pictures of silver.” plundered from the office to -such an extent
|
mysterious spiritual union with the Deity.
‘common to them all which brings them*to- This untamable ‘‘world of iniquity full of that the people are losing all confidence in thought that because we are calléd upon to | first suggested it in the Home Mission Board;,
They have no church edifices, are frugal,
the
department.
This
matter
has
beén
redeadly
poison?
becomes,
through
the
powdomore for intellectual culture, therefor | never having had before our eyes the fear
gether, This common bond leads to comferred to before in its connection with the the heart m: ay be neglected; because we | of a disruption of our denominational un- temperate, ‘sel-denying, and propose to
mon sympathy, and by association there is er of God and his grace, “‘a thing of beauty
Star. We have been seriously annoyed by seek 10 establish new interests in the cities ion by having more than one paper, or live apart from the world. The head ofthe
Bad and a joy forever.”
What no man could
a common assimilation of character.
associations lead to corruption, as the apos- do God has done ; and the subdued, convert these P. O. thieves, and the quaestion is how and elsewhere, that the ‘old churches may more than one Theological school, or more enterprise is the Rev. Thomas Locke Harris, an Englishman by birth, and a clergyWill not the Post- beleft to dwindle ; because some new forms than one Missionary organization.—J, ¥.
tle says: * Evil communications corrupt ed tongue is expected to work for him— they can be reached.
man, banker, and farmer in earlier. life.
Master
General,
thréugh
whom
appointto confess him, to praise him, to persuade
good manners.”
and methods of labor are presented, thereAssociated with him is Lawrence Oliphant,
Great care then should be exercised in men in his stead to become his disciples, ments in this department are made, go into fore the old onesare to be set aside. Rath~ Scripture Exposition.
late member of the British Parliament, who,
and see to it that corrupt er is it forus to go forward towards the
There is a magic power in earnest, well- an investigation
this matter lest improper influences and
———
at
the age of thirty-seven, after traveling
men
are
displaced
by
those
that
can
be
chosen, persuisive
words.
What
fascinamotives captivate and lead us astray, and
completion of what is so well begun.
We
* For it is impossible
Tor those who were
trusted ; and if the present P. O. laws do are to build **on the foundation of the apos- once enlightened, and have tasted of the over the greater part of the world, has betion in the silvery tones of woman!
Inthe
we find ourselves in disreputable company,
known to the world, before we know, our- very commencement Adam felt their power not afford the protection to the mails, or the ties and prophets, Jesus Christ himself be- ‘hedvenly gift, and were 1 ade partakers of come weary of its vanities, and with his
mother, Lady Oliphant, a woman of rank
facilities for the detectiott of the thieves,
and involved himself and the race in ruin;
selves, where we really are.
ing the chief cornerstone.” Our great work | the Holy Ghost,and have tasted of the good
and culture, is said to have devoted himThe Christian should avail himself of this and from that time until the present, “the which they ought, let them be-improved.
now as ever is that of salvation; proclaims | word of God, and the powers of the world to
self, heart and soul, to this spiritual advenThe dem'ind for'reform.in all the depart
principle and gather into the fold of Chrit gyren voice of thé charmer” eharmeth still.
ing the doctrine of the cross, revivals of re- | come,if they shall fall away, to renew them
ture. The remaining members of the asments
is
urgent'and
must
be
faithfully
at“He
followeth
her
straightway.”
Christ, himself adoptas many as possible.
ligion, organizing and sustaining epiritual again untore pentance, seeing they crucify td
sociation, to the.-number of about one huned it and ‘enjoined it upon his followers. r= This power gf the voice Christ appropri tended to by those -who stand at their head churches. Qther labors and manners are || themselves the Son of God afresh, and put
dred, are described as Japanese and Musunder
the
President,
or
corruption
will
augWiththe mouth confes¢ Go out into the highways and hedges ated to his work.
auxiliary, useful and necessary in their | him to an’ open shame.”
*
ot
sulmane, clergymen and men of letters of
i places, but t be carried on as a part of the | |
and compel them to come in.” “Go ye, sion must be made, the grspel preached, ment instead of decreasing.
Does the above passage teach that those the United States, ex-rebels who were
What is demanded of the President is that gospel work, in the spirit of the gospel, and |
therefore, and disciple all nations.” .¢ And and sinners persuaded and brought to
who have been truly converted, and fallen
formerly slavelfolders, the flower of the
John used it when he pointed his he return to his old dase and fight it out on tending to the same
they went everywhere preaphing the word.” Christ.
result.
Thos will] | into temptations, and so far wandered as to
British aristocracy, the rich and poor, emiused it thatline. Toe trouble however,is outside of there be throughout, unity and stability.—J,
Christ afd disciples to the Lamb, Andrew’
Here then is the princi Se
loge the favor of God,and expose themselves | nentand obscure, white and tawny,
It rethe
Presidential
chaic.
Corruption
did
not
all
the apostles labored. Comprehensively ut- when he brought Simon to Jesus, Pailip
J.B.
| to the danger of eternal wrath,cannot be re- mains to be seen whether the new enterprise
leave
with
the
last
administration
;
it
is
still
used it when he said-to Nathaniel, “Come
tered it is, Gather all men into the church,
{ stored and saved? I think not.
will assuthe the proportions of those started
not indiscriminately but discriminately, us- and see,” and Paul and the other disciples’ as rampant as ever among the wire-pullers
~
Kingdom
of
God.
I do not propose to discuss the question by Mohammed and Joe Smith, or share the
ing laudable ifstrumentalities, and bring- availed themselves of it in their great and office-seekers; and if every disappointdt pion
{ whether one who has been truly converted fate of that of Elder Adams of Jaffa notoed politician, some of whom ought to fail, 23 © “WHEN WAS THE KINGDOM SET UP?”
ing them in on “honorable and authorized work.
:
A brother in Saco, desires an answer to | | can fall away, but shall assume the respon- riety.
conditions, and thus build up and strengthen
Christ understood the matter when he set has an acknowledged claim for place and is
Zion, making-her such an efficient power in all his followers to work in-his vineyard. to receive an appointment without any re- this question of the *‘ Question Book.” The | sibility of such ay apostacy; and that the
The late report
the world as she was designed to be by her Not only were the ministers to preach but gard to his fitness for the office, or to the Scriptures will enlighten us. Jobn Bap- || persons here descriped have actually been ——DR. LaviNGgsToNE.
;
that Dr. Livingstone had been at Zanzibar
founder. The first examfile we have given the laymen were to confess the Saviour be- faithfulness and loyalty of the incumbent tist came preaching, Math. 3: 2, ¢ Repent | | converted.
The Seri iptures
ynstances, as I and had left to make his journey to Egypt
us where this principle was carried out by the fore men and persuade them to come to whom he is to displace, instead of reform for the kingdom of heaven is at hand. "|
|
think,
clearly
show
that
ons
who have by overland route, proves untrue. Recent
we
shall
have
greater
corruption
than
ever.
Not only were the men to speak for
disciples is recorded in the first chapter of him.
If it was ‘at hand”it certainly had not |
The President may not be particularly to been set up.
John. John points two of his disciples'to Jesus but the women also. Their influence
If the theory of some were | enjoyed God’s favor have afterwards so far letters from persons at Zanzibar state that
—their voice must be consecrated to this blame in this matter any farther than for true, John would have preached that the || fallen away as to sacrifice that favor, and no news whatever of the distinguished travOne of these, Andrew,
the Lamb of God.
| have still been in a condition from which eler has for a long time reached that place.
becomes 80 much interested that he goes im- work. It is not a shame for a woman te yielding to outside pressure. He is not to kingdom had been set up for centuries,
mediately and finds his own brother Simon commend the Saviour. How can she help be supposed to know every applicant for
After Jesus was baptized, and Jobn was | | they could emerge and again enjoy that fa- Sir Roderick Murchison who has taken a deep
interest in Pr. Livingstone’s welfare, now
and through his explanation and persuasion, it when she is made happy in his love? the office sought; and when the appoint- cast into prison, the Lord preached, Mark | |{ vor.
‘“ brought him to Jesus.” ‘In a similar The woman of Samaria immediately ex- ment is urged by prominent Republicans in I:15, ¢ The time is fulfilled, and the king- | 1. In proof of this I might cite the cases of suggests the theory that the doctor, finding
dom of God is at hand.” So it yas not then | 1sDavid and Solomon and Peter (to say noth- geographical facts which led him to the supway Philip was reached, followed Christ, tended the invitation even to men, “Come Congress what is he to do?
As
we
have
already
said,
the
difficulty
and goes to work at once to bring Nathan- see the man—is not this the Christ?” Chgist
set: up. Ba! the time ¢“ was a\ hand” of| ing of Adam and Eve, ) who, after having position that the waters of the Tanganyika
ab. been special favorites of heaven, committed | fina-theie outlet on the west, would follow
iel into the fold, and thus the revival spread never intended that women should remain- lies back of the President. Ifthe people are which Daniel, the prophet, spoke;
to the west coast; under
of which itis’ plainly declared that the issuing river
: 44, “In the days of these kings, the God |
How often do their corrupt, it takes something more than a
Here is an example for our instruction. silent in his cause.
which
theory
they
must encerge near one of
|
none
can
commit
them
and
enioy
the
favor
words
President
to
produce
a
genuine,
thorough
of
rebuke
and exhortation accomThe means are simple, the work legitimate,
of heaven shall set apa kingdom.” = Christ
It will here plish more than @n elaborate sermon! reform. He ean discountenance corruption, sent out his chosen disciples, and com- { of God; and yet such have repented and the western Portuguese settlements,or.even
and the success triumphant.
be perceived that Christianity is made self- Their ‘apples of gold in pictures of silver” and as far as it comes to his knowledge he manded them to preach, Math. 10: 7, ** The | | found fav or. There are also numerous warn- from those on the Congo. If this view be
propagating. There is no extraneous ma- -are résplendent with grace and glory es- can purge himself from all implication, he kingdom of heaven is at hand.” It was {ings-and entreaties to those who have thus entertained, some time must yet elapse bede- pecially in the eyes of those who are at- can gather around him those who will as- not set up at that date. - Jesus said, Luke | apostatized to return to God, which, of fore so ‘vast a distance, through an unchinery, no supernatural messenger.
scending from above with great powér and tracted and saved by them; and if there are sist in ferreting it out and discarding it un- 9: 27,“ Some of those who stand here, ¢ourse, could not be given if there were no known region, can be traversed. Of course
time only can prove the correctness of this
bringing men to Christ independent of hu- stars in anybody’s erown of 2ejoising, there til the hideous monster slinks out of sight. shall not taste death, till they see the] hope for them.
This is what we trust that Grant is aim- kingdom of God come with power.” It would | 2. There is but one sin for which there is theory. It is possible that the old report of
man instrumentality. The apostles went to will be in theirs.
|
How often is it that a mother’s words fol- ing to do, and if he makes .some mistakes come then while some of those who heard | no forgiveness. That sin is not backsliding his death may prove correct. The last rework as if it depended on themselves, not
liable intelligence received from him was
However independent of Christ's assist ance low even a wayward son and bring forth and fails,it is not to be wondered at, and he him
lived. It was therefore set up after | so far as to commit the sins of lying, drunkand blessing. The same course obtains to- fruit of joy and peace in after life! A sis- is mot to be harshly censured, especially the last year of the Saviour’s ministry, and | enness, murder, adultery, &e., ot which it on Dec. 14, 1867, at which time: he was at
if he manifests a dispositionto correct his before the death of some of those that is said that those who do commit them shall Cazambe, 700 miles from Zanzibar. Itis
The Master is ready to coiperate ter’s voice is not soon forgotten.
day.
One
with his children in this work. We are to word uttered in sincerity has often found a blunders as soon as detected, and to learn heard him. Paul, in Col. 1: 13, describes not inherit the kingdom of God. Nor is it stated that the officials of the Royal fGethe sin of blasphemy against the Father nor ographical Society will entertain no fear regather men’ into the church with Christ; ‘lodgment in the heart of some careless sin- discretion from experience.
the saints as having been translated from
the
Son. All these have forgiveness.
Yet specting his safety until at least another
At
the
same
time
the
people,
throughout
and if we attempt to do it in any othr way ner and proved the germ of a happier life.
the kingdom of darkness into the kingvi
we are found fighting against him, as he Moistened by the dews of the Spirit it has the country should set their Taces firmly dom of God's dear Son, which proves, that none of us can understand that those who twelve Fguulls have passed.
against ali corruption, discountenance the the kingdom was set up before the sixty- commit those sins can enjoy the favor of
‘himself has. said; “ He that is not with me sprung up unto eternal fruition.
——BARNES'S FAREWELL.
It seems that
Would you see immediate results? Let nomination and election of corrupt men for fourth year of the Christian era; or be- God and be saved without repentance and
is against me; and he that gathereth. not
the
two
volumes
of
Commentaries
on the
with me séatteroth abroad.” Christ's de- your words be explicit, your influence de- ‘any office, and it would not be long before tween the thirty-third and sixty-fourth a cleansing in the blood of Jesus. But that
Psalms,
noticed
in
another
column,
are
the
sign evidently is to build up his church cided, your prayers definite, and all your retrenchment and reform would become "years. In the year of our Lord thirty-three, one only sin is blasphemy against the Holy
last
works
of
the
kind
which
are
to
apas
through “the foolishness of preaching” efforts direct, just as if you believed in the popular and the President would not be Jesus declared that it would be set up while Ghost.
pear
from
the
pen
of
Albert
Barnes,
whose
Now as this sin was mentioned by Paul
and ‘the instramentality of his children.
immediate conversion of the soul, and you troubled with a host of mere blood-suckers some of his hearers lived, and Paul says
name, asa commentator, has been ‘every*¢ I'know,"says one, ‘‘that ministers are to, will not be disappointed.
Faith will tri- around him. Let the President work at the that, in the year of our Lord sixty-four, in the text, it must be identical with the un- where a houschold word.”
In closing his
preach and win souls: ‘He that winneth ‘umph.
When ‘souls are converted: take capital and the people at home, and some- the Colossians had been translated into pardonable sin, this too must be the sin of long series of Biblical studies, and writsouls is wise; and the number that they care of them.
it, ‘which implies that it had then been set blasphemy against the Holy Ghost.
Be nursing fathers and thing will be accomplished.
ings, Mr. Barnes indulges in some reflecIt would certainly be an apostacy if one
bring int) the fold ismadethe coin of their mothers in Israel. Do not leave them to
Especially should our churches discard it up.
tions” which are calculated to interest the
estimate-ia the minds of the people.” Now wander upon the dark mountains like sheep in every form. It sometimes creeps into
At what precise time was it done? Paul should so far fall away as to commit the general reader. Referring to the language
we protest against any such shirking of without & shepherd or a fold, but gather the fold of Christ in the form of fashion, says, Rom. 1: 4, that Jesus was declared other sins mentioned above, bat not the fall- of Pope and Gibbon, on the conclusion of
responsibility. It would be nearer the them into the church and take care of formalism and extravagance, undermining to be the Son of God with power, by the ing away there mentioned.
their works, he says, ‘1 may not compare
trath to say that the church is made account- them; give them work to do and keep our piety and opening the way for worldly resurrection from the dead. What was
‘This warning . is here introduced,
no
myself with these men ; but I am conscious
able for the salvation of souls; and that them at work and there will be no danger. speculations, artifice, fraud, and struggles this power, but the royal authority as sue- doubt, because those, and those only; who
of similar emotions, as I bring to a close
the blood of those perishing lies at her door. Here "is where the great trouble is with tor position,and popularity which will fill her cessor of king David. So, Acts 13: 33, the have been converted are liable to commit his
this long series of works designed to illusShe calls a ministerto assist her inthis many churches; they do not take care of with rottenness and woe, and unfit her for resurrection is said to be a fulfillment of unpardonable sin. It means, I think, take
trate the Bible. God has blessed me in
work, rot to. do it for her; and, if he does the lambs of the flock.
her work. Let the Christian church exoner- Ps. 2: 7,. Thou art my Son, this day have heed, for there isa falling away, to which this ‘work far above all that I had any rea.
Gather them in.
his duty and souls are not converted, the sin,
ate herself from all complicity with wrong in I begotten thee.” And Jesus says himself, youare liable, so deep and terrible that son to anticipate;
and while I have cause
if there be any, must fall upon the church,
the nation and purge herself from all cor- just before his ascension, Math. 28: 18, ¢* All there is no forgiveness for it, viz., blasphe- to believe that He has made it useful in
Corruption—Reform.
and all the effort which she may make to
ruption, and there would be a long step tak- power is given unto me in heaven and in my against the Holy Spirit.—A. x. Mm,
some measure to the world, and venture, to
—
Oe
parry it and throw it back upon the minisen in the right direction. She would then earth.” Does not this indicate when the
hope that He will make it useful when the
That
corruption
has
prevailed
to an ‘be the light and safety of the nation and of kingdom was set up? Peter and the rest
ter will be in vain. If he does mot do his
Current Topics.
fingers that now move the pen shall be
duty, he of course is guilty with all other alarming extent in our government cannot the world.
of the apostles proclaimed Jesus as king,
suff
in the grave, He has made it during
be
denied,
and
that
reform and retrenchand called men to come into the king- ~———Nor NUMBERS BUT THE PRINCIPLE.
neglectors. He is not to be credited or cennearly
forty years a source of constant
ment
are”
very
desirable
must
also
be
condom, from this time.
See Peter's sermon The Watchman and Reflector, a week or
sured for more than what belongs to him.
Our Denominational Work.
blessing to my own soul. In the review
fessed
;
but
whether
the
one
will
cease
and
on
the
day
of
pentecost.
Here, then, is a work left vig the hands of
two since, copied a portion of arecent arof this partof my life, I can now conceive
The penitent were at that time . trans- ticle in the Star on *‘ Close Communion,”
the church with ample means t# be employ- the other prevail is a question not so easily
Every man, every church, every denomiof no way possible in which I could have
decided.
Were
this
a
matter
that
depended for its accomplishment.
If these means
nation has a responsibility high and sacred, lated from the kingdom of darkness into and made comments upon it, taking excep- more profitably spent the early hours of
ave used they will not fail of success. They ed entirely on President Grant, we might commensurate with the interests of eternity. the kingdom of God's dear Son. The time tions to some of its positions. A corres- each day than in the study of the Bible. . .
will seoure the grand design of the Messiah, hope for great improvement in the right di- Who can estimate the good which an indi- the kingdom wos set up, was when Jesus pondent of the Watchman writes to the edi- I cannot close this work without emotion.
The stone that smote the iimage “became a rection. He began with the right princi- vidual bas accomplished? To say nothing was ‘‘exalted to be a Princé and a Sav- tor of that paper that the article from the I cannot lay down my pen at the end of
great mountain, and filled the whole earth.” ples as far as appointments were concerned of a Luther, Wesley,Judson, Randall; how four tg give repentance to Israel, and re- Star, * reminded me of a late conversatio
this long task without feeling that with me
The question is, How are members to be ~—that. only ‘good men, fitted for the place many, unknown to fame, through the in- mission of sins,” within the fitty days in- with a minister of that commpunion,
the
work of life is nearly over. Yet I could
into the church so that it thay fill would be appointed, and that no man fluence of a noble purpose and a consecrat- tervening the resurrection and the de- which, the practical utility of
close at no better place than in finishing the
the whole earth? The design is evident, should be removed without cause. This he ed life, have been a blessing to the circle scent of the Holy Spirit; then the * king- munion policy coming under dis¢usion, I exposition of this book ; and the language
the way is apparent, the means are sifiple evidently designed to carry out; but tre- in which they moved, and their works fol- dom of God came with power."—G. 1, B,
ir quired of him how many of his members, with which the Book of Psalms itself closes,
It is
and the result is to be confidently expected mendous pressure was brought to bear up- low them in grateful remembrance.
in the past year, according to his knowl- seems to me to be eminently apptopriate
on him and, with all his firmness,he has for us to labor; God will take care of reedge, had communed with a neighboring to all that I have experienced. ' All that is
and eagerly fought.
.
Miscellany.
(All nations are to be discipled according been swerved from his. position and driven sults. Whatever the present promise, itis |
rn
——
pedo-baptist ‘ church.’ “I know,’ said he, past, all in the prospect of what is'to come,
)
the
of Christ. This is to be back to the old course of recognizing ours-with a faithful heart and diligent hand
TOO MUCH MATTER.
‘there was but one, and no more. * And calls for along, a joyful, a gmphant
6 ‘by Christians, not alone’ by the ser- claims for service done without regard to to do our duty,—as a blessed privilege to
An advertizement of a western Y, M. con- how many from that church have communed HALLELUJ Al"
'

monsof

ors

the

er, but by the united ef-

of the children
of God. ~

church is to speak bya living
be done by proxy.
:

t

with or love is an individual
exeroised by another

1 bor

as long as we pre-

. The voice
‘of our exam-

and much
plo will bo. Bead much farther

sn

—

fitness for office,and aiso to the necessary ac-

be laborers together with God.

companiment. of rotation in office, however
faithful may have been the occupant.
In

The early ministers of our denomination
were true workers, they loved
the cause,

this way, in many cgses, good men would
be ejected from office and corrupt men
would be appointed for their successors,
Tv is not to be sup
that Grant can

in that time?

¢ Just

one,’

——NoT YET RELEASED.

were earnest, self-sacrificing, and‘evidently

of the highest doctrinal and practical im:

succesful.

portance. This reminds us of a sermon we In this, .and former interviews, the good
once casually listenéd to from the text,‘‘She ‘brother assured me that he, with others of

her persecutors. It willbe remembered that
she was a domesticin a Methodist family in

We bless God for their example

and influence.

Nd one claims for them in-

being with us in the practice of communion.’

mary Ann Smith,

whose case has received so much

attention

daring the past year, is still ‘in the hands of

fallibility, or should render them & blind (wisdom) hath hewn out her séven pillars.” his brethren, were willingto be, not only New Jersey, and lefs Romanism and joined

the recommendation of others and thus al

personal

most unavoidably hie will be the

treasures of public labors and
views and friendly intercourse

the corruption and chicanery of artful and

yours,

essays, discussions, &c., at its next ses- wag the reply.
Then, said I, for one
sion, many of the subjeots mentioned being. year, atleast, you have come within one of

be acquainted With the qualifications of adulation; but let us cherish in rememevery applicant. He must take them on brance the good they left us. In our own
victim of

ference assigns forty-seven different parts for with

recollection

we hgye - precious
ate inter:
with John

The seven pillars were made to represent almost, but altogether with us in denominawhat the speaker regarded the seven leading tional bonds whenéver the union could be
Christian doctrines, upon each of, which he Mju
y effected.” To our minds all this
proceededto give a somewhat extended exPosition. Well enough in its way, we sup-

fe without practical significance.
ers" Hot 80 much,
}

~

It mat-

how many pedo-baptists

the M. E. church. = Thereupon her father
had her confined in the House of the Good

Shepherd, where she declares she is compelled to associate with prostitutes, and is
not allowed to converse with her Protestant.
AL
ng

-

a

or,

pill
0

iy |
’

‘

te

RY
ol

WARE PROG AAS

Discussion; 3, H. Maynard, cf
Mimcron, I. 8. Partaleo. |

whom

she

y

was

recently

|in the Elton church,

which

resulted in | Gods blessing, over forty were converted, thirty | 2
Question Box,I. W. Straight.
recollect of whom
om have
ha been baptized and united with the 3: .- Composition
Tue Hesurrechion,
4. J. Davie,of
and delivery
‘
right, which put that church in good con: church.
|
1h
A kh wes.Election, I.nh
P. Bates.

seems as ifshe wouldbe compelled to remain a prisoner for her faith till she is of dition to live. If they go on now and reage. This is certainly a strange procedure, pair ‘their meeting-house and stand up
or want of procedure, in a land of profess- for Jesus, they will be blessed and prove
a blessing
to others.
ed religious liberty. /Jg,
Bes
The

Bares CoLLEGE.
The Commencement

will be delivered by Rev. J. D. Falton, of

A programme of all the ‘exercises

good.

The prosclass are

It is thought that it may

number

i Denominational
News and Notes”
Funds
—

yr

——

-

friends to this subject.

bly there

never

will

be

a

time, when

much can be accomplished

with

this time.

so

be at

And without immediate aid we

shall soon lose what we shall never be able
to gain. The churches which have been
organized in the Shenandoah Valley, are in
4 progperous

condition.

All of them have

enjoyed glorious revivals.during the past
winter; and there are now favorable open-

ings

for the organization

of churches in

some ten or a dozen places in that mission
field, which might be occupied by us if we
had the funds to sustain the laborers. The
Lord has raised up several very efficient
and successful preachers among the freedmen in that mission who arenow supplying the churches and winning souls to
Christ. Several others are preparing for
the work at our Normal schoul.w Meetinghouses have been erected at Martinsburg
and Charlestown, and are now occupied
although they
are not finished. The
churches at Winchester and Berryville two
very important places and centers of influence, have commenced building houses of
worship, and are making great efforts and
sacrifices for this object, such sacrifices as

power, piety,

skill

Jackson

counties, Ky., décidedly

and

communion.
If these could be supplied
with suitable pastors, they would, as this
brother believes, become Freewill Baptists.
>
>

as

It is probable that these churches can be
approached and fed by Freewill Baptists

for such

Our Home
churches,

Mission

Bros.

Board

Dunjee

and

Jackson,

for

the present, while they are obtaining means
in the vicinity of these churches to build
these houses, so that the members of the
congregations can devote their subscriptions to aid in the erection of the buildings.
After these churches obtain houses of wor:
ship they will become self-sustaining ima
very short time, and be able to help other
churches.
One hundred dollars at this

time will do more for our cause

among the

Freedmen than five hundred will in five
years hence. ‘Now is our golden opportunity for dving a great and good work
among the fréeedmen, We are now laying
the foundation for'a large, strong and prospereus Yearly Meeting in the garden of the
South,

the

Shenandoah

Valley.

Shall

it

fail-for want of funds?

A communication from Rev.

J. G. Fee,

found elsewhere, will indicate that there is
an open door in Kentucky.

Shall

our H.

Mission

Society be

nished with means .,to stép
door? or shall it be closed

fur-

P. 8S. BurBANK,

the want of a few hundred dollars?
Bro. Powell in Western Va., who came
to us from the Close Communion Baptists,
is now laboring as a missionary west of the

Blue Ridge, gathering churches

and doing

a good work, but he cannot continue to la-

bor much longer unless he can have some
aid. Shall he have it or leave the field?
Brethren, sisters and friends, will you
not all remember the Home Mission Treas-

ury in this time of great need and do something immediately to increasé the funds?
Will those brethren who made pledges

the General

Conference

deemed them,

forward

and
the

at

have

not re-

amount

of the

pledges as soon as possible?
SiLas Curtis, Cor. See. & Treas.

Concord, N. H., May 6, 1869.

News from Holland Purchase Y. M.
Burraro, N, Y., ApPriL 26, 1869.
Dear Star,—The battles of the winter are

nearly

over, and a brief review of the field

Andrews

do good. At Dale, Bro.

may

has enjoyed a blessed season. This is his
first year in the pastorate. ‘With just fair

ability

and nothing sensational in

or manner,

in by no means an easy

style
field,

he has done a great work by simply trying to do, and trusting in God.
dustry, ' love

Piety, in-

of souls, prayer, effort,

have

givén success, and a large number have
united with the church. A good work
has been done in Attica. All the churches

united in a meeting preceded by o gens

Revivals,

in this world if he does right.

PorrsmoutH,
N. H.
The F. W, B,
church in Portsmouth is enjoying a revival
interest; numbers are being added to the
church, and sinners are seeking Christ. 5
H.

- SE

Try Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair

would

LIFE

of the Canaan

During

Onto.

The

Lord

the

church, Athens

past

year,

Co,

Ohio.

eight have

been

previously attended to that duty, making
twelve additions to the church, The revival commenced under the labors of Bro.
Barcus of the United Brethren in Christ.
February 15th, I commenced a protracted meeting in Pageville, Meigs County,
Ohio, which continued two weeks, Twelve
were baptized and one reclaimed, making thirteen additions to the church. Rev.

the
ly

village,
number

which has
to

the

were

added a, good-

church.

Varysburgh

- church had almost lost its visibility, yet
a few sisters held on, maintained a Sunday school, ‘sind got preaching when they

could.

Duping the winter Bro.

man, ‘who! was teaching in Attica,

Water-

visited

them often’ and a good work commenced.
Bros. | ‘Andrews, Taylor, Abbey, each

ceptance.

Tiomas BE. PEDEN,

|

© Donations.

:

the, church and friends of Hartland
for a donation of $50, mostly cash.
Rev. J. M.

Lavgworthy

press their thanks
Me.,

for

their

sand

wife

Village

would

donation,

$065, independent
of salary.
eT

amounting

Minister's

at 1012

Sermon

exto

F. W.

will hold its next

session,

the

1.

Our greatest wants as Ministers, John
Method with Skenties. C. P. Goodrich,

last

The

8

School,

one

ot

tha important

quickening and sustaining public
1. Moulion.

session
Clerk.

11.
2.
Ly

me,

and

I'il

ROO
for

do

AND

Liver

yon

HERB

compete

good.”—DR.

BITTERS

Complaint

in

all

its

are

Indigestion,

Jaundice;

a

fo:ms,

Headache,

& CO., Boston,

and

"Sold by all druggists.

Glycerine,

Soap,Combined

is recommended

To

for

Q. DM. will hold its next

Consumptives. -

r\HE Advertiser, having been restored to health in
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after
having suffered several years with a severe lung af
fection, and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fellow-sufferers the means
of cure.

To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre:
scription used (free ot charge), with the directions fox
preparing and using the same, which they will

ASTHMA,

TI8, ete. The object of the advertiser in sending the
‘Prescription is to bénefit the afilicted, and spread
information which he conceives to be invaluable; and

1368

. Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON,
Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.

FRECKLE

LOTION.

Sold by all druggists.

only by Dr. B. C. Perry.
OR BLACK

.

WORMS,

AND

Prepared
¥
6ml10

PIMPLES ON

plied by Wholesale Druggists.

6m10

O THE EDITOR OF THE Star:
ESTEEMED FRIEND,—We have a positive cure
for Consumption and all disorders of the Lungs and
Throat.
1t cured the inventor and hundreds of ac
quaivtances.
We will give $1000 for a case it will
not relieve, and will send a sample free to any sufferer w lio will address us, SAYRE & CO., 21v Broad-

Remittances

1, J. Whiting, Spring Water, Liv. Co., N,

E.Smith, Montpelier, Vt.

.

Y.

E Allen—Allen & Long—S B Andrews—S I Adams—A
J Bird—0O Butler—A T Boi J Burnham—J Baker—
8 B Bailey—G 8 Bradley—J
rown—J Bickfordi—B R
Buzzell=T H Batchler—L Blandin--S Bowden—A. Bradford—N Bacon—N Bickford-—Wm Bodine—S H' Barrett
H Carviil—M Carr—E Calley oy T Colby—dJ W_Clough~
Rd Cowles—H Cambell~L L Or i8s—J
Cobb—U Chase—
B F Carter—E G Chaddock—L R Cutts—C W Clark—8 H
Crockett—C Cowen—E Clark—J € Crane—V R Carey—T
D Clements—P C Corathers—I Champney—S Dickson—
J H Decaster—D C Drury—J Drake—a I Dalby—A Durey
—=V Elliott—M T Files—K Fifleld—R F. Francisco—A J
Foust—M B Gove—A G:iffeth—S B Given—J Gray—M
Goodwin—A C Grant—E Guilford—J"~ 8 Harriman—E
Hazellon—G W A Howe—J T Hill-D A Handy—J W
Hinkley—dJ T House~Jennie Hall—E C Hodge—A H Huling—T 8 Hatcb—L Hutchins-M R Hill—J A
Howe—W
B
Hopkins—K M Hateh—3. H Hatfield—E Hackett—E
Hanaford—W H Hawley—J W Huntley—R J Hess—Mrs
L Jones—Mrs H Judkins—8 Jol
Wm Jol
I F
Jordan—P A James—A K Jaquish—8 Kennison—R J Kent
—H 8 Knnba 1—Z Kinne—G King—H Kenney
Jr—R F
Kortright—John Lougee—R Litchfield—J P
Losee—Mrs E Laiten—E
Lee—E H Meclutosh—D M
HN
Millik: n—J G Marks—J Mason—A H_Morrell
Dw
oultun—D A Morchonse—J 8 Manning—~W Marr

~T P Moulton—8 Nortun—J Nickerson—J

MM _Nelsou—J

G Newbold—J Nason—J C Osgood(2)—C V Prescott—B
F Parker—R W Pierce—B Phelon—G W_ Pomeroy—R J
Poston—H L Prestoo—E J Pennell—A Pierce—A Partridge—C G Pratt—A W Parkhurst—S8 8 Paine—W Paddleford—H Perry—I Pelton—M Pugh—M A Quimby—J M
Richasdson—W
Russell-G Reeder—E Robinson—J
Rollins—H Ranney—H Rogers—C Rogers—A K Robbins

A Symes—S Scruton—A Sargent—Mrs

MA1r.

I D Phillips, Kittery Point, Me
Rev J W Hinkley. Parkman, Me
R B.Justice, Marshall, N C
Mary Mowry, Greenville, R I
G W-Gould. E Dixfleld, Me
Osborn Ward, \Vheelook.Vt
J W Martin, Woodyard, Ohlo

’

EXPRESS,

S Aldrich, Phoenix, N Y
Rev D RR Whittemore, Providence, R I
G W Gould, E Dixficld, Me

\

Thomas.

Batohelde rr. Sanford, Me,

200
1,00
mm

.

J Chubb, 8t Johnsbury, Vt, per IL, B Tagker
Bequest of Abbie Evans, late of Barrington, N
H, per MeDanlels, Executor

f

5,00

50,00

FREEDMEN'S MISSION.
Joseph A MM: rrill; Bloux, Towa

RJ

Kents Eaton Comer, N |

|

Cary Rogers, Lundy's T ane,
Pa
E Prescot & wife Low, NT Gilman & wife 1.25,
J Q Adams, 5", Mary A Randall, 25, Mrs,
M. Ripley,
50, South Montville, Me, per
E Knowlton

+ Concord, N. H.

0

for

our

publica-

The Revised Treatise will be ready in a
few days. Parties desiring it can send
their orders at any time and they will be filled as soon as the books are completed.

Letters Received.

First chin Rome, Pa, per J B Wheaton
Ch in West Cawpton, per J Cook

money

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk,
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
sending them.

R. E. Cornwall, t}lear Creek, N. Y.

Mercy

of

order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter.

Poss Office Addresses.

BY

1318

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the

Rev. W, R. Stone, Gilbert’s Mills, N. Y.

“

THE

FACE, use -PERRY’S
t OMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY, orepared only by Dr. B.C. Perry; 49 Sond
St.. New York.
Sold everywhere.
The trade sup-

with

G.M.P.

2

1

3

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.

‘¢ Butler's

The-

pages.

Price $1,20.

:

1V.

1. For three new subscribers and $7,50, (with 80 cents additional to psy. post-

age) we will

send ¢* Lite

Sceries from the

Price $2.00.
Or,
new subseribers and

additional to pay

a

copy

of the

$7,50,

postage)

new

$500,00

pages,

entitled * Andy Luttrell,” and pronounced
to be a superb book for the Family and the
Sabbath School ;—ory:we will send the new

volume of more than 400 pages, written in
competition for the $500,00 piizé, entitled
«Shining Hours,” which, in literary excellence, high religious tone,and in many other

respeets,is fully equal to the book last mentioned. Price $1,50. Or,
|
3. For three

new subscribers

and $7,50,

we will send the ¢ Sabbath ‘at Home,” for
| the current year, commencing with the No.
for January. Price $2,00.
Y.
For

six new

subscribers

and

$15,00,

(with 68 cents to"pay postage) we will send
the

first volume of

Strong

and

MecClin-

tock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.
Price 85,00.

“

he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will

rP0 REMOVE
MOTH
PATCHES, FRECKLES,
and Tan from the face, use PERRY'S MOTH AND

thé Canterbury church, May :5—27.
Minister’s Conference
commencing
Monday evening,
the 24th.
Church clerks
are requested to report. especially
what action they have upon the Systematic Benef-

.

find a

BRONCHI-

of

session

icent Plan, adopted by the last Q M.

with

Ladies and
1y28

way, New York.
Belknap

of

to pay postage) ‘we will send one eopy of
¢ The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 47

we will send

Aromatic Vegetable

copy

prize volume, containing about 400

CO’S

O.

8. School
instiuction, indispensable to Christian
characrer and usefulness, Rev. B. F. Pritchard.
The Suvnerintendent; his qualifications and duties,
Rev. W, F. Eaton.
;
Immediate and heartfelt application of truth, the
only suceessful method of 8. school teaching, J. A.
Fenderson.
Tne advantages of blackboard illustrations and
maps, J. M. Piummer.
|
:
Uniform Lessons, Lemuel Merrill.
Speakers will be limiied to fifteen minutes.
ney
R. DEERING, Sec.

we will send one

ology,” 456 pages. Price $1,60. Or,
5. For the sume, and (20 cents additional

(with 16 cents

&

‘ Book of
J

4 For two new subscribers and $5,00,
(with £5 cents additional to pay postage)

four Gospels.”
2. For three

16t11

COLGATE

subscribers and $5,00,

we will send a copy of the new
Worship.”
Price $1,00.
Or,

They cleanse

Rev.
.

ef-

new

2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,”

toilet, with
*

means

worship,

Home Missions.

Medium of Spiritual Influence,G. P. Blanchard.
:
What is Conversion? E W. Norton,
What shall be our Aim in Preaching at our

in no way

two

path

257 pages. Price of each book $1,60. Or,
3. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
(with 20 cents additional to pay postage)

cost him nothing, and may prove a blessing.
_ Parties wishing the prescription,
will please address

8. School instruction the basis for evangelical
forts of the pulpit, Rev E..Manson.

Oue standard of Exvellence, E. Ji Keevil.

Question Box.
Answers, John Thomas,
Kxporiti le Mar. 13; §or-15, D. Brown,
Atonemend,
J.
via.
“

¢ Buy

Brethren and friends n rice
BENJ, Foca, Cerlk,

Cumberland Q. M.
The 8, S. Union will hold a
meeting at Buxion, (3prnce Swamp) in conhectioe
with the Q. M., Wednesday, May 20,
The topics for
discussion will be as follows :

4, Means of Promoting Revivals, J. Keyes.
5. Exposition, Mast. 11: 11, C. M. Hurlbut,
6. , Impowrance of digseminating our Denomination.
!
al Literature, WH. Trowbridge.
£8,
9.
10,

bloom of the tropics, can

of the | Infants,

Com.

Straight

sweet

=

Adress

8.

Statistics for the Register,
For
|.

a——

On March 28, the requisite blanks to be
filled to aid“in. making out the statistics for
the Register for 1870, were

Q. M. Clerks.

Inthe same

sent

eleven

new

subscribers

and $27,-

For

sixty new

subscribers

and $150,-

00, we will
give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by thereceiver.)

Price $85,00.

VYHIL
For eighty-five new
subscribers and
$212.50, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted to the
parlor or vestry: Price $125,00,
IX.
For one hundred
and fifty new sub
seribers and $375,00,. we will give one of
Baker and Randalls Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.

(Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted to churches and large .vestries.
Price $240,00.
:

To S. S. Superintendents,
pu

8-

*

Four new books just published and ready
for delivery. Two of them are the prize
stories,
‘ANDY LUTTRELL,” isthe story
that was awarded the prize of $500, and-is
a work of unusugl genius, skill and power.

1870.
A

For

50, (with $1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second volumes of the Cyclopsedia.
Price $10,00.
VIL

to all the

package

were

enclosed blanks, for each church Clerk.
In
those which were sent to the latter, the
lines for the names of the Pastors, Ordained Ministers and Licensed Ministers have

sufficient length in which to give the address of each; and church Clerks are hereby requested to give the P. O. address of

the Pastor, Ordained or Licensed Minister,
as the case may be.Q. M. Clerks will please

put the P. O. address of either of the above,
a8 the case may be, in the same blank
space in which they put the name of the

“SHINING Hours,” havin g ben thoroughly revised and much improved by the auhor since the award

of the prize, is not one

hit behind the prize story in every essential particular, and will at once arrest atten

tion by its literary brilliance, its vivid por:
traiture, and its high and wholesome Chris-

tian teaching.

(These are now ready for

delivery.)
J
:
Of this prize series, we now hive in process of publication, some of which will soon
be ready for delivery, the following: ““MasTER

AND

PurIL,”

“MAy

BELL,” ¢‘ Sabrina

Hacket,” and ‘Aunt Mattie.”

The publica-

tion of each book will be announced as it
Pastor, &o.
The latter can easily be done
comes from the binders, Price of each book,
by placing the name a little higher up, in $1.50. Postage 16 cents. Also, of the Rainy
quite small letters, and the P, O. addresson | Way Series, we now have ready for delivthe line.
ery, “A Rainy Day Ar S¢moor,”and “THE
Birra Dax PRESENT.”
'
Premiums.
The five other books of this series, viz:
The demand for the ¢ Appeal to Con- “Tie CurisT CHILD,” “Good Little Mit.
tie,” “Making Something,” ‘Jamie and
science,” and * The Spirit of Roger Williams,” ag premioms, has 'bhoen so great Jeannie,” and the “*Bog’s Heaven," are now
nearly all printed, and will be ready. for our
that our supply of these books is entirely
exhausted. We are obliged to fill some of customers just as soon as they can be ob-.
guy last orders for them with some of the tained from the binder. Price of each book
books of the same class ‘which were offered 75 cents. Postage 8 cents. All of these
as premiums.
We will send in the place of are first class books for the family and the
Sabbath school.
either of these books ‘* Christian Baptism”
in

‘paper

covers;

or,

‘Thoughts

upon

Thought.”
"Any one having sent for ono of the Pre.
miums offered last year, and not having

re.

) | ceived it, is requested to inform us of the

fact, as we have recently learned that some
of our letters sont with money to pay for
premiums have been lost. We wish to make
good our promises.

By a united effort on the part of the
church members and Sabbath school schol-

Parties

designing to get new Sabbath

school Libraries, qr to replenish old ones,
can send us their orders which willbe filled

with our own publications as fast as they
are ready, or will

of other publishers,

be filled with the books

and willbe furnished

to Sabbath schools tn Libraries, at wholesale prices, Address
:

~

L.R. BURLINGAME,

Dover, N. H,
+

W
32

Q. M.

Conference,

Rev.

1. For

iT

(with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send
the book entitled ** Sunny Skies ; or Adventures in Italy.” 261 pages; or,
J

wafted

’

Locating
Vo A.
Bo CARBY
H.
BARKER ¢ 0mittce.

Assignments for the Minister's Conference of the
Opeving

Cassia,

as a perfunte tor the handkerchief and
“DEW D’ANDES.”
Sold everywhere.

Costiveness,

Holland Purchase Y. M, will hold its next session with tne churcn in West Falls, commencing Fri:
day, Juue 18, 1369.
WM. TAYLOR
}

C., H.

Co.,

of Myrrh

Q. M, will hold its next session with | Bilious Diseases, General Debility, &c.

—=M D Sanbora—0

Michigan Y. M., to be held at Goodiich, Genesee
’
Mich., Jun» 2, 1869.

Opors

3s

III.

at 5.51, 8,32, 10.55 A. M., 5.08

SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION,

the ac-

Ex.

Boston

.
.
.
.

of these books, 75 cents.

Humors of the Blood and Skin, Seroiula, Dyspepsia,

Weare Q. M, will hold its next session at South
Sutton.
Churches will remember
their annual assessment.
=
H. 8: KIMBALL, Clerk.

than

7. Oar denominational Mission, D. L. Rice.

to the friendsat Prospect,

annual

Michigon

3,

Rev, A, T, Bowman and wife extend thanks to

roy, Clerk,

Books Perwarded,

C. E. Blake.

each present two evenings daring the meeting, and preached the word to good ac-

souls

Wed

Malcom ar 71-2, P M.
Wednesday. Me: ting for Fraves and Conferencevat
9,A. M. Organization of the
Association at 10, A. M,

Meeting for busin: ss at 9, A. M.

Patterson

on from the garden of Hesperides, mingling with the

for- | sure remedy

idence, May 25-27, 1869,
:
ORDER OF EXERCISES.
Tuesday, May
25th, Ses
sion of the Ministers’ Conference ut lv, A. M. and 2,

8, A. M,

verted, . Bro. Perry has followed this meeting * with’ efforts: in school-houses, near

many

promptly

Ashtabula Q.-M. will hold its annual
‘in Wellsburgh, Pa., May 28. e N. H. FARR,

es on the Spiritual Wants of the Churches, by Revs.
J W. Richardson, J N.Richand W. H. Bowen, at
2, P.M.
Addresses on Temperance by Ravs
J, W.
Howe and R. Woodworth at #, P. M. Anniversary
ot Sabba h School Unioa at 71-2, P. M. Addresses
by Mr. A. A. Moulton, and Revs. D. A, Morehouse,

J. W. Martin, and Prof .M. W. Spencer were

visitation, and

and

N.Y. & Pennsylvania Y. M, will hold its next
reg8ion with the Odessa church. commencing Friday,
June 11, at 1, P. M.
G. H. FREEMAN, Clerk.

Opening S+rmen, by Rev. C. H. Webber at 11, A, M.
Rej ort and reception of’d legates ate, P. M.
mg Letters feom the churches au8 1-2, P, M
ary Meeting »t 712, P. M. Addresses hy Rev. J. B,
pavis. B. G, Chaddock and M. Phillips.
Thursday, Meeriog for Prayer and Conference nt

con-

eral

Unity

of San

Sermon before the Conference, by Rev.

* Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
“ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
‘Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,
“The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
. ¢ A Rainy Day at School,” by, Mada,
194 pages; or,
es
iy
7.
The Birth-Day Present,” by Ma
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of eac

3

church | LANGLEY’S

F Stevens—J 8 Stuples—J Fhinney.=s A Steere—W R
Stone—I Slater—F storer—H KE Sprague—S W stiles—D
M Steart—AD Stebbins—8 B Stevens—A B Sheldon—f
W Sanborn—L B starr—Starkville, N Y—K Smith—N M
Teel—0O H True—J F Tufts—L B Tasker—Anne Twitchel
—Union 8 8chool—-W Viers—E Winslow—M R Wade—F
M Weutworth—Lois R Welch—C H Whitney =H F Whitman—L L White—H
Webster—Vrs
MA
White—W
Wihitfield—8 D
Whitney—A
Whitney—F
L Wiley—J
Wood—H © Wells—D Woodworth—Mrs C RB Wilkinson
—dJ M Gifford.

P, M.

1. ‘ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,

June 22, 1868.

tirst Friday, Saturday and Sunday in June,
as cir
cumstances bevond our control oblige ws to make

Rhode Island Association.
Annual Meeting at PARK STREET CHURCH, Prov.

baptized and four were received who had

that thew

Friday. Satyrday and “unday in May, instead

Notices and Appointments.

has

Arrangement,

Marion.
0Q.. Y. M. will hold its next session with
the Berwick church, located on the Atlintis and Gt.
Western Evie - Rulway, in th» bounds of the Marion
‘Q. M., commencing Friday, June 11, at.2, P; MS. D. BATES, Clerk,

who were suffering from this dizease-

bounds

to see

corregtly

the change at this time,
the change,

into

Summer

ar

:
Ih
Pa
:
1. For one new subscriber and $2.50
(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send any one of the following books,
just published,or immediately to be published, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
‘by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz.:
;

+ special Notices.
BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD.

GOODWIN

3

take

Clerk.

.

FEW CHARMS for the Dyspeptic, which

be wondered at when we

8. F.

MEE

subscribers to the Star.

03,55

0}

same, Aj ril 6, Mr.

. °

We offer the following premiums for new

the Eilenhurgh
Depot and West Moores church, | the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,
June 1'—13.
Those cominz hy Railroad will stop at
purify the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughEllenburgh Depot,
D. 3. SMITH, Clerk,
ly prepare it to resist diseises of all kinds.
GEO.
C.

count the amount of bodily and mental suffering that
this distressing malady generates.
The Peruvian
Syrup (a protoxide of iron) has cured thousands

soon, Five went forward in baptism last
Sunday; we had a glorions time as we
went down by the river side. We expect
others to be baptized in two weeks. . God
is at work here and in Elmira. W. H. E.
revived his work in the

HAS

is not to

by the

Look atthem.

" Premiums for-New Subscribers.

4,75
5,0
5,00
7,00

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A, M,, 5.45 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p, M.
For Great Falls, 10.10A, M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
For Woltboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. b., 2.45 P. M,

Ee

Lawrence

most

England

Corinth;

J. IH. LOVELESS,

warded.”

challenges com-

sale in New

3,00

of Lagrane, and Mits 8. F. Libby or Garland.

E. B.

R. L. HOWARD:

statistics are prepared

any other manufactured medicine for Bowel Com.
plaints. It h-g repeatedly cured when a regular,
physician has given up the case as hopeless. It will
cure.

the church, and we expect that others will

DowNiNaTON,

It has a larger

liberal.

50,00
8,30

For the Com.

are particularly requested

Renewer, if you

DOCTOR SETH ARNOLD'S BALSAM

the

Cumbe
Innd Q.M. will hold its May session
with the 2d Buxwon church, (at Spruce Swamp) on
Wednesday, toe 260 inst, at 9, A. M.
Church ¢lerks

have a luxuriant growth of hair.

petition,

CorNiNG, N. ¥. We have been holding a series of meetings here for the last
five weeks.
Between thirty and forty
have been converted and reclaimed. God
has been very gracious tous in the outpouring of his Spirit. Some have joined

graciously

o

:

Address,

y he willbe rewarded. . The offers which
we now make are numeroms, varied and

Jan. 25, Mr. Washington N. G. Place ot A.; and Miss
Julia M. Sanborn of Bristol, March 6, Mr. Be: jamin

Enke George
Q. M. will be held
with the
church in Johnsourgh, June 4—6. Conference the th,

If he has been

..

Closing

etting subscribers for the Star, . by and

0

Sia
x

"Locke of Bristol, and Mis. Nettie J. Colbath of A.
In Garland, March 7, by Rev. A. W. Reed, Mr. Mo
ses A. Leavitt and Miss Fannie Tapley, both of East

i

intemperate, abstinence is to him what thé compass and chart are to the mariner.
Let him be
self-reliant, industrious, temperate, frugal and
honest, and prosperity will come.

&c.-

B. Mills.

Eloquence.

and continue to work through the year in

0.0)
:

Married

;

Fue FRAGRANT

# Dr. Albert Day, in a late address-at the New
York State Inebriate’ Asylum in Binghamton,
said that the grand iofirmity of intemperate men,
as a class, is that they are impulsive, and act on
the momentary influence of their emotions.
To
this disposition may be traced directly more than
one-half the intemperance
in the land,
He
urged upon the patients the necessity of mental
industry by ‘studying, thinking, and reading
much; in this way forming a mind properly disciplined and instructed, which no temptation,
however sudden, could disturb:
Noman fails

I D. STEWART, Dover.

Pulpit

4

For Lawrence and

There are now in Europe 757 branches of the
Y. M. C. Association, with 25.000 members; in
this country more than 500 associations, with a
membership of 70,000, A Pacific Railroad mission has in charge the work of planting an association at every important station of the Pacific
Railroad.

Plaistow,

the organs now-offeredas premiums, - Let

-every one who reads this go to work now,

N H, to con

Lisbon Q. MK. will hold its next session with the
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 P.M.
church at Franconi, the first Saturday and Sunday
of June next.
Conference on Friday preceding, att)! Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A.M. 12M,,3, bP. M
ind on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 p, M.
1, P. M.
Special Conference. Frida at 10. A, M.
|
=i#5
>
WM. MERRITT, Supt.
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk,
.

The Free Methodists began their denominational existence in 1860. They now have 6,000
members and 94 preachers.

be

Question Box, C

3

f

re

JOHN TYLER,

The attempt of the party in the Reformed Presbyterian Church opposed to Mr. George H. Stuart
to seize the theological seminary of the church,
and transfer it to New York, has been frustrated
by the decision of the courts.
Bangor leads off the subscription for the Bangor Seminary with $12,000.

in the middle of the week, and the annual
meetings of the Societies will not be hold"
en in connection withit, Let any church
willing tohave it write immediately to the
committee of location.

effort, any church can secure some: , one of

In Alexandria, Jan. 2t by Rev.J H. Brown, Mr. B.
M. Bailey and Miss Martha A. Railey, both of A.;

Chutvith, Pa., June 2, 27. Couference Friday pre
vious at + o’clock, P M.
We hope for a goud delegation Hoth of the ministry and laitv.

Francisco, says there are 50 Catholics among the
| Chinese of thateity, and that some of them had
been educated , in the Catholic
seminaries of
China, and.are well acquainted with Latin and
speak it with some fluency. A late missionary at
Hong Kong has been appointed to look after
their spiritual wants.
4

Who will have it ? Itcan be enfertained

By afaithful, persistent
and united

:

0 Libby. Charles St. Dover,
Alice I Libby iife member

Suvrquehanna W. M. will be’held with the Troy

Clerk,

The Monitor, a Roman Catholic paper

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer. | organ.

Foreign Missions,

y

Rockingham Q. M. will hold its Mav session
with the Pine St church, Manchester, 19th inst. at 9
o'clock, A. M.
Clerk.

fields of

J. TYLER,

to

46.

Fairfield.

GENERAL,

N. H. Yearly Meeting.

into this open
against us for

gone 10 other

Dangers

Style. Manuerism. Disenssion, ££. J. Doyle.

],

Dr. F. R. Lees, one of the ablest speakers and
writers on the subject’ of Temperance living, is
expected in this country at the May anuiversaries, and bas accepted an invitation to address the
National Temperance Society.
.

ly benefited by the labors of a godly and
self-denying laborer.
:
These churches -are in what are termed
mountain counties,and the people,are mostly
poors A minister who would do his duty
must .expect much self-denial and privation, with but listle compensation in the
way of money.
He would find the people
very kind and hospitable at their houses—
delighted to have the missionary visit them
and live with them.
There is an open
door, Can you occupy it?
:
JOHN G. FEE.

of the Greatest

at 2, P.M,

destitute, three of our

having

Sources

45,

47.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Kentucky is, as I believe, a good field for

to

quite

t

when they would not become Methodists or

Congregationalists.
If, then, Freewil} Baptists can minister to these who are loyal and
need pastors, good will be done.

now easier than ever before, as it is

left

labor.

support the pastors of the two last named

made

we are

efficient ministers

The

Church at this time. I. Allen

SPAFFORD Q. M., N. Y.—Held its Feb. term
with the Virgil & Dryden church.
The churches were mostly represented.
Next session with
the Fabius church, June 12, 13. Conference Friduy previous, ut 6 o’clock, P. M.
We hope that
all our churches will be represented.
Weshould
be glad to have ministers of other Q. M’s visit us,

in favor of open

Our Superannuated Ministers, J. L. Santee.

44.

Troy Q.M., Pa.~—Held its last session with
the Sullivan church.
good interest, and quite a revival spirj
poried among the churches,
A collegl
taken for the benefit of the Home MM
tv. Next session with the Arm
Rev. J. P. Burman was app.
ted te- preuch
the opening sermon,
V. I. RosBINs, Clerk. pro tem.

pathize with Freewill Baptists,and be great-

ever

43.

Quarterly Meetings.

A Field in Kentucky.

in Laurel

af

41. What shall be done with Ineffective Ministers?
Discussion, 8. H. Davis.
Fei
42 Pnysical Effects of the Curse, Gen, 8: 17,18; Rom.
8:21—23, J. Bignal.

Nine breth-

ren and seven sisters, met with the council chosen to sit with them. and after a careful examination in doctrine, fellowship and ability to sustain
public worship, they were organized as stated
above, Bro. Stephen Meserve being chosen clerk
of the church.
His address is West Gorham.—
This band of Christians have long been contemplating this step, as they were so situated that
they could enjoy no religious home of their own
faith, They have sustained preaching and Sabbath school and prayer meetings the last year,
acting through a well organized parish. Eight
candidates are awailing baptism, and will in a
few days publicly put on Christ and unite with
the church,
Thy are an earnest, loving band,
and we hope God designs them as an instrument
of great good.
W. F. EATON, Clerk of Council,

hundred have professed conversion. “The
F. Baptist church has been prospering and
the work still goes on with us. The last two
weeks have been the most interesting of
the season. Bro. Tavlor has been preaching for'us with excellent effcet—G. mi. B.

Baptists churches

:

Organized.

ish and Gorbam F. W., B. church.

than the others; but all the churches
been blessed.
Not less than seven

who in15 or 18

hitter

Church

in

There isa brother minister here
forms me of the existence of some

them as pastor

i

Freedom of the Will, C. B. Mills.

:

25. Temperance. Our Duty, A. W. Ensign,
2% ‘Western
Organization. = Discussion, A. W.
1st ch. Rome, Pa, per J B Wheaton
i
Went Cumpton, N H, per J Cook
¢
Westzate,
2
5
27. Faith, E. G, Cilley. 4 =
7
8 School, Qaseo 8t, Portland, Me, to con M E
2. Baptism. R. L Howard,
‘Thompson, Mrs M E Thompson and C M
2). Communion, 8. M. Prentice.
White, life members, per JM Plummer
#0. Prayer, G. P. Linderman.
Friends of missions, Barry, Ill, per L H Sewall
8l. Question Box, BE. B. Fairfield.
Diamond Bluff.
Wis. per D Willson
#2. Second Coming of Christ, 8. A. Currier,
Pheonix, N Y, per 8 Aldrich
33. Book ot Revelaticn; when written, 8. J. Mrs Gresn Sawyer, Eaton, P Q
- Emporium, Pa, per W Ensign
|
Fowler. ,
*
Depauville, N Y, per J 8 Staples
A. Exposition;
John 14: 12, 8. H. Stevens.
Heivenly Recognition. Discussion, L. P. Tomping.
.
C, 0. LIBBY, Treasurer.
1X6. Relative Duties of Pastor and XEvangelist, J.
Dover, N. H.
B. Irons.

A church was organized at Standish Corner,
‘Wednesday, April 21, to be known as the Stand-

in the
There

and

closed his
churchin

Concord, N. H.

E. J.
:

Special attentiog is called to the notice of the r fn. Rewards and Punishments, W. §. Warren.
Written Sermons, J. G, English.
8. 8. meeting in connection with the Cumber89, - Education of Ministers, H, B. Whipple,
40, Freedman’s Mission, Our Duty, A. Jones.
land Q. M., found in another column.

has agreed to

people

an object.

py

Geprgetown, Me., having served

Freewill Baptists. There are many thou
sands in this state fully convinced that immersion is the proper mode of baptism.
Indeed they could not accept any other
mode. Very many of them cannotsympathize with the rebel elements so often found
in the C. Baptist churches; nor with the’
doctrines of ** Baptism for the remission of
cing” among Disciples. These would sym-

but few white

I. W. SILCOX.

Ministers and. Churches,

intelligent,
consecrated,
earnest,
singers, active workers, came and

novelty,

Bible,

continue his

for 22 years.

ment
have

the same

amount of mission funds as there can

the salvation of souls:

the movement,
and the whole city was
moved. The other M. E. churches began
meetings. By and by the Presbyterians
began. The Baptists felt less of the mov-

ments of our appropriations for April have
been made principally with borrowed money which must soon be paid.
There
has been nb time since our work commenced among the Freedmen, and proba-

intends to

ter, with great results, The Chautauque
Q. M. hadalmost died. Buttlese young
bréthren are reversing the downward
current. The cause is rising, and if they

was

‘The quarterly pay-

handsome

_ Brethren Steele, Cook, and Carnwall,
have been working nobly, during the win-

held meetings for. several weeks
largest M. IE. church in the city.

The very pressing demand for Home Mission funds at the present time compels us
once more to call the attention of our

a

Rev, John McFadden has recently
labors with the 2d F. W. Baptist

men,
good

Greatly Needed.

with

labors with them, God will bless his efforts to

in

which had become almost
a desert, like a
fruitful garden.
v
- Buffalo has been mightily moved by the
power of God the winter past. The Methodists began the battle by enlisting the
“Praying Band” from Troy. Twelve lay-

overlook the claims of Bates. J) ih

pastor

It is hoped that,as he

have the faith and patience to hold on
and work on, they will make their field,

thirty, if ll the friends of the College do
their duty. Young men proposing to enter college from our schools should not

Homé Mission

church

their

2):

worth $17, as a token of their esteem.

has been reported in the Star before,

day, the lastday of June. It will be observed that this is earlier than heretofore.
The ‘oration before the Literary Societies
Boston.

revival in the

sented

at Sherman, under the labors of Bro. Abbey,

this Institution will take plac3 on Wednes-

will be published in| due time.
pects’ for the next Freshman

precious

Besides the donation, the young: people

:

Sermons

|
Co likewise, smalland in lene
one ofbe our
without an :
numbers,
20.00 | however

OND

before

brought, refuses
to orden her release, and it | about forty conversions, if we

organs. Let other churches go and

Ji ;

:

w

itself

provide

4° | good

;

SO

hg

dS

before

Noes

judges

lowell,

about eight months, during which time, through [ 19. Our Home Mission Work, P. W. Perry.

aK, he pal
now subseribers to

|

| lines on motes at Lewiston, Me;per #

I GOCE:
Zuoly Ole UCAS
church. | | HOWRSWP of Zorra, Provinceof Ontario,a donk | 3: Sabbath
to the ent
to commit this perjury. In | and great encouragem
yospite‘wasof hired
these facts, one of the New York | Bro. Abbey held a protracted meeting Yon of 3%, He: bas Jabored, with the, church
Sohools, 1. IPotter,
:

|

i

Bduoation Society.
BENEFICIARIES.
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Tein

Poetry.
% on

The banging of the hammer,
The whirring of the plane,
The crashing of the busy saw,

The creaking of the crane,

whom the world went not so well.

The ringing of the anvil,
‘The whirling of the mill,
The buzzing of the spindle,

the deacon or his family extended

The rattling of the loom,
The puffing of the engine,
The driving of the awl—
These sounds of honest industry
; J love—I love them all.
The clicking of the magic type,
The earnest talk of men,
The toiling of the giant press,
The scratching of the pen,
The tapping of the yard-stick, -The tinkling of the scales,
The whistling of the needles,
(When no bright cheek it pales,)
The humming of the cooking-stove,
Fhe surging of the broom,

1two of the boysstealing off down
into the meadow

The houswifé’s busy hum.
The buzzing ef the scholars,
The teacher’s kindly call— *
The sounds of active industry
1 love—I love them alk

a

I love the plowman’s whistle,
song,

The drover’s.oft-repeated shout,
Spurring his stock along,

4.

The bustle of the market-man
As he bies him to the town,
The kalloo from the tree-top
As the ripened fruit comes down,
The busy sound of threshers
As they clean the ripened grain,

1d

Sar

The husker’s joke:and catch of glee
’Neath the moonlight on the plain,
The kind voice of the drayman,

il
(BVP bi
Sng

These sounds of pleasant industry
I love—I love them all.

RE BEICHIOL
FRIPT

0

If we labor but aright,
That gives vigor to the day-time,
A sweeter sleep at night;
A good that bringeth pleasure
E’'ento the toiling hours ;.
For duty cheers the spirit,
As dew revives the flowers.

Then say not that Jehovah
Gave labor as a doom;

No !—tis the richest mercy
From the cradle to the tomb;

/

Then let us still be doing
Whater we find to do
With cheerful, hopeful spirit,
And free hand, strong and true.

The Unfinished Prayer.
———
¢ Now I lay me,’—say it, darling;
¢ Lay me,” lisped the tiny lips

Of my daughter, kneeling, bending
O’er her folded finger tips.

“ Down to sleep,”—* to sleep,” she murmured,
And the curly head dropped low;

¢ I pray the Lord,” I gently added,
“ You can say it all, I know.”
% Pray the Lord”—the words came faintly,
Fainter still—*‘ my soul to keep ;”

-

Of the child heart! Would that
Thus might trust my Heavenly Father,
He who hears my feeblest cry.

First

Child.

———

One night,as old St. Peter slept,
He left the door of heaven ajar,

the

a

lit-

and alighted, the happy thought came back
to the deacon, for he saw how eagerly his
family were greeted and noted with pleas-

the fatherless.

ted the assistance

some

one

the

boys,

tq, care

who

could not help observing, when the parson
read the last verse of the chapter, how

grew

up to be talented men,never forgot the morning when the deacon and his daughter drove

hun-

cells.

And all this came of tredouring up a single verse read by the parson on one lovely
Sabbath day.

gry, neglected look of the boy did not leave
some kind of an impression on him, we allow ourselves to be no judge.
During intermission the Sabbath school
convened. Amid the hum of voices, old and
young, these words,—** visit the fatherless
and widows" rang clearly j
sounded in his heart.
|

I know one saint. We call her Agatha.
Iused to think she could be painted for
Mary Mother, her face is so passionless
and pure and good. I used to want to
make her wrap a blue cloth round her

¢¢ How would it be wit

head, as if she were

How

to Talk.

in a picture

but

he

uttered

no

I have the

aspecf.

In

doors,

breakfast

was

busiest season.

* As he

turned

the

leaves,

the book-opened to the first chapter of James,
and he read. - After prayer wn) over he
arose from his knees and said :—
¢¢ Wife, there's a work to be done that I
never thought of till yesterday.” Then he

related to his wife and daughters

the

not succeed better in her own person is that
she does not know how to “be short.” We
cabot all be or do all things. First boy in
Latin, you may translate that sentence back
into Latin, and see how much better it

Agatha,

of whom I speak,—the second of that

name

and of the Protestant, not the Roman,Canon,

—had this to say, she wouldsay: I am so
glad to see you! Ido not want to take your
time, I amsure, you have so many things
to do, and you are so good to everybody,
but Iknew you would let me tell you this.
Iwas coming up stairs, and I saw your
I always

knew

lesson, on that beautiful Sabbath morning, when the air was balmy and delicious,

when the flowers were’ in bloom and the
tender blue sky bent over a scene fraught

with loveliness, —the lesson, that morning,
went straight to the deacon's heart. His
mind wasin readiness to receive it.
Everything during the week had been unusually prosperous with him, and he was
neve} an unfortunate man, like a good

many, whose crops often turned out poorly and whose harvests were oftentimes
blighted). But somehow, and every body
remarked
it, Dea. Jones was

successful in

everythinghe undertook. Abundance surrounded him. His family circle had never
been broken by the cruel hand of death and

his home was indeed one to be envied.

80, as the deacon rode along, three miles
or ‘more, through

the pleasant

country,

unconsiously as he viewed his broad

acres
and thought of his prosperity, it was

no
20 wonder th

‘was happy.

The road

him from

I will ge'too,for

Nellie used to be my classmate and I am
sure kind words would be a good gift too.”
Thus the deacon’s family suddenly awoke

to good deeds and it vi
that was carried

to

not a small gift

the poor

widow

that

morning.
¢¢ Deacon Jones and Metta! Coming here
too! what can it mean P” and Mrs. A. looked anxiously round the cheerless apartment,
wishing, perhaps, it looked more inviting.
“Deacon Jones !” said one

of

the

boys,

*¢ He's coming for no good to us, depend
upon that. Likely some of his melons are

gone and he's come to accuse us of stealing
them. If he does I'l"— —
“Bo will I,

deacon or

no

deacon,”» said

gister lived with that friend of mine that I

and, when I met her in the entry, I was very

much surprised, and she saw I was
in here, and she said, ‘Please,

coming

will you tell

him that dinner isready P” .

Now it is not simply, yousee, that while
an announcement of that nature goes on,the
mutton grows cold, your wife grows tired,
the children grow cross, and that the subjugation of the world in general is set back, so
far as you are all concerned, a perceptible

tifully, but as it was she looked almost like
an angel. She was immediately followed
|

four,

and

then, conscious thatin an instant they will
be eight, and, which is worse; eight themes
or subjects on which he is not prepared to
speak at all probably wishes he had never
begun. Itis certain that every one else
wishes

it, whether

he

does

or

not.

You

need not explain. People of sense uaderstand something.—Our Young Folks.

Trotty’s Thoughts of Baby.
«*] don’t think
I like the looks of it,” said

Trotty, very distinctly.

He meant the baby. ‘It was Aunt- Matthews's

baby.

Genevra,

and

Aunt Matthews and Cousin
the baby’s

nurse,

and

the

baby’s trunks, and the baby’s carriage, and
the baby’s crib, and the baby were making
a visit at Trotty’s house.
They had just gone into the spare chamber to take off their things, and Trotty had
hopped up stairs on one foot after them, with
an interested air. It struck him that people
were making a great fuss over that pink
that freckled woman's

lap,—kiss-

how it had grown ! and how much it looked
what a little

and see it laughing at you!

dear

it was!

He wondered

whether, if he were a pink bundle in a freckled woman's lap, they would pay so much
attention to him.

“I'm four years old, and I'm going to be
five

bime-by,” he said, feeling that

he

had

been neglected long enough. But nobody
listened.
:
“I'm four years old. I've got a tip-cart,
he

continued, se-

freckled woman, and he examined the pink
bundle with attention. It was a very pink
bundle. Its flannel cloak was pink; its crocheted sack was pink, its little knit shoes
were pink; its ribbons were pink ; its hands
were pink ; and its face was very pink. It
had two great black eyes, a funny little flat
nose, no hairto speak of, and no
teeth,
whether you spoke of them or not. for:
ed at Trotty for a minute doubtfully ; then
gecowled

a little,

scowled

a little

more,

mouth

wide,

and

screamed

at

him,

then

the red crayon mark on your neck, and the

At the end you doubt if it

isyour dinner that is ready, or Fred Marsters's, or Florence's, or nobody's.
Wheth-

er there is any real dinner, you doubt.”

such introductions. Ofcourse you remember what you are saying. You could not
say it if you did not remember it. It is to
be hoped, too, that you are thinking of what

By

Rev. W, J. Conybeare, M. A., late Fellow

the

of

Trinity College, Cambridge, and the Rev. J.
Howson, M. 'A., Principal of the Collegiate In-

stitution, Liverpool.

Two

Volumes

in one.

New York: Charles Scribner
& Co.
Octyvo. pp. 459, 556. Sold by E. J. Lane.

1869.

It isla superfluous use of words, at this day, to
commend at length this great work.
Few books
have been published that have been so strongly
and unqualifiedly approved by all classes of students and readers, who take an interest in the
significant records of the early church, and in- the

character, career and letters of ils leading representative,—the
apostle Paul.
It pictures the
man with a true artist's appreciation and skill; it
makes the life in Palestine and Asia Minor, as it
was during the first century, reappear in all its
freshness and intensity; it exhibits the parties
and struggles that are now and then hinted at in
the Acts and the Epistles, but which are everywhere implied; it puts us in the apostle’s atti-.
tude whenever we are to listen to one of his addresses or peruse one of his letters; and then it’
gives us Paul’s utterances, whether with tongue
or pen, in a free translation and a skillful paraphrase, that sacrifices nothing but illuminates and
vitalizes every paragraph of Luke’s narrative,
and fills every letter of the apostle with point
and power. He must have been an earnest and
successful studentof the New Testament to
whom this work’ can give no help, and he must
be almost incapable of quickening who does not

at times find himself thrilled and instructed ss he
studies these pages. It is one oft the few works
which cannot be absent from the library of the

pastor and intelligent Sabbath “school

teacher

tion,by other’ parties, of a somewhat abridged
and incomplete edition, have put their two volumes into one, omitting nothing, and they now
offer the complete work for $3,00,—~a price much
less than the svork was sold for in the days when
books were cheapest.
How well they can afford
to sell on these terms we do not know; but we
are sure that few clergymen, who do not own it,
can well afford to leave it unpurchased.
NOTES, Critical,
the Bookof

Explanatory
Psalms.
By

In three volumes.
York:

343.

Harper

&

«Vols.

Bros.

Sold by E. J. Lane.

and Practical, on
Albert Barnes.

iI. and

1869.

Ill.

12mo.

New

pp. 883,

|

T.

L.

Phipson,

Ph.D,

& F. C.

Le.

Wit

thirty-nine engravings.
Ny Do
Chas.
Scribner & Co.
18698 12mo. pp. 285. Sold
by E. J. Lane,
Tar

WONDERS

oF

Optics.

By

F.

Marion,

Translated from the French and edited by
Charles W. Quin, F.C. 8. With seventy engruvings.

Same

Publishers,

&e.

12mo.

pp.

276.

Tue PHENOMENA AND Laws OF HEAT.
By
Achille Cazin, Professor of Physics in the Lycenm of Versailles, Translated and edited by
Riau

Rich.

Same publishers, &e.

12wmo., pp.

These three volumes belong to the * Illustrated
Library of Wonders” which
these publishers
are Issuing, and the authors have been very successful in popularizing the main facts in certain
departments of nature that are always open to
inspection.
There may be now and then a little

excess

in the methods

adopted

in

presenting

even ordinary phengmens so that they shall appear startling; but, in the main, the work is well
and even admirably done, The spirited engravings, the picturesque description, the. attractive

letterpress,

and

the marked mechanical excel-

lences will be almost certain to render these
books peculiarly welcome to the young for whose
benefit they were chiefly prepared, and even maturer minds will not search for interest in vain.

REALITIES OF

IRISH

LIFE,

By W

Trench.
Boston:
Roberts Brothers,
16mo. pp. 207. Sold by E. J. Lane.

Stewart
1569.

Litre WOMEN] or, Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy.
Part Second.
By Louisa M. Alcott.
With [1lustrations.
Same Publishers, &c. 1869. 16mo.
PP. 359.

The fifth volume

of the “ Handy

Volume

Se-

ries,” which Messrs. Roberts Brothers are issuing, is one of the bestof a very pleasant set of
books whose literary merit will save them from

being ignored or disesteemed, and whose popular qualities will win for them a general and

grateful welcome.

‘Irish Life” is one of the

best representations of the spirit of the Irish
people, and the difficulties lying in the way of
any decisive and permanent improvement in the
social and political condition of that interesting

but mercurial

race.

The pictures

painted, the better

and

the worse

are skillfully
elements

are

set forth with great freedom and frankness, and
the quiet narrative alternates with the develop-

ment of incidents that are at once startling and
tragic.

No one can fail to be impressed with the

thorough familiarity of the author with “Irish
character

and

life, or with

the

manly

straight-

forwardness with which he brings out the lighter
and the darker shades that appear in the island
toward which the eyes of European and American statesmen are being directed.
The second part of “ Little Women” possesses
the same exquisite charm of sentiment and style
tht rendered its predecessorso attractive snd

excellent. It is at once elevated in tone and
wholesome in teaching, full of a rare and subtile
sympathy, wholesome thought and penetrative

and genial humor.

Such books are sure to come

all too rarely, but there is no danger

that they

will fail of recognition
they appear.

whenever

and

welcome

REMINISCENCES OF FELIX MEXDELSSOHN-BARTHOLDY.
A Social and Artistic Biography, by
b
Elise Polko. Translated from the Perma
German by

Lady

Wallace.

With

additional Letters

dressed
to English Corres,
nts.
York: Leypoldt & Holt. os
a

ow
i

Sold by E. J. Lane.
This volume is interesting both in view of the

Mr. Barnes ends his long-continued and valuable service as an expositor with the issue of
these volumes of his Notes.
They are of the

intrinsic

us. He takes a formal leave of his work as an
expositor, at the end of his third volume, in a

book, the charm of which abides

few calm and touching paragraphs that can hardly be read without sympathy and tears. Mp.
Barnes has been a most industrious and system-

atic worker, and the many volumes of Notes
which he has prepared, are almost exclusively
the fruit of his labors
performed
before. the
breakfast hour. It is a striking example of what
steady effort may accomplish,~a
uct built up
from the fragments of time whose significance is

little less than a marvel to men who toil without
a plan, and depend upon spasms of intense effort

scowled very much wrinkled, 'writhed, rather than upon the toil to which every day is
twisted, grew red, grew purple, gpened its | made to bring its regular quota.

For

But the

tale itself has a wearing and wearying per-

THE LIFE AND EPISTLES OF ST. PAULL

THUNDER AND LIGHTNING.
By W. De Fonveille. Translated from the French, edited b

qualities of the subject and the

charm-

ing style in which the author performs the work
er painful it may be to inflict a gentle re- same general charactéras those that have pre- of portraiture and description. It is mot a roproof upon one's inferiors, it is undoubtedly. ceded them,—plain, unambitious, not without mance like the previous book devoted to Mozart,
critical value, judicious, devout
in spirit and
sometimes a necessity. Trotty, with quiet practical in aim and tendency. Though not and yet it is as far removed as possible from the
ness of mere historical and biographical dedignity, crept up behind Aunt Matthews, fresh, or original, or striking, or EXHWUSLIVE,
oT | tails. The life of the great composer is exhibitalways satisfactory, yet they have met a real
and jerked her by the waterfall.
ed with distinctness of outline and admirablethe peculiarities of the social
“0!” said everybody talking at once, ‘‘do want, secured a large circulation both in this ness of detail,
let Trotty see the baby. I don't believe he Soumtsy aand in Engle), and given much valua- and artistic circles of which he constituted a lead“ble aid-to very nrny'who were ‘repelled by the”
ever saw a baby néar enough to touch it in’ more léarned and elaborate commentaries. His ing member come out on these pages in go vivid
a way that the reader seemsto be moving among
his life.”
later volumes ure superior to his earlier ones,
the living personages and feeling the inspiration
So they made room for Trotty beside the and these last arc perhaps the best he has given of a bygone generation. Itis a most delightful

want of a-vigorous nominative case, firmly

space of time on The Great Dial.
plexity about it.

Literary - Rete.

ingit, and squeezing it, and feeling of its without real and serious loss.
fingers, chucking it under the chin; saying
Messrs. Scribner & Co., in view of the publica-

doubled its fists close, and punched him in
the face.
“You frighten her, the blessed little dear!”
said Aunt Matthews.
“I don’t wonder,” said Lill; ““you’ve been
to the sirup-pitcher, and the quince jar, and
the sugar-bowl, and the apple-barrel, since
yon washed your face last, to say nothing of

governing the verb, whether that verb is
seen or not, or because this firm nominative
is masked and disguised behind clouds of
drapery and other rubbish, the best of stories, thus. told, loses all life, interest and
;
ta came forward with a kind good morning, power.
Leave out then, resolutely. First omit
bringing in herhand a jar of nice, sweet
‘of hides,” or “What you say
hutter which‘her mother had entrusted to “Speaking
| her care. Her face was beaming with happi- suggests,” or ‘You may think of,” orany
they were not, she would have looked beau-

that these two have doubled into

verely. “I have free griddle-cakes , for
breakfast, and I ate my supper down stairs.”
But nobody heard that, either. Howev-

another readily understanding the unspoken
threat.
- “Metta wouldn't come for that,” said
Willie. ¢¢ Hush 1” said the mother,as a knock
was heard at the door. On opening it, Met-

ness;80 if her features had been plain though

of them would have suggested two others.
Poor Frank, who was quite master of his
one theme, George, finds unawares that he
is dealing with two, gets flurried,but plunges-on, onlyto find, in his
remembering,

fore she started on her journey;

her

and said, “Look

have come to dinner if she had not tried to in this water; what do you see ?”
explain about all these people. The truth
“I see myself,” said the prince; * but
ig, you cannot explain about them. You how handsome !"
are led in farther and farther. Frank wants
“Handsome is that handsome does,” said
tosay, “George went to: the Stereopticon the fairy; * yours is now the beauty that
yesterday.” Instead of that he says, “A fel- will last.”
to
low at our school named George, a brother
“Fairy,
“I am content,” said the prince.
of Tom Tileston who goes to the Dwight, I thank you,”
and is in Miss Somerby’s room,‘not the , So. the prince was made happy and handMiss Somerby that has the class in the Sun- some all gf once. There were some people
day school,—she’s at the Brimmer School, -| who called him homely; but those with a
—but her sister,” andalready poor Frank
good eyesight, who could see his sou, said
is far from George, and far from Stereopti- he was the most beautiful prince they had
con, and, as I observe, is wandering farther ever seen.
and farther. He began with George, but,
George*having suggested Tom and Miss

and some rubber boots,”

and

student, a perfect cyclopedia of

upon both the ancient mythologies und the systems of heathen religion that are prevalent
today.
|]

At the i of a year, he met the fairy as
she had told him to do;
and she said,
«Well, prince, do you look handsome now?”
“No,” said he; ¢ but I feel handsome,
and thatis better.”
Then the fairy dipped water out ofa

spring with a crystal cup,

her
; she used to live at Mrs. Craddock’s be-

The Fmilp Eire.

be sure to know and do it.

necessary, as perhaps it may not be.
Go
back, if you please, to my account of Agatha,
and see how much sooner we should all

like papa’ and

cook, Florence, youknow.

Let them come

in as they do at the play, when you have no
play-bill. If what yousay.is otherwise in‘telligible, the hearers will find out, if it is

the verb.

visited the summer Willie was so sick with
thoughts that had so completely absorbed the mumps, and she was so kind to him.
his attention. He added, ‘‘Our granary is She was a beautiful woman; her husband
full to over-flowing, we have enough and would be away all the day, and, when he
to spare, while our nearest neighbor lacks came home, she would have a piece of
the necessaries of life and we have withheld mince-pie for him, and his slippers in
The Sabbath Morning’s Lesson. from our substance. I wonder that God has front of the fire for him: and when he was
not punished us and taken away all that we in Cayenne, he died, and they brought his
BY L. XM. F.
Lg
rr
fn
possess. Iam going over there this morn- body home in a ship Frederic Marsters was
’* Pure religion and undefiled before God’ ing with a wagon full of what I have to
the captain of. It was there that I met Florand the Father, is this: To visit the father- spare, while you and the girls can add
less and widow in their affliction and to whatever you wish. May the Lord forgive ence’s sister,—not so pretty as Florence,
but I think a nice girl. She is married
‘keep himself unspotted from the world.” us for delaying to help the poor in their dis[now
and lives in Ashland, and has two
Parson
B. read the first chapter of James tresses!”
nice children, aboy anda girl. They are
for the morning's lesson and Dea. Jones
“ How glad IT am !” said Metta. ‘‘ I have
1
who was never absent from. church, unless thought of it many a time, but felt if it was all coming to see us at Thanksgiving.
was
so
glad
to
see
that
Florence
was
with
sickness prevented his going, listened at- right to give them anything, father would
you, and I did not know it when I came in,
tentively. In fact he never failed to pay

strict attention to any preached word. . The

necessity, who people are.

Jbundlein

But really ifSt.

most patient

knowledge, a philosopher by overmastering ten.

BI

matter if the conversation does have rm and
sharp edges. Conversation is not an essay. It
has a right to many large letters, and. many
new paragraphs. Thats what makes it so

sounds there than in English. Then send
your version to the letter-box.
For instance, it may be Agatha’sduty to
fome and tell me that—what shall we have
t2—say that dinner is ready. Now really
he best way but one to say thatis, ‘Dinner
isready, sir.” The best way is, ‘Dinner,
sir”; for this age, observe, loves to omit
Letit.

for logic. But he is au indefatigable explorer, a

py Once upon a Time.

Somerby, by the same law of thought each

puint-ofi~and then, if we could only find
the painter who was as pure and good
the direction of his daughter's class, Metta, as she, she should be painted as Mary Mothhis youngest daughter-agd his pet. Tears er. Well, this sweet aint has done lovely
filled his eyes as heimagined her life with- things in life, and will do more,till
she dies.
out a father to advise and protect. . His feel- And the people she deals with do many
ings were stirred from their very depths.
more than she. For her truth and gentleWhen the day's services were closed and ness and loveliness pass into them, and inthe deacon and his family were seated in spire them, and then, with the light and
their comfortable carriage and were enjoy- life they gain from her, they ean do what,
ing their pleasant drive home, they repass- with her light and life, she cannot do. For
ed the widow and her son who were also she herself, like all ofus, has her limitareturning home through the heat and dust tions. And I suppose the one reason why,
with such serenity and energy and long-sufof the afternoon.
:
¢“ Don's you pity the poor woman, father, fering and unselfishness as hers, she does
she looks so tired, walking such a long
way ?” said Metta, with a sigh as if the

19, 1869.

Once upon a time there wasa pili who dencies 0g settled habits, a conscientious and
was very homely ; so he wentto a fairy," and ‘enthusiastic author. . His previous volumes lifted
at once into ‘prominence, and prepared the
said, “Fairy, I wish you would make me him
critical public to welcome Whatever
tional
handsome.”
information and suggestions he might’ have ‘to
much more interesting than long close para¢ Shall
I make you handsome fora time, offer. These books will be read with eager ingraphs like this, which the printers hate as of handsome as long as you live, not only terest. They are mostly composed of lectures
much as I do, and which they call *‘solid in this world, but in the next ?” asked the and articles for the Reviews which he has pre-.
matter,” as if to indicate that, in proportion, fairy. “Oh! I would like to be handsome pared from time to time,on special topics consuch paragraphs are aptto lack the light, as long as1 live, for everand ever,” said the pected with his chosen department of study.
Their style is, therefore, more 'popular than
ethereal spirit of all life.
prince.
would otherwise have been the case, and the
: Second, in conversation you need aot give
«Then I will tellyou what to do,” said field which they cover is a pretty broad one.
authorities, ifit be only cléar that you are the fairy. ‘Here is a glass for you to look ¢ Chips” though he calls them, borrowing a term
not pretending originality. Do not say as through at the people. It will show you used by his eminent friend, Bunson, they are
dear Pemberton used to, ‘‘I have a book at all who deserve help. Take it, and take a more significant than the statutes which many
home, which I bought at the sale of Byles purse of money, and go through the streets men produce “at the end of a life of hammering
at the blocks brought from the great quarry of
books, in which there is an account of Par- and give to ¢very one who deserves help;
human knowledge.
They hint at the methods
ry’s first voyage, and an explanation of the ‘and do this every day till you find you love which are to be adopted by those who are alred snow, which shows that the red snow
to doit. One year from now mee} me on ready at work to build up, if possible, a new sciis,” &e., &c., &c. Instead of this say, ‘Red this spot.” |
| ence,
to be known as Comparative Religion, and
snow is,” &o., &e., &e. Nobody will think
The homely prince said he would be glad whose office it will be, by the application of crit
you are producing this as a discovery of to be made handsome in so easy a way. So ical tests, to assign each system of religion its
your own. When the authority is shel for, he wen: to work, and didas the fairy toll true place in the ‘moral economy of the world,
and exhibit its bearing upon the welfare of the
there will be a fit time for you to tell.
The volumes are richly worth
him to do, till he grew fond of his daily work
human race.
Third, never explain, unless “for extreme: and loved tq do it.
study, and they contain much that throws light

he gave to the widow and

And

MAY

you are saying... If you are ot, 300 wilt]
not help the matter by ‘saying you are, ©

ure, and I will not say how much pride, that
his daughters were morerichly adorned and up to their lowly dwelling with the wagon
more noticeable than any other young peo- full of provisions, and, better than all the
ple in the congregation.
rest,the kind words that made them respectWe hope the deacon will pardon us :for ‘able and useful men in the world when they
observing him too closely and prying too might have become wretched and miserable
curiously into his heart's secrets, but we and have filled drunkard’s graves or felon's

Awakened from some pleasing dreams,

He’ll wing his way for that blest shore,
And find that door of heaven again.
—David Barker.

¢‘ I always believed it,” said Metta

for them.
In after years Deacon Jones never regret-

his family Bible from the stand to read a
chapter, which he never neglected to doin the

That when he leaves this world of sin,

the

word had passed between them since they
left home. As they drove up to the church

One summer, as the blessed beams
Of morn approached, my blushing bride

God grant but this—I ask no more,—

and

light of his countenance has made my otherwise gloomy pathway bright. 1f my
boys only had good places to work we
should not fear. They only need a helpicg

friendless, at last found

just over and - the well-to-do farmer took

"And found that angel by her side.

hour, for God has been my friend

wife and daughter were thinking of, for ‘no

cheery

And cawe down with a falling star.

“ You may always find a friend in me i
youarein trouble or need help, and God
grant that there may be more ‘comfortable
days in store forF you! I” said the deacon at
parting.
* ¢ Ihave never desponded in my darkest

tle triumphantly.
The deacon promised to do all in his power to aid them, and he kept his promise faithfully. So ‘the boys, who were poor and

“could pass by without noticing its inviting,

‘When through a little angel crept,

sa

giver

body.”

and

word, as his daughter's remarks kept the
tide of uncomfortable thoughts in motion.
His heart was not so light as when he went
to church in the morning.
Monday dawned as brightly as the Sabbath,but the ¢¢ holy stillness” went out with
the Lord's day. In its stead were heard
every where, the soundsof busy life. There
was an air of unusual thrift and comfort
about Deacon Jones’ place. No stranger

“Mamma, God knows all the rest.”

the

other son, poorly clad and humble looking
were walking to church together.
A deep, long- drawn sigh escaped him,
and he wondered within himself what his

her kind, pitying heart,

And the dear voice softly whispered,

which was made the happié¥
the receiver.

hand just now and they will do as well any-

very thought made her weary.
God bless her! thought her father, for

Then the tired head fairly nodded,
¢
And the child was fast asleep;
' But the dewy eyes half opened
‘WhenI clasped her to my breast,

ed wagon, and it would be difficult to

the lane

pale, tired face of the woman and the

* O, there’s a good in labor,

+ My

© AR

MORNING

direction

quickly he glanced to where widow A. sat
with her son, and if the anxious eye and

The shepherd's gentle call—

0, the trusting, sweet confiding

in an opposite

from the church, while the widow

The pattering feet of childhood,

Le

to their

less fortunate neighbors. No sympathetic
word had ever been spoken,no encouraging
smile had ever been given. The boys were
looked upon by this prosperous man, as
good-for-nothing fellows from whom the
community Tight never expect anything
but disturbance.
A shadow of all this flitted through the
deacon’s mind as he passed by and noticed

The fen’s continual boom,
The clipping of the tailors’ shears,

The reaper’s cheerful

Powerty,

| eruel and stern,seated himself by her hearthstone and smiled derisively at all attempts
to banish him. No kind, helping hand had

The grating of the drill,
The clattering of the turning lathe,

~

:

to the Giver of life and Tight, His oars qi ¥or father, who never,pole more kind
{|
seemed over-flowing with melody and he ly to anybody than he did to the widow
could hardly refrain from breaking all her sons that morning when he told the
bonds of deaconly dignity and bursting forth as the Lord had prospered him sv he feit jt
his duty to remember the *‘ widow and the
into joyous singing.
o
But he forbore, for just as these thoughts fatherless.”
Tears of joy. rolled down the widows
were busy in'his mind he was about. passing a neighbor's house and this neighbor cheeksas she tried to thank them. The
was
a poor widow with three sons, with was a merry timein unloading the well fill-

The Music of Labor.
rir

THE

Yr

black

one on your nose.

You've

been

at

my paint-box, too, I know from the gamboge streak on your forehead, and the peagreen on that front curl,
“No”, repeated Trotty, with decision as
he was marched off to the wash-bowl, ‘I

don't like the looks of it, and if God can't
find 4 better looking baby than that for me,
when I'm’a man, he ne¢dn’t throw me down

any."—F, 8. Phelps.

A house without Shildren, isfs Tike
tern and no candle.
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BLACK FOREST VILLAGE STORIES, By Busthod
Auerbach.
Translated by
Charles
Sepp.

Author’s Edition.

ers, ete.

1869.

Illustrated.

12mo,

THE VILLA ON THE

Publishers.

Same pub]

pp. 877.

RHINE.

Same Author and

Author’s edition, * With a Jor

trait and a blogravidont sketch’ ‘by Buyard Ta
lor. 12mo. pp.63
Auerbach is Yodlny the leading writer of his
class in Germany, and his volumes have both
surprised and delighted whenever they have
been translated

and read.

These Village Stories

are adapted to younger readers than his later
works, but they possess the same charming qualities that mark

the very best of his

productions.

He is calm and deliberate even when intense,and

while at homeTn the dramatic and highly imaginative

department

of literature, he is yet ever

This century has witnessed the growth and
activity of an interest in philological study that
is without a parallel, The dead and the living
tongues are explored with an eagerness that is
not excelled by that of the geologist when he in-

open to the very gentlest of influences, and lets
nothing that possesses a feature of quiet beauty
escape his eye. He is sure of a reading anda
remembrance,
‘We have already spoken of the “Villaon the
Rhine” in terms of commendation. Messrs, L. &
H. are issuing it in a style uniform with his

field for the study of the bygone fauns and flora
that,
in dying, left their history upon leaves of
adamant. Inthe absemce of all regular histori
cal. records, the languages of many nations are

fore us,is a model of mechanical
modern book-making.

excellemce in

Tar VELOCIPEDE;

vari

spects the strata of rock that offer him a new

made to give up the secrets of more than one ex-

tinct empire, and report what was supposed to
be buried forever in the wreck of revolution, or
lost in the migrations of ancient tribes,
Max Maller is one of the most eminent of living philologists, and he is ;at the same time one
of the most interesting

a lan-

By Max
College,

Oxford. ~ Vols. I and II. Vol. I.,~Essays on
the Science of Religion. Vol. IL.,—Essays on

after repeated

readings.

and

suggestive

of sclen-

tific writers. He is fond of speculation, he shows
no lack of "doing, and draws his inferences perlaps now and then quite too soon for prudence,
too ounidenty for modesty, and too Resumingly

* On the Heights,” and the first volume, no® be-

its history,

ractice,
With Tiustrations’ Now oF ond
urd & Houghton. 1869, 12mo. pp. 107,

BREAKING A BUTTERFLY or, Kllerslie’s Knd- ke Illustrated.
og Paper.
A N
pp. 1. Hurper & Bros v

ITS NEVER TOO LATE TO
fr, Yomtgiee,

, er:

By Charlesniet samese Pub
Fat

op Vel
LER ye

away the works of
thor,

als

-

——

The

dark,

of November,

terest for us. About that time
er Conductor, owned by John
Provincial

of her life.— Atlantic

"Mr. Deloach—Gen,

Grant. -

De

stormy close

1854, found many vessels on Lake Erie,
but the fortuneof one alonehas special inthe

~~ =

Parliament,

the SchoonMcLeod of

a resident

of

Ambherstberg, at the mouth ofthe Detroit

River, entered the lake from that river,
bound for Port Dalhousie, at:the mouth of
the Welland Canal.
She was heavily.
loaded with grain.
Her crew 1h,

a

Hv

BLN

e Fe

.

It has been stated that Mr. Deloach was
appointed Postmaster at Memphis by the
President becausehe had saved his life on
one occasion. Mr. Deloach gave this ac-

count of the incident to the Memphis Post:
“Soon after Memphis was captured General Grant commenced extending
his lines
in this direction. Sherman and
Hurlburt
advanced from
Corinth, and had reached

Moscow and Lafayette. Our scouts
of Captain Hackett, a Highlander Jy birth, traversing
“the intervening country,
and a skillful and experieneed
navigator, was regarded as virtually in Federal
and six sailors. At nightfall, shortly after { pation. General Grant was eager to
leaving the head
of the lake, one'of those.
with which the late autum-

terrific storms,

nal navigators of that ¢* Sea of the Woods"
. are all too familiar, overtook them, - The
weather was intensely cold for the season;
the air was filled with snow and sleet ; and
the chilled water made ice rapidly, encumbering the schooner, and loading down
* decks and rigging." As the gale increased,
the tops of the waves were shorn off by the
fierce blasts, clouding the whole atmosphere

with

ors

call

frozen spray, or what the

*spoon-drift,”

ossible

to

see

any

rendering

object

a

sail-

it im-

few

rods

Memphis, and started

without

were
and it
occureach

a strong es-

cortto ride toward the city. He reached
Mr. Deloach’s house near noon on a hot day
in June, accompanied by fourteen=staff officers,

and

orderlies.

Mr,

D.was

through the scouts, to be a reliable

known

Union

man, and General Grant greeted him warmly, and, having dispf8unted, asked for wa-

ter. This was brought, and Mr. Deloach.
offered the General a Northern paper which
he had just received. He sat eagerly read:

ing, when a neighbor, known as a violent
rebel, came in and took a seat.
In a few

istant.
Driving helplessly before the minutes a colored boy entered by a back
wind, yet in the direction of its place of door, looking much perturbed and alarmed.
destination, the schooner sped through the He beckoned to Mrs. Deloach, and whispered to her that- Jackson's rebel - cavalry had
darkness. At last, near midnight, running encamped just back of Mr. Deloach’s planher crew supposed to the

than

closer

Ca-

nadian shore, she struck on the outer bar
off Long Point Island, beat heavily across
it, and sunk in the deeper water between it
and the-inner bar. The hull was entirely
the

submerged,

rigging, to which the

and dashing over the

there,

Lashed

themselves.

betook

crew

in heavily,

waves rolling

numb with cold, drenched with the pitiless

waves, “and scourged by the showers of
sleet driven before the wind, they waited

The slow, dreadful hours
for morning.
wore away, and at length the dubious and

doubtful gray of a morning ot temgest

suc-

ceeded the utter darkness of night.
Abigail Becker chanced at that. time to
be in her hut with none but her young

children.
Her
Canada shore,
adult

husband was absent on the
and she was left the sole

occupant

lighthouse

of

keeper

the

island,

save

at its lower

end,

the

some

fifteen miles off. * Looking out at day-light
on the beach in front of her door, she saw
the

shattered

up

by

-

Pekin,

The capital of the ¢Central Flowery especially whe
2
to excess as in tea
Land” has few charms for the Western bar- tasters.
;
:
The time of day at which tea is taken in
barian. The approaches to it,..says a corempire of four hundred millions.

The mis-

erable roads, the mud hovels, and the squalid inhabitants clad in rags, and the rem-

nants of sheepsking, do net impress one
favorably with- Chinese civilization. The
writer says:
“If a

stranger

were taken

around

walls of Pekin and shown the magnificent
plan of its founder, its palaces covered with

empire

of 400,000,000 of

Why?

There

but in

of the

passed in grandeur by any city, ancient or
modern—neither by Rome nor Paris; but
apathy rests upon it like a mountain, and
the dust of ages is shrouding its monuments

to

her husband;

for

returned to the

room,

much

excited, as he

says, buthe is informed by the President
that he caught a wink from him and a nod
of the head toward the road lealing to
Memphis.
Gen. Grant immediately arose,
and said quietly, that they had a Jong ride
before them, and must decline Mrs. De-

loach’s invitation to dinner.
Mr. Deloach
followed them to the gate, and inform=d the

General of his danger. suggesting that their

safety would depend upon the speed of their
horses. They lett atiull gallop, and when
they had ridden about two miles they
caught ‘sight of a squad'of

mounted

coming

and

down

a cross

road,

were

men
un-

greatest

engineer,

and

is not

sur-

At night heathen darkness shrouds

the city,

broken here and there by a ghastly lantern,
while infernal noises issue from overcrowded dens of human
dissipation, and the
night watchman goes his rounds beating a
gong to warn thieves of impending detec-

tion.

The streets

are

vehicle on springs,

not

and

passable

not one

by

a

such vehi-

cle exists in Pekin or the north of China:
in wet weather

they are

a slough of mud,

on an

From

ite to and fro before it, a faint hope took

the

frail

spars, that clutched at

and

toss-

ed them as it passed, and drenched them
with ice-cold spray,—a pitiless, unrelenting

At

horror

last

of

sight, sound,

the deepeniag

gloom

and

touch!

told

them

A

correspondent

zette, in the

course

of the Cincinnati

Ga-

of a

of ‘a

description

visit to the gallery of the House of Commons, gives this glimpse of a man once distinguished :
* While I am standing in this group,
eagerly watching the police sergeant, who
will presently call the names of the privileged

few, I hear: —

‘Isn’t this Mr. Davis ’
I turn round, ‘and right behind me
stands Jefferson Davis. But zounds! what
achange inmortal man! Iwould scarcely
have known him if my attention had not
been galled to him. And-can it be possible,
1 muSed, that this shrivelled-faced, thin-

| ceptibly on its beat, the colors changed to
those of morning, a fresh breeze rippled
over the flood, one songster after another
piped up in the grove behind us—we had
slid into another day.”

empty. stomach

is

i

Obituaries.
aqual to five cents a line, to insure
Brevity is specially important.
Verses

to

do not

‘We

or $7,00 per

Persons
remit the

than a
single

Isaac LEIGHTON, of Strafford, died of dropsy,
March 13. in his 72d. vear, leaving a wife and
eleven children.
He called upon the Lord in
his affliction and besought his friends to prepare
for heaven.
J. F. Joy.

commend the following

paragraph

to our bachelor friends as worthy of their

HANNAH FREEMAN, died in Scarboro’, Me.,
June 27, 1868, aged 85 years, 7 days.
She walked
with God over sixty years, and entered into rest
fully prepared.
While in her full vigor she was
always active in the church, and her energy only
abated with her failing health.
Her husband,
Dea. Joshua Freeman, preceded her to the grave
fifteen years, and four sons filling useful and responsible positions survive her.
All who knew
her bear testimony to her usefulness and piety.
Remarks were made at her funeral from Rev. 14:
13; by the pastor of the Casco street church,Portland.
0. T. MOULTON.
HARRIET N., wife of Andrew J. Given and
daughter of Samuel and Margaret Andrews, died
in Plymouth, Me., Feb. 20,
87 years.
Sister
G. died very suddenly, leaving a husband and
five little children, one a babe two weeks old,
and a mother, one brother, and five sisters to
mourn her unexpected departure, but they mourn
not as those who have no hope.
She experienced religion 18 years ago and has ever since lived
a praying life. She was an affectionate wife, a
loving mother, and her loss is deeply felt by her
friends.
!
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the church and by many in the common walks of
life who shared her sympathy and benevolence.
She leaves a husband and an aged mother to
mourn her departure, who are comforted with the
thought, that their loss is her eternal gain.

who
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a faithful and

TRUST CO,

with his son, in Kennebunk, Me.
Bro.
B. has tures of Life Jnsurance that can be combined with
been a patron of the Star from. its publication, reliability and security.
and his son intends it shall ever continue to come
Agents of integrity and ability wanted throughout
It has been the guiding
in the father’s name.
star of the family too long to be lost sight of now. New England.
Bro 8. united with the F. W. B. church in 'thornFull information furnished by
dike in 1838, and remained a member till death ;
DEMOND & SOULE.
and by his special request his remains were carGeneral Agents for New England,
ried there for burial. Bro. 8. and his excellent
103 State street, Boston,
wife were among the most ready to entertain
Their house was one of
God’s humble servants.
Hon. EDWARD 8. TOBEY, New England Director,
SPRAGUE, M. D., Medical Examiner, fo
the first homes the writer found in his feeble efforts to preach Jesus in that section of the state.
His end was peace, Jesus was with him, and his
wife and four children feel that their loss is
his eternal gain, for ** Blessed are the dead which
die in the Lord from henceforth:
Yea, saith the
spirit, that they may rest from their labors, and
their works do follow them.”
Sermon by the
writer.
JAs. Boyp.

importantto remember that the vapor escaping from an uncorked bottle will cause a
flame to leap over a space of several feet.—

Star, who

her

children the best of mothers.

homestead and spend

overturned, would render the air of a moderate sized room highly explosive. The
greatest care should be taken in handling
this substance in proximity to fire, and it is

accompany

distressing

vives.” When the strength of manhood was. upon him he removed to Thorndike, Me., took up
a wild piece of land, and cleared himself a most
valuable farm, upon which he resided more than
forty years, and saw his children eome up around
him and then go out from him until he was
left alone, and age compelled him to sell the old

of the most, volatile and inflammable products, it vaporizes with great rapidity, so
that the contents of a four ounce phial, if

patronize it, must

member,

riage with Miss Elizabeth

regarded almost as a household necessity.
But few persons, however,are aware of its
explosive character, or the dangers attending the careless handling of it. Being one

ries published in the Morning

very

his son, Leander G. Smith, Jan. 22, ’69, after an
illness of some months, aged 75 years. Bro. S.
was born in Biddeford, and was united in mar-

the facilily with which it removes

Scientific American.

was

BRO, EDMUND SMITH, died at the residence of

and
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00UGHS, OOLDS, HOARSENESS.
SORE

THROAT,

Croup,

A French Doctor’s Diagnosis.

AND

of Pennsylvania.

man

the “Lord sanctify this deep affliction to their
good. Is.3:10, was the text we used on this

of Benzole.

Particular Notice!

excellent

wife, her four

boat of the: Conductor, cast able to decide to which side they belonged.
waves.
Her experience of Gen. Grant told his escort that their only in dry weather beds of dust.
SorHIA, wife of Wm. Rouse, died at Cole
+ sterm
and
disaster on that dangerous safety was to charge through this squad, if
Camp, Mo., March 15. aged (9. Her sickness was
She
obshort
and
her dsath trivmphant.
coast needed nothing more to convince they were rebels, asa heavier force was beThe Midnight Suan.
tained the Christian’s hope at the age. of 30 years
her that somewhere in her neighborhood hind them. They quickened their pace, and |
and her trust in God was her support until death.
human life had been, or still was, in perwere agreeably relieved soon to discov.
WM, ROUSE,
The following is
scyfiption of the scene
il. She followed the southwesterly trend er that it was a party of our own scouts,
MRS. SARAH A. THOMPSON, died in Newmarof the island fora little distance, and, peerwitnessed
by
Mr.
Campbell
and
his
party
who had just been reconnoitering Jackson's
April 8, of heart disease, aged 65 years, 8
ing through the gloom of the stormy morn- movements. They reached Memphis un- in the North of Norway, as they stood on ket,
months,
She experienced religion, and was baping, discerned the spars
of a sunken molested. But in afew
moments after a cliff 1000 feet above the sea. The passage tized many years ago. Her life was exemplary
schooner, with what seemed to be human
and her death peaceful.
*‘* Blessed are the dead
they had left Mr. Deloach’s house a squad
which die in the Lord from henceforth; yea,
forms clinging to the rigging. The heart of Jackson's cavalry rode upto the gate is unsurpassed in graphic beauty :
saith
the
Spirit,
that
they
may rest from their
of the strong woman sunk within her, as and hallooed. They asked if' Gen. Grant
¢¢ The ocean stretched away in silent vastthem.
she gazed upon those helpless fellow-crea- had been there, and Mr. Deloach replied ness at our feet; the sound of its waves labors ; and their works do follow
8. C. KIMBALL.
tures,
so near, yet so unapproachable.
that he bad. They demanded what he was scarcely reached our airy lookout; away
PRUDENCE L., wife of Ainsley R. Hooper;
She had no boat and none could have doing. He told them that he gave him a in the North the huge old sun swung low
died in Boston, Mass., March 22, aged 25 years,
lived on that wild water.
After a mo- drink of water, as he would them if they along the horizon like the slow beat of the 5 months.
~ ‘Her remains “were brought to Edgment’s reflection she went back to her asked for it. They commenced abusing pendulumin thetall clock in our grandfa- comb, her native town, for burial.. She leaves a
dwelling, put the smaller children in him, when Mrs. Deloach interfered, and told ther's parlor corner.
We all stood silent, husband, one child, mother, three brothers, and
charge of the eldest, took with her an iron them they had no right to blame Mr. De- looking. at our watches.
When both hands one sister to mourn, but not without hope. Fukettle, tin teapot, and matches, and return< loach; that he was known by everybody to came together at 12, midnight, the full neral services by the writer.
daughter of Widow Betsy Wade, died
ed to the beach, at the nearest point to the be a Union man, but he stayed at home
round orb hung triumphantly above the in Lizzie,
Edgecomb, April 2, aged 7 years. So fades the
wave—a bridge of gold’running due North blooming
and gathering up the logs and and was attending to his own business.
vessel;
flower. Funeral attended by the writer.
spanned the water between us and him.
drift-wood always abundant on the coast, - They finally left, after considerable bickerJOSEPH GRANVILLE.
There he shone in silent majesty which
kindléd a great fire, and, constantly walk- ing, and rode rapidly in the direction which
AMY A., wife of Cyrus W, Winans, formerly
ing back and forth between it and the water, Grant had taken, but their delay and the knew no setting. We involuntarily took of Franklin, died at Unadilla,” Feb. 18, aged
strove to intimate to the sufferers that speed of his horse saved him from any an- off our hats; no word was said. Combine, 44 years. She was baptized by Rev. David Green
if you can, the most brilliant sunset and and joined the F. W. B. church, in Davenport,
they were at least not beyond human sym- noyance.
sunrise you ever saw, and its beauties will Delaware Co., N. Y. She continued a worthy
As the wrecked sailors looked
pathy.
member of the same about 15 years and also a
pale before the gorgeous coloring which subscriber
shoreward, and saw, through the thick
for the Morning Star about the same
now lit up ocean, heaven and mountain. In time, when death transported her to the church
Jefferson Davis.
‘haze of snow and sleet, the red light of the
above.
Thus
ends the life of one much loved by
half
an
hour
the
sun
had
swung
up
perfire, and the tall figure of the woman pass-

the

the place of utter despair, which had
prompred them to let go their hold and
rop into the seething waters, that opened
and closed about them like the jaws of
death. Bat the day wore on, bringing noabatement of the storm that tore through

an

conveniences of civilization, forming a nau-

by hogs, which

great

indeed, she bore with Christian patience and resignation, The Roger Williams church has lost

soy

Beware

Itis a city without sewerage or the other

seous cesspool seavengered

a

INSURANCE

daughter, her husband

in obscurity.

in turn are consumed as food, alternating
the round of human and swinish economy.

in health

LIFE

say with Gay,

declare it an earthly paradise ; but when he

the capital
, of an

feebld

peopleo

C. F. BETTS, Secretary.

hovels which line its dirty streets, he" would

people is crumbling to ruin.

e

Her last: sickness,

green, red, yellow and blue enameled tiles ; ically, if taken

with emphasis that it was—some other
place.
vt
In the midst of a fertile country, teeming
with an industrious population in the im.
mediate vicinity of coal, iron and the precious metals; within sixty miles of the sea,

Though

un

GEORGE H. STUART,

its temples, embowered in groves of trees; without any orher food.—Pr. J. C. DRAPER,
its pagodas, its churches, its mosques, its
.
fine public buildings, exposed abive the in March Galaxy.
forest of - trees which overshadow the mud.
is taken to a lower depth, amidst the filth
and wretchedness
of a million
people
crowded within its walls, hu would
declare

lite,

years, yet she was strong -in the Lord. She always maintained an ardent desire to do good.
She had a’burning zeal for the salvation of souls.

At whatever time it may be used there is
no doubt thatit acts much more energet-

The plan of Pekin is a conception worthy

secrecy,

len.

At noon (the lady’s matin hour) .
1 sip tea’s delicious flower.

Deloach communicated this, in great alarm,

neighbor was watching, as they
and would denounce them ifhe
any indication of friendliness to
General. Mr. Deloach at once

on in early

times, and keep the pot onthe fire so'that
they ‘may moisten their lips” after the
fashionof Sairy Gamp; others consider it
almost sacrilege to take it at any other hour
than in the evening and at tea, while many

the

tation the night previous, and were then
breaking up and preparing to move.
Mus.
strict

yoher choice.
ot ip belug
gas. baptized
Silos Sinby Rev.
Storied
sit
Reuben Al-
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MRs. SARAIL W., wife of Bro. Wanton Steere,
died in Providence, R. I., April 16, in the 45th

respondent of the New York Herald, do different countries varies with the custom
each
on, as does mostevery other
not indicate the seat of government of an of
humanhabit. The Chinese drink it at all

can be only one answer—The Government.
The founders of the Tartar dynasty must
have been men of great and enlarged minds.

their rebel
supposed,
observed
the Union

_ Ddbertisemends,

To others,on the contrary, it is highly deleterious, pr
g headache,
sometimes even causing paralysis and diabetes,

i
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. Are Epsedily and permanently
that old and reliable remedy,

affection

and

Chest,

.

cured by the use of
;

WILD

States, openin

tured by Prof, Wilson has been thoroughly tested by
a chemist and the result of the test published in the
November number of the Journal of PLarmacy at

Philadelphia.
Prof. Wil:on of Monkton, Vt.,will furpish seed, and

supply a book, giving

Wistar’s Balsam
OF

ated producing Opium in the United

_

all necdful

instructions

cultivation, ete., to all desirons.
Or orders
addressed to Nelson Chase, Montpelier P.O,
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m

as to

may be
Vt.,who
Wilson,
terms,
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consideration :
This well-known preparation” does not dry up a
that ‘night was approaching, and night unCough and leave the cause behind, as is the case
| One of the most remarkable diagnoses of
der such circumstances was death.
with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses the
Dr. Trousseau was given to a gentleman
Lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the cause
All day long Abigail Becker had fed her
of the complaint.
ty
whose name he did not know. The genAND GUIDE TO THE
fire, and
sought
to induce the sailors by
tleman was singularly robust, looked the
FLOWER
AND VEGETABLE
signals—for even her strong voice could
CONSUMPTION
CAN
BE
CURED
picture of health—and yet:—¢ Doctor, I
GARDEN FOR 1869.
:
not reach them—to throw themselves into
By a timely
resort to this standard remedy, as is
Published in January.
Every lover of flowers
proved by hundreds of testimonials received by the
the surf, and trustto Providence and her voiced, shrunken-limbed, slouchy little old am not well. It seems to me my strength
wishing this new work, free of ch:
should address
proprietors.
is failing me: A strange lassitude takes
for succor.
In anticipation of this, she had man, is the eloquent and commanding senPrepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SON, BoSTON, immediately M. O'KEEFE, SON & CO. Ellwanger &
Barry’s Block, ROCHESTER, N.Y.
her kettle boiling over the drift-wood, and ator from Mississippi, the prompt, resolute possession of me. I feel—I scarcely know
and sold by dealers generally.
;
her tea ready made for restoring warmth and courtly Secretary of War that was really how I feel.” - Dr. Trousseau kept his
and life to the half-frozen survivors. But President when Franklin Pierce was osten- brilliant eyes riveted on the patient while
Woolen
Remnants
GRACE’S SALVE
Itell you the truth.
A feeling of the latter spoke, and when he ended the
either they did not understand her, or sibly?
AT FACTORY
PRICES,
Works
like
fnagis
on
OLD
SORES,
BURNS,
SCALDS,
I was touched, and doctor asked, ¢‘ You sleep every day immeCuts, Wounds,
Bruises, Sprains, Chapped Hands.
the chance of rescue seemed too. small to pity stole over me.
A¥~ Samples and prices rent free. Address PAUL,
there
is
no
knowing
what
my
impulse
of
diately
after
dinner
P"=4Yes,
I
do,
doctor.”
Chilblains,
&c.
Itis
prompt
in
action,
soothes
the
the
Remnant
man,
Providence,
R. I.
8t13
induce them to abandon the temporary
takes out the soreness, and reduces the most
«t Are unmarried, have no
family, are ignoJOSEPH GARLAND died in Dixmont, March 30, pain,
safety of the wreck. They clung
to it tender magnanimity to our fallen foe would
angry
looking
swellings and inflammations; thus afpneumonia, aged 58
years. He had always
fordtng relief and a complete cure.
y
with the desperate instinctof life Er ht have driven me to do and say if it had not rant of domestic life?” ¢ True, doctor.” of
Constitution Water
in the impulse of the man who put the *t What you want is—not medicine, but af- been a well man until within a few days of his
SETH W. FOWLE & SON. Proprietors, Boston.
389
face to face with death. Jusf at mightfall met,
is a certain cure for Diabetes and all diseases of the
death.
He
professed
religion
some
years
ago,
fection; domestic ties; something, some- but like too many others he did not live in its enKidneys. For sale by all Druggists.-!
18t%
A Cough, Cold, or Sore
there was a slight break in the west; a question: I have quoted, that obsequious
.
hroat
red light glared across the thick air, as if sycophancy toward the slaveholders’ rebel- body to live for. If you do not:form these joyment all of the time. When disease came
ORNAMENTAL
AND
USEFUL.
REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
for one instant the eye of the storm looked lion which for these ten years past. has been ties, if you do not give aliment to your upon him, however, he fledto Christ and found
BUY ONLY
and salvation in @alling upor God for
SHOULD BE CHECKED. IF ALLOWED
out upon the ruin it had - wrought, and the pre-eminent characteristic of -anti-slav- heart, you'll be in your grave before eigh- pardon
SILVER
TIPPED
SHOES
TO CONTINUE,
mercy. He said to me, “A sick bed is a hard place
ery
England.
.
Mr.
Davis
quietly
replied,
teen
months.”
The
stranger
smiled
skepclosed again under lids of cloud. Taking ¢ That is my name, sir.’
For
Children,
Will outwear three pairs without ti 8,
to die.”
He leaves a wife, one daughtically, laid 500f. in gold on the doctor’s toter,prepare
Irritation of the Lungs, a pertwo sons, and a large circle of friends to
advantage of this, the solitary
watcher
manent Throat
Affection, or
¢ What, Jefferson Davis ?’
table and retired. Fifteen months after- mourn their loss.
J. YOUNG.
ashore made one more effort.
She waded
an
Incurable Lung
Disease
¢ Yes, sir. May I ask your name, sir ?’
ward Lord Seymour ("twas he) was burout into ‘the water, every drop of which,
Bro.
CORNELIUS
SMITH
died
of
heart
disease,
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;
but
[
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simply
ied.
:
in Sherwin township, Bradford Co., Pa., April
as it struck the beach, became a. particle
AND
7, aged T2 years, 8 months, 14 days. He was takBrown's Bronchial Troches,
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gent and tonic, and when used without milk North Rone, Pa. He was a faithful Christian un-,
last chance. Iwill try! IfIlive, follow:
til the Lord took him from labor to rest. He was
me; if I drown, stay where you are!" looking gentleman, put his mouth close to or sugar is a simple remedial agent in nau- a father in Israel, a pillar in the church of his will find TROCHES useful in clearing the voice when
Mr. Davis’s ear and whispered what I did sea and indigestion; but if sugar is added
taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
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BOOKS
IN BOSTON.
With a great effort he fin off his stiffly not
He leaves many friends to mourn their
throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
hear, but what I could not but imagine it is converted icto a thin syrap, which is choice.
loss ; but their loss is his gain.
Peace to his dust.
A full supply of Freewill Baptist
Books may be
frozen overcoat, paused
one moment in
The Troches are recominended and prescribed
by
and have had testimonials from eminent
found at Woodman
and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
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throughout
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Mgrs. CARRIE V., wife of Charles F'. Burleigh,
struck out for the shore.
Abigail Becker,
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breast-deep in the surf, awaited him. He was ernment.’ Mr. Davis smiled feebly, and, in the concentrated than in the dilute state. and daughter of George and Sally H. Brown, died inuniversally
pronounced better than other articles.
Moultonboro’, Nov 7, of consumption, aged
almost within her reach when the under- I thought,'sadly. His name was called, and Ivis a mild stimulant to the skin and kid- 23in years,
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see the sun rise again ; she said, “Then [ shall see
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addition to its ather properties, the Chinese a more glorious sun than this.” Her last days
each other's arms.
The brave woman Davidsat down with Archbishop Manning
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followed
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succession,

A Novel Marriage.

and

a t—
A marriage was lately brought about in
A few days aftér, Captain Hackett and
The young
his crew were taken off Lofig Point by a England in a curious way.
passing vessel ; and Abigail Becker resum- man was rich, the lady poor. The parents
were all rescued in the same way.

bly due to the fact

the greater

that,

if water is boiled,

pavt?of the carbonate of lime

it contains and which would enter into the

home * beyond the river.”

'

RUBY

J. BR. C.
A

Lewis B., son of L. W. and

croup

in, Charlestown,

Mass,

A, Chase, dieg

March

17.

of

~Al-

composition of a caleulus, is precipitatéd ; though in the greatest distress he was conscious
therefore the drinking of boiled water nearly to the last, Previeus to his last illness,
would be equally effective in influencing his childish remarks seemmsd to indicatea” con.
that his stay on earth was to be short,
the prevalencd of this disease. It is also sciousness
He would frequently tell his mother that he was
narcotic and sedative, like opium; but like soon going to live with Jesus, and would ask

and friends of the former objected to her on
ectuniary considerations. The artful felnar emodgh to win for her the world’s ow pretendedto break off the match, was sunotice.
In her struggle every day for ‘ed for breach of promise, made a’ design- it, its action varies with the individual and her when she thought Jesus would come to take
A few months before his death he inducfood and warm
for her children, she- had edly lame defense -and lost his case and the dose. To some, 'it is exhilarating” to him?
ed his father to restore family worship which he
‘no leisure
for
:
e indulgence of self-con- $5000 damages. The lady Being then in the nervous and calming to the vascular had neglected. Just before his death he called
.gratulation, Like the woman of Scripture, comfortable circumstances the friends of system. In the words of Waller,
his father and motherto his bed-side and kissed
‘| them, then asked for his little sister and kissed
she had only ‘“ done what she could,” in the lover could make no further objections, | The Muse's friend, tea, does our fandy aid,
ed her simple daily duties without dreaming that she had done anything extraordi-

the terrible exigency that had broken the

and the marriage took place.

.
“
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them good-bye,
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The country appears to be subject to periodical
attacks of patent-right swindlers.
They infest
states, counties, towns and communities, and attempt, and often succeed, to palm off their-won-

next, it has been decided to select either Okhattsk or Rensjinsk in Siberia, and Norton

tent churns,

There is a fair prospect for the discontinuance
of the mail service over the Erie Railroad. The
Post-office Department is now paying for that ry of the Navy has directed Rear-Admiral Rowservice $180,000 a year. Mr, Jay Gould and oth- an to meet the observers ‘at Yokohama by the
ers who have got control of the road demand | first of July, and from thence the party will sail
Rear-Admiral Turner is also di-]
$300,000, and say they will not carry the mails for for Siberia.

and was

FOREIGN.

Review

the case of the United States vs, Colin M,
Rae in favor of the defendant.
:
The British House of Commons has lately

bitterly for his

It wus to evade the provisions of this

statute just

repealed

that

says that itis not” known

that Wash-

ingtor ever paid the slightest attention to these
letters, but in the absence of any proof that he
did not respond, his countrymen will: hardly
be prepared to believe that he was guilty of so
ungenerous an action.

- passed a bill repealing the prohibition against a
man marrying his deceased wife’s sister. John
Bright made a strong speech in favor of the bill,

and she Tories denounced him

while the writer herself,

with the children, was under military surveillance. She appealsto Washington in the name
of friendship, and refers to the aid that her
husband
gave
to the patriots of 1776.
The

The Irish church bill is still under discussion
in the British House of Commons.
Tory resistance to its passage seems useless. The English vice-chancellor has rendered a decision in

course.

in prison,

Rev.W, H. Punshon

came to this country last year.
The Spanish Cortes has adopted the article .in
the new -constitution guaranteeing religious liberty. The proposed ministerial changes have
been postponed.
Another Carlist gonspiracy has

been discovered at Barcelona,
_—
A letter from Rome says that there will be one
political question presented at the forthcoming
Ecumenical Council in December, which will be
the endeavor of the Pope, us the head of the

THE MADRID correspondent of the New York )
Tribune, under date of April 18, after describing
the effective speech of the Republican orator,
Castelar, says:
“Prim on Tuesday night went to Castelar’s
house, and frankly stated that the monarchy
had become impossible; that the Republicans
were -masters of the situation, and that he was
ready to unite with them.
This offer was at
once’ accepted,
It is resolved that the Républic
shall be allowed fo glide in, without shock, without violence.
There is even an understanding

respecting

United Church,to persuade the different nations
of Europe to disarm their present enormous and
costly armies and fleets, and submit their differences to arbitration.
Noun-Catholic as well as
Catholic powers
Will be urged not to break the
" peace, and to give a guaranty or promise that

they will not do so)
:
The cable despatches state that a new Italian
ministry has been formed, with General Menabrea as president,
:
There is talk
of esfs blishing a regency in Spain
t

with Serrano at

ead, to continue until a king
neral/ Prim has publicly denied the
report that he has Jef,or that he thinks of leaving, the
repu
any ranks.
pet

men of the State ok New York, requesting them
to .meet in conventivg at Binghamton on the
first day of June. Thexbject is to make a thorough organization by coumies, cities and towns,

the

ministers.

Prim

will

remain

Minister of War. As, however, in this position
he would become a standing danger to the Republic, a national militia is to be enrolled to
form a counterpoise,
The future Finance Min
ister, the Minister of Marine and the Minister

of State are zll designated. The discussion of
the Constitution will be #llowed to'go on, for
the idea is to consume time, so that the projected change may have more time to work.
It
is even likely the monarehical form of government will be voted, but as there will be no

monarch

the Republic

matter of course.
for a mew Cortes

unde the

must

be accepted

Then we shall
Constituyentes,

as a

have a call
which will

Constitution just voted and remodel

it more ‘in accordance with the principles of
the revolution, and in harmony with republican
institutions. This, at least, is the plan of the
new allies at present.
Spain, however, is such
a country of surprises that an unexpected event
may upset this project.”

ISABELLA has been in trouble about her Paris
houses. She hired two dwellings in the Champs

Elystes
ments

on condition
should be

that

made by

certain

improve-

"She also paid a half year's rent in advance.

rights of the colored race. \The proposed new
constitution of the State is to Ye submitted to the
voters
in the fall. In itthe pNaciple of impar-

provements promised were not completed,refused
to fulfill her part of the agreement.
The owner,

ple do not mean to let the instrumedt.be rejected

paid in advance.
The Ex-Queen became plaintiff
in a suite against the Baroness Montailleur-Ruffat, the owner of the buildings, and recovered the

tial suffrage is recognized, and the colored peo-

from any fault of theirs,

The address calling

Afterwards she bought a house, and as the imhowever,

would not refund the amount

advanced rent, deducting

bot

which

the

Baroness

therefrom

had

for a begining.

of rent

the amount
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A cry has been raised against it by
ctionists, and the question is be-

e elections,
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nearly" double that. of the
France, and this argument tells, The trade of
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he arrangements
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seale.

The

is “a gentle-
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ct’ of much labor, that

ofthe East Indian col-

French
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wide
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Cheerful.

anter and a bappier one. When returning from
the field, the barn, or the dreary winter's ride
from the city, cold, hungry, and perhaps discouraged,(as who is not at times?) the cheerfull greet]
ing of a smiling, neatly-dressed woman, and more
than all, the blazing fire, and a well-laden supper-table waiting only for father, will do mucho
lighten any burden, and to inspire him with re|
newed activity for business and life,
No good housekeeper, or duty loving wife, de- ;|
lays the preparation of the meals of the day till
tter or just before the coming in of the men
from the field. How tedious it must be for them !
to be obliged to wait for the food which should
have been previously prepared! How unpleasant
to them to move from this side to that, and from
that to this, that you may get nearer to the
stove or the oven, thus reminding them: that
they are in the way, when the fault is really your
own!
Then,if you have had trouble with your servants,
or the children have been unusually cross,
do not weary your husband with your fretting
and complaints, and unless you are sick enough
to need his active attendance, or the advice of a
physician, do not tell him of it; nothing weakens
the strings of affection sooner thana constant

fault- finding disposition.

Do not excuse yourself

from the duty of making home pleasaut, because
your husband is cross and morose.
May not
your dilatoriness in household
matters have
something to do with this? At any rate, try the
better way; make home cheerful and pleasant to
your husband and children, and at the same time
‘you will find that life and home will have new
charms and new comforts unfelt before by you.

—Am. Farmer,

Poisonous Animal

Food.

s——

" The food that is most liable to produce symptoms of puisoning, ‘even’ though it may seem to
be good, is shell-fish. They occasionally cause
great distress, attended by cramps and an erup-

tion on the skin resembling

nettle rush.

Such

symptoms supervene in from ten minutes to
twenty hours after eating the articles in question,
and are accompanied frequently by great exhaustion and debility. Death has occurred in as short
a time as three hours.
If the vomiting is free
the sufferer usually recovers.
In some instanees where shell-fish have been taken from docks
or ships’ bottoms, it has been suspected that they
have been contaminated with eopper or arsenic

derived from the sheathing-er.paint-on the ves-

sels, Tn some instances copper has been found,
but it is nevertheless probable that in the majority, if not in all the cases, the evil effects have
been due to the presence of an animal poison.
If healthy flesh that is undergoing putrefaction
is used as fuod, it is liable to produce very serious symptoms resembling those of typhus fever,

in which

there is considerable

brain

trouble.

This, however, is not common,
the usual result
being the ejection of the offensive material. The
system can even become accustomed to the intro-

Canada,superd 25
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Almonds—
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GRAIN,

House all things as much as possible—uanimals,
utensils, and crops.
:
Sell when you can get a fair price, and do not

store for rats and speculators,
The more comfortable you

your ani-

come us apples to boys and girls.
Irofi"shoes on sleds last a lifetime.

They are

really cheaper in the end than wooden ones.
Repluce all thie bars where you pass often by

24
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irade, and we invite you to a careful
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J. K. PURINTON,
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Dover; 4 mo., 1st, 1869,
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COMPANY,

Boston, Mass.
4110

MIDDLETOWN

HEALING

JAGAN

indigestion. biliousness, constipation,

GLOBE
GOLD AND SILVER
Mining Company.

are UN-

RIVALED for all diseases of the blood and skin;
cure all serofuléus affections, inclpding

Erysipelas,

J

Rheumatism,

Dyspepsia,

EACH.

Weaksese,

Gravel,

Diabetes,

Piles, Female

General Debility, Catarrb, Ineipient Pon

sumption, Neuralgia, AND EFFECTUAL WHEN.
EVER

THE

SYSTEM

REQUIRES

PURIFYING,

REGULATING AND BUILDING UP. Hundreds of
testimonials of cures, SEND FOR PAMPHLET.
- Address,

!

FORCEYTHE

to this

question may

AJaR,”’ by B. "Stuart

its EIGHIH KDITION. 1 vol.
EI paid by the pub'ishers,

be found

Phelps,

1vmo.

100 feet in width and 609 on the Ape LINCOLN,Lode,
parallel to and adjoining the HERCULES. The developments already made and in progress on the GLOBE
MINE (the new tunnel, now in over 130 feet, having
cut several emall but valuable veins of ore) prove,

on the Pacific Coast.

SWEDENBORGIAN?

&ar-The answer

sive vein'of Gold and Silver- nearing Quartz more than

most extensive body of mineral anywhere to be found

Middletown, Vt,
JIRS.

The property of this Company is situated in Moni
tor District, Alpine County, California, on Monitor
Creek, one mile east of the main Carson River, forty
miles south of Carson City, capital of Nevada. It consists of 2,000 feet on the HERCULES Lode, a mas-

beyond doubt, that it is one of the richest. as it 4s the

"GRAYS & CLARK,
eowlstly

in

now

$1.0.

in

Sent

ELDS, 0O8GOOD & CO., Boston.
EDITION

NOW

A

The HERCULES is ihe Central or Mo'her Lode

in a ners}

Children in the Temple.
—BY—
REV. H. CLAY TRUMBULL.
‘I No teacher's or
pastor’s or superint
’s li
brary is at all furniehed without it.’— 8. pig Honk
Price 81,00. Seut, postage
paid,--on recei
of
”
price. ¥or sale by all Danks ells To. :
:

W, J. HOLLAND CO;
&
Publishers,

4619

>

springfield, Mass,

Way will you work for $1,60 a day when you ¢an
Mike $50 a week in our new business which can be
done in door hy either sex We hove 100 new articles
never before introduced and wanted in every house.
amples rent on receipt of10 cts, Address, WALTER
+ ud
HOLT, 102 Nassua 8t., New, York.
ANTED.
We want a good agent in every
town and villake in the state to sell a standard
article neededin Svery fan ily and something hut
willge)l, Our ageots in the west are making from
#3 to $8 per day clear of expenses. We allow 100
per cent profit on all orders over $50 free of express charger, This is no Gift Swindle, To the rizht
arties we will offer good inducements. -Snitable
usiness for either Ladies or Gentlemen. ma ple
and texms to Agents sent for bocts. Address or olin

WANTED

new articles a

2018

4

ran’

¥ 4 pg AT.
fog.
fou

eng for
lst,

DAILY & CO, Fulton Street, N, YT.
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sent free
to all who desire to makea sqle and profitable investment.

& All orders for Shares must be addressed to

the undersigned, President of the Company,
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J. WINCHESTER,
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a
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4
No. 180 Broad St., Boston, Man’ CF RESTO
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in

Dalit mia a
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ores is considered.
8. The eo
SABLE: therefore,

READY.

The

ADVANTAGES OF INVESTMENT
in the stock of this Company are of a PECULIARLY
FAVORAHLE CHARACTER, viz:
1. The location fs
assed by any other for
easy development and profitable working, the abruptness of Globe Moun
presenting most extraardinans JSucilities for 4 d n
lise to a great
ept!
a short funnel of
op
(24
which

SIXTH

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $5,
UNASSESSABLE.

Constipation,

Liver Complaint, Uterine, Kidney, and

Urinary Digeases;

aia S00

CAPITAL, $650,000, IN SHARES OF 810

Salt Rheum, Tumors, Ulcerous and Cancerous Affection; al-o,

fe-

ver und headache take flicht under the operaton of
the delightiuld-anght. Sold
28
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

These Waters are performing the most wonderful
and

The Hand Of Heaven medicated the Beltzer
‘Spring. Man discov: red 1's priceless virtues, Chemis'ry ava yzed it, and now reproonces it in the
twinkling of an eye from TARRANT'S EFFERVESCENT BELTZER APERIENT. Toe moment the powder is liquified, every curative and Fehvibing element of the origins] Spa foams snd dances in the
goblet, snd

WATERS.

cures yet known in the shortest time,

15,000
ree

at unre

LAP ROBES AND HORSE BLANKETS.

to the public, we are arranging with Apothecaries
and other Merchants, sll over the country, to act 8s

200 pur cent. profs realized on

+ sons

all

mixture,it will uit the

ev
our mammoth circular und reduce:
strane

A GOOD VARIETY OF

may ke re turned at our expense, and we will refund
the money,
SPLCIAL NOTICE.—As a matter of convenience

:

.
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1 Eaadtras

and

the demand for it from

great

Trunks,

Like all other goods £0 d by the Oriental Tea Company, this Tea is warranted to give entire saiisfaction; and parties ordering can do £0 with the full assurance that if the wnole or any part fuils to suit, it

GOLD AND BTOOCKS.
Bn

Mandarins

use no other.

Trunks,

ing Bags.

any

on Porcelain

fire. Delightful flavor, exstrorg.
Combines all the

the Tea-plant.

Dress

(TSING

without

Cured

taste a» d please #il who love Tea.
Tois Tea is put up neatly in pound parcels, 36
pounds in a chest, with the price, $1,10, printed on
cach package...
The wholesale price by the che t is
$1,00 a pound, and orders from Traders, Hotel kee
ers, Peddlers, Clubs, or Families, for chests of
36

“THEGAIES

Yellow.ieeeas 0 00 @ 0 91 | DressedTurkeys
@ . db
;
GS.
do Chickens. 21@ . 28
State .eeiiiinva i 34

1}

UMBRELLAS,
A large assortment of

strength, and the roothing, invigorating proprriies
of both Black and Gr.en
without any ‘injurious
quality ; being chemically pure and free from color-

A

POTATOES,
Morcers....
00 @27
Peach Blows..825 @ 0 v0
POULTR Y.
Live Turkeysh¥ @.. 85

Factory, ex.¥ Ib.
Farmers’. .

of

approval, avd

was

WAS

Canada......1 80 @
Marrow.
... ».1 70

AND

ny feel that they cannot too highly recommend it to
all who dink Tea, as it pos=esses
he flavor and

NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.

ew YOrK. « «ss 00 e
estern..
«. 00.80 @
ON I
of

GENTS FURNISHING GOODS!

arrangemengso procure a larger supply, up-

For the week ending, May 5, 1869,

MArTOW.+seesd 00 ®42
Ex Medium. 3 50.9 4.00
EEF,
ExMess ¥bbl18 00 @20 ¢0
Country do..16.00 @18 .0
B UTTER

Prepared

CAPS,

Valises for Gents. and Travel-

on wore fuvoratly,
fers. for the future; sna they
have just reccivedXhe firet invoice for this year,
which will be sold at the low price of $1.1va peued,
at which (but Jitile over half what it cost one year
ago,) it 1s the cheapest Tea known; and the Compa-

\

BARLEY.

desirable Stock of

novelties and nobby things that the wants of the trade
demand,
We keep a full and choice selection of

Ladies’

lindted quantity 1mported was rapialy- sold, at the
high price of $1,80 a pound.
It met with tu h un-

9

& Can..0
00 @ 2 00
BEANS

perfectly "pure

substance,

(not copper), over aslow
ceedngl,
powertul and

Diarrhea,

Medium.... .47° @ . 43
Coarse....«..46 @ . 48

Ship stock...21 00 @22 00

Leaf,

signilles pure).

SPRING

Fine.....5.... 47@

Coarse do...20 00 @22 00

Natural

op

ORIENTAL

Extra... ...48 @ . 52
Clear

Ch

coloring or foreign
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SPRING HATS AND

TSING TE A---Black Dragon

ders desiring it.

+
3
1b)

556 @

BRIDGE.

END

the Union, and will send full particulars, terms,
price-li-ts, &¢., upon applieation by mail from Tra-

Ohio & Pennsylvania—
Picklock.... 6. @ . 70
Choice XX..

- AT THE

‘

sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of .de-

M....1 00

Do. Sheet, ¥ ® 6@ . 10 |Impeyial
.....T 00
Russia, Sheet,..16 @..,18 | Hysoh...,,.
v5
LEAD .
Young ilyson.. 60
Pig. gold......6% @. 6} |{Hyson Skin....80

STREET,

which
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ot EVERYTHING
STAPLE
IN
THEIR LINE that the maiket affords, and all the

@renes

[Refined

NO. 4 CENTRAL

of. the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,
or any number between one and 8, when

Cha Muscovad —
Fair
‘dreill @ 11%
80 | NewOrleans.seeee @es «0

Western, dry

IN 1828,

caity, at our warchou-e prices.
Our profits are
small, bu* we give over four-fiiths of them to Agents
as commission.
We want an Agent in every town in

SKINS,

\
§

ESTABLEISHIED

:

Agents tor selling onr Teas

Havana.
«81012. 11%@ i38
Calcutta Cow,
(Nos. X8to17..23% @ 15%
Slaughter.....28 @ 23) | Wos.18t0 20.15% @ 16
AND

Now ready at the 01d Stand of

The subscribers invite attention to their large and

always get ts

¥ 2000 1bsc.15 00 @22 20
Straw,100hs..1 25 @ 1 80

HIDES

CAPS,

TerRMS.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy

Parties

Ov |Cassia,¥ b gold,44 @ . 46
45 |Clovesaseeee... 27 € 28
25 | Ginger
1X @..123
82 | Mace..
21 @. 102
00 | Nutmegs.......%2
@ . 94

Eine Feed...l6 5 a8 i
dlings ...48
40
HAY.
.
Bale hay, ¥ ton
Country
Hay,

HATS AND

vouunds or fore, will be filled st the whole ale price.

5 00

RedTop.#bag,3 00 § & 50

strong gates, and then wonder that you didn’t do

80 before,
Although, inl

:

STYLES
—OF—

J. K. PURINTON & CO.,

cation.

800

WhiteWestrn 0 00 @ 0 84 | Live Chickens. ..80@..

can keep

SPRING

Sample copies will be sent free on, appli-

Southern yel., 93 @8.. 95 | Linseed,
Am. 2 (0 @ 2 «0
Western mx’d . 85 @.. 9 |Canary.......6 00 @ 6 50
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est 0:

—

16tF

us for the Myrtle.

Vt.and N.Y...I8 @.. 23
Western. ..o.. 2@..16
| Peas. # bush.’
Canada. .... 125816
| Potatoes, ¥ bu
Jacksons.... 75 @.. 80
pew ¥bH....22 g 250
| Onions.4#"bbl 10 00 @l1 10
[ Poultry........ 20 @.. 28

HerdsGruss..

Corn, ¥ 56 bs

wi

SWAMSCOT MACHINE CO.,
SOUTH NEWMARKET, N. H.

the

first number in April.
Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sent

Rasins—
EZg8.ceeescsarsus @.. 24
Blue cask . «« @ + +
SEED.
Bunch, ¥ box.. § . .. | Clover,Northern,158 1€3§
Layer .,....3 10 @ 0 00 | Westand
South. @.. 00

Orange CoA’

to Farmers.

by

to Rev. J. M. BAmLey, Epitor, Dover,N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to I. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

00
59
3
W

& bh,

State

nt

“published

This celebrated Tea was first introduced here by
the ORIENTAL TEA COMPANY, in May, 188, when the

Factory ......22 @

Gamgee
meat gold
mals that
been killed

: Hints

ply to

per of its class.
All communications intended for publication should be addressed
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Boiler,

in diameter.

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

hizher class of natives

75
do sliced.
75
do,new¥b
0 | Butter, ¢ tb.
HV
vVermont...««dd 8...
.. | Beans,
¥ bush.
00 |Smallandex. 8 50 @ 4
(0 {| Marrow ....0 V0 @ 3
50
Blue Pod...2 25 @ 2
i |Cranberries,bu 4 @ 7

Steam

“Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap-

semi-monthly,

healthy

APPLES.
MAPLE SUGAR.
Dried ....,... 2%
vo. 10 {essnrasnentnnenead0@.s
Groen Winters bo 8 6 op
OATS
Lg

estimates that about one-fifth of the
in the markets is obtained from anihave died, or from those that have
while suffering from some complaint,

1] A

8 1-2 x 20, feet, with two Flues 13 inches

enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other pa-

choice extra.9 00 @ 9 5C | Apples dried,

France with England
hus increased in a much ‘well fed with manufé, it will feed all else—plants,

| larger proportion than

This

837 (0
@sb Ww
@s2 60
@%7 W0
8. +.
@ 19}
@.. 1¥

duction of such vile articles as decayed fish,
which it is said the Siamese and Burmese use as
a condiment,
:

@

bot Hi | ates hve bol hors ground =r
traveler and naturalist”
, and of

Be

to-

ten years,

t year therefore be terminated

The Central park

FLOUR AND
MEAL.
|Pork,
St.Louis, sup.. .. @.. .. [Extra Clear.36 00
extra eh
675 @75)
Clear...... 35 W
Mess; best.32 00
:
| choice extrald bv @12 «wv
West'rn sup-.625@5 1
Prime..., 2920
com.extras..6 00 @ 6 75 | Lard keg,b.......
medium
do..7
0)
@
8
(0
|
Lard,
bbl. b....19
a
fi
q 50 | Hams smoked..i8
choice do....8 50
|
Pickled.........
Farmers’ wives and daughters can do much to- Illinois and Ohio,
choice extra, 9 50 g10
50
ward making the tuilsume life of a farmer a pleas- Mich.
and Indiana

mals, the more they will thrive,
A good cow is a valuable machine—the more
{ | food she properly digests, the greater the profit.
England
A few roots daily to all the stock are as wel-

already expended

s the desired improvements.

* Nmw York has the skeletoh of a whale, and
proposesto build with this nucleus a great museumof natural history. It looks as though it
would be done. Seventeen wealthy gentlemen
‘have acharter,
and raised nearly $50,000by sub-

° I. W. SANBORN.

the first of Junuary.

aspist in such. work as
in\the struggle for the

to appoint canvassers to
may be assigned to them

from good authority.

i SECOND-HAND

From these pri-

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

ge

paperdom in regard to charges made against Mr.
intends taking the advice of his cabinet before is- John Russell Young, managing editor of the
suing any instructions on this point.
Most of the
New York Tribune.
The Sun has published an
radical republicans of Virginia will vote forthe
immensely long communication largely made up
whole constitution, but some of its most proof extracts from Mr. Young's own letters, descriptive features are sure tb be deféated.
signed to prove (1) that Mr. Young has been
Governor Bullock states that the next Guberfalve to his associate editors; (2) that he used the
natorial election in Georgia Will not occur until
influence of the 7ribune to promote his own
1871.
.
schemes in the support of a Philadelphia journal in which he was interested; (3) that he
Hon. Salmon P. Chase, whose relations with
fraudulently supplied that journal with the telthe Republican party are not supposed
to be
egraphic news of the associated press.
Mr.
very close or of avery ardent nature, recently
expressed his cordial approbation of the line of Greeley, in the 7'ribune of Saturday, replies :(1)
that it is none of the public's business what ure
policy adopted by President Grant.
He alluded
the relations between Mr. Young and his associ
to the fact that the members of the Cabinet were
ates: (2) that the proof that Mr. Young used the
men of ungpestionable purity of character, and
spoke warmly in praise of the steps initiated by
Tribune to promote his own schemes and to exPresident Grant to reform abuses in the internal
tort money from politicians, is not made out; and
revenue service, to promote an egrly adjustment
(3) that he trusts the last charge will prove, as
of the Indian difficulties, and his efforts in behalf
Mr. Young d-clares,unfounded; and demands its
of the restoration of the Soe
investigation by the associated press.
.Meanwhile Mr. Young retains his place on the 7'ribThe following afe the official returns from the
une.
>
late election in this state :
Total vote
for
Governor, 67.823;
Onslow
THOSE WHO may intend to visit Niagara Falls
Stearns, 35,777; John Bedel, 32,004; scattering,
will be giad to learn that the authorities have
:
42; Stearns’s mujority, 3731.
‘
taken meusures to abate one of the greatest nuiFor
Railroad
Commissioner,
Samuel
D.
sunces of places where natural scenery is the
Quarles, 35.991; Michael T. Donohoe,31,889; :catchief. attraction, The Trustees of the village
tering, 27; Quarles's majority, 4,075.
have recently passed new laws regarding the
Whole. vote for members of Cengress, 67,882;
hackmen and guides of the place. Hackmen
Bgbiican vote, 35.905; Democratic vote, 31, will not be allowed to importune visitors, and if
993; S¢attering, 44;, Republican plurality, 8,972.
they or the guides make any exorbitant charge,
Jacob H. Ela's plurality, 1,762; Aaron
F. they are to be arrested and sent to the county
Stevens's, 1647: Jacob Benton's, 563.
jail. The evil has been still greater, if anything,
Whole number of Representatives, 333.
Re- on the Canada side; and if the Canadian authoripublican, 193; Democratic, 140; Republican maties will join in abating the evil, it will greatly
jority, 53.
add to the -reputation and attractions of this
The completion of the Pacific railroad was cel- resort.
ebrated on Saturday at San Francisco and SacraTHE EDINBURGH
Zfleview publishes two letmente in a grand and imposing manger:
ters, not heretofore printed, written by MaThe new congressional printer has issued a cirdame de Lafayette to George Washington, one
October 8, 1792, and the other in March, 1793.
cular letter for the benefit of whom it may concern, in which he announces his determination to These letters consist of most fervent appeals
break up the business of those who loan money
to Washington in behalf of the lady’s husband,
to his employees at extravagant rates,
who had at the time been overborne by the
madness of the revolutionary spirit in France
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vote, and the President
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submitted for a separate
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$80.000,000 a year.
;
Reports from the Indian country indicate a
very unseftled state of affairs, and the prospect
* ofa war on the Réd River and the Texas and
Kansas frontiers
during the coming “summer
seems to be increasing, The Indians are eertain.
States and Great Britain. Nor do they require
ly restless and dissatisfied, and little inclined to him at present to propose the reopening of negoaccept the peaceful propositions of the govern- | tiations for the secitlement of the Alabama and
ment.
onan’
‘Our Government will act with the
The President has written to General Canby
deliberation due to this important subject, and
advising that the election in Virginia be held on
carefully avoid any cause of offense, while firmly
the last 'uesday in June, or the first Tuesday
presenting the American side of the question to
July, and the probabilities are that it will be or- Her Majesty’s Government when occasion shall
dered on one of those days.
It hasnot yetbeen
require.”
decided what parts of the constitution shall be
A GREAT excitement has been raised in news-

‘diameter.

In another column, see

The Myrtle

Markets.
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to Sunday schools.
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Has been in

use about twg months only.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT

Ashes of wood and common salt wet with waright to use, (the thing being manufactured at
some distant town or city,) for a. certain sum, ter will stop the cracks of a stove and prevent
-usually five or ten dollars for individual cases, to the smoke from escaping.
>
fd
be paid down; or to sell the machine and .take
the.buyer’s note thérefor, ‘made payable to the
said agent or bearer on demand, which note the
swindler afterwards sells at a discount, pockets
BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.
all the money he can thus obtain, and ledves for
For the week ending, May 5. 1869.
parts unknown. . The *¢ patent” proves of no
CANDLES.
MULASSES,
practical value—a humbug, the * agent” an im- Moulds. .esesescld @o0 17 Cuba, tart......49 @: 5&0
do
sweet....00 @.
00
Sperm.cicec.e.-46 @.. 48
pos‘or, and the people are ugain sold.
do Muscovadod2 @.. dS
Adamantine....22 @.."80
A similar characteris reported as having reCientuegos ......ph7 @
63
COAL.
cently operated among the farmers in certain Cannel*++*++.1500 a2 00 Pore Rico.....s 63 @.. ib
Pictou. cssevees oo @ov oo
oll
portions of Massachusetts in the sale of a patent Anthracite,.. 8 00 @ 0 ® Olive,¥ gal..1 [5 @ 1 60
Linseed—Eng..93 @ 1 wW
CUFFEE.
horse hay-furk,
and made altogether too much
Javs
«33
@.. 84
American... 98 @ 1 WW
progress before his real colors were detected,
It ah:
2 [Crude Sperm 1 ¥5 @ 2 00
3:
«
Do. Whale..1 06 @.1 10
is nut many years since one Pettengill,:purport- | Ris iveasasnsse
COTTON.
Refined do....1 20 @.1 £6
ing to have originated in Vermont, but at that N. OQ. & Mobile .. @.v +. {Spermycceee.. 2:5 g210
time, I think, claiming residencé in New HampOrdinary... .2¢ @ 25% | Lard, Western—
EXtra..osesl 50 @ 1 60
shire, canvassed Northern Vermont; to sell the Mid.to good mid 31 @ 52
Ordinary..... 26% @ 27... | No. liuuse ..130 @ 140
right to have made and to use a patent potatoDOMESTICUS.
Neatsfoot#?gall 10 @ 1 60
PAINTS.
digger. He exhibited his model, which by the Sheetings and Shirtings—
Lead,Red Am.. 11 @.. 00
Heavy
44.10) @ 16
way was admirably made
and operated very
Medium 4-4...14 @ 15
Am.dry,pured Mag 124
Ground,pure..0 @.. 14
prettily ; but the thing itself proved of no prac- Drills,brown..163 @ 17}
Print Cloths... 74
@ 8
No. l..... ..J3% @ 14%
tical advantage to the farmers, and every X thus Cotton
Flannels 1o
|
Zing, ground in wil—
3% | Nod........13% @ 14%
invested remains an investment still. I think it Cotton Jeans. 12%
.
4
Paris Whites....3 @. 8%
i2
may be laid down as a rule with very few if any
T%
SpanBrownAm.1}g
a.
3
es | 5
exceptions, that * pateut-right”
vénders who
35 | VenRed¥#ewt.3 00 @
Ran!
Vermillion.....22
@
travel the country are swindlers, and every dolWhiting—
Denims coaeeens {
lar to them delivered is just so much permanent- Ginghams......14 §
Boston .....2 256 @
Mous.de Laines.. @ . 20 | FrenchYellow 2X @
ly invested in The Grand Swindler’s Sinking
Carpetings—
Varnishes ....1 50 @
Fund.
Lowell sup.3-ply @ 1 66 | Puttyssseeesvanas 4 8.
1 know of no safer way for aman—the farmer
Extra super.... 8l 27% Glue......cuuus 14 a.
Superfine .. Foi @l 12%
PETROLEUM.
especiully,~than to deal with known and responCrude. cesesse 120 @.0 21
FISH. .
sible dealers; or, if trading with a stranger, to | ' Codflsh, larget 50 @ 7.75 | Refined..
33
]
small....... 0 U0 @ Vv V0 | Kerosene
test fully and satisfactorily by actual trial every
Mackerel, lge12 00 @28 00 | Naptha..
implement or machine before the purchase is
Shore......17 80 @25 Ww
PRE
400 @ 5 00 | Beet—Mess,
made.
It is an honorable way of doing business, Alewives.
Western...19
0¢ @20 00
| Salmon. tce..86 00 @34 00
ang will harm none.
* Prove all things,” comes : HerFings pick.4 60 @ 8 50
Family ....2} 00 g2t 00
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debt,

bond-, is $284.125,686, being at the rate of nearly

rights, or to sell

in New

list, and retail prices.

fine

Ph pd fod ®

of the

;

SENATOR SUMNER is reported as saying in a
recent conversation:
“Mr. Motley sails on the 19th .of this month.
As I have already said he understands the question, and is fully apprised of the wishes of the administration, - Until he arrives in England nothing can be done.
It has been reliably ascertained,
that the instructions of this Government to Minister Motley do not suggest any mode of adjusting the pending questions between the United

'$1,258.000 in Pacific Railroad bonds out, while
there are now $56,852.000 issued, se that the decrease

with

instruments for the observation of what a Washington correspondent ’ calls ‘this
champion

eclipse.”

or town

to individuals the right to. make

one-third

&

will be admirably fitted out and equipped

is to dispose of county

in muffins. “If preferable use
flour, instead of all Indian meal.

operandi

ist. Mil,

A J @) SECOND-HAND
In addition to the publications of othe wm
Steam Boilers
ers, we offer our own prize books which TW
each
4
x
20
feet,
with two Flues 15 inches
are not excelled by any other books
of their class.

of boiling water. Stir this in briskly, and itis
ready to cook either in griddle cakes or to bake

B83

of the books

then add a heaping teaspoonful of soda,or salaratus, (varying the quantity according to the
sourness of the milk,) dissolved in half a tea-cup

of which are patented (or the patent is applied
for,) and can be had only of us, the solely au-

modus

bought elsewhere

milk

OD

examination

States Treasurers office shows that the public
debt resched its maximum in Augst, 1865, when
it was $2.757.689,671. At present it is $2,629,157,
885, a decrease in three years and eight months
of $228,631,686.
In August, 1865, there were but

hay-forks, potato-

Their usual

quart of buttermilk, or sour

two table spoonfulsof molasses, a teaspoonful of
salt; mix them; then stir in sifted corn meal un-’
til it is thick enough to hold a teaspoon upright;

diggers, and a thousand-and-one articles and implements of great practical importance, as they
say, to the industrial interests of the country, all
thorized agents.

one

8

An

United

in the

Pak

?

32

rected to allow the ‘party the use of the vessel
now in Alaska, waters, but they are to reach
Sitka by private conveyance.
The expedition

a less sum,

bee-hives, horse

h
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schools at as low rates as they can be Stones 30 ineho in. liameter, ‘manufactured

The following is considered a very good recipe:

derful wares upon all who will show them
favor. These invaluable inventions include pa-

Soundin Alaska as the best places from which to
observe the phenomenon.
The observations are
to be in-charge of Professor Coftin,the superintendent of the Nautical Almanac.
The Secreta-

;

We will ‘furnish Libraries to Sunday
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Griddle Oakes.
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is devoted to the obser-
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which the sum of $5000
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vation of the total eclipse of the sun in August

"in the matter, and probably will not decide upon

' his course for some time,

naval appropriation act
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17 18 announced that in accordance with the

other time, the
a sinking fund.
to this act has
or three weeks,
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effect on the 1st of June,or at any
law authorizing him to establish
The propriety of giving force
been under consideration for two
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to be sent by the Secretary of the Navy to each of*
ficer of that service, and officers will be allowed

The Secretary of the Treasury has

SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
the [SABBATH
At Wholesale Prices,

Hueal and Fptestie, foi ER

A circular prepared

by him setting forth the needs of the museum is

®

name is not yet announced.
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